ABSTRACT
QUAYYUM, SHAHRIAR. Advanced Finite Element Analyses of Moment Resisting
Connections for Improving Seismic Performance and Exploring Effects of Residual Stress
and Fire Damage. (Under the direction of Dr. Tasnim Hassan).
This dissertation research deals with rigorous finite element (FE) analysis and
experimental investigation for exploring failure mechanisms of welded steel moment
connections (WSMCs) and developing seismic performance enhancement techniques for
moment resisting steel buildings. Two types of moment resisting connections in steel
buildings were studied, viz. eight bolt stiffened extended end-plate (8ES) connection and
welded unreinforced flange bolted/welded web (WUF-B/WUF-W) connection. The AISC
prequalified eight bolt stiffened extended end plate (8ES) connection showed good
performance in energy dissipation and ductility in many experimental studies under seismic
loading. However, fracture of beam flange or stiffener or weld between beam flange/end
plate and stiffener, leading to early strength degradation or brittle failure of the connection
has also been observed. Hence, the 8ES connection was analyzed using advanced nonlinear
finite element (FE) modeling to explore these failure responses. Based on the simulation
responses, seismic performance enhancement techniques were developed and analytically
evaluated. The modified 8ES connection has been experimentally validated to demonstrate
excellent seismic performance.
The aftermath of the 1994 Northridge Earthquake led to significant modifications in the
design of moment resisting connections. Although the post-Northridge modified connections
showed improved performance in terms of ductility and energy dissipation capacity, lowcycle fatigue failures have been repeatedly observed at the weld toe or access hole of the
welded unreinforced flange bolted web (WUF-B) connections. Weld induced residual
stresses are considered to be one of the leading contributors to the low-cycle fatigue failures
observed in the post-Northridge connections. An experimental study was performed on
WUF-B connection to study the influence of welding procedure on the failure mechanism of
the connections. Two specimens of WUF-B connections were tested under constant
amplitude cyclic loading history and accumulation of axial strain near the welded joint was

observed for both the specimens. However, the rate and magnitude of strain accumulation
was different for different welding sequence and hence, the fatigue lives of the specimens
were different. Two specimens used in the experimental investigation were simulated, using
advanced thermo-mechanical finite element modeling techniques. Numerical techniques,
incorporating the W-shape manufacturing processes and real time weld sequences, were
developed for simulating initial and welding residual stresses. The analysis model was
validated based on the measured temperature history during welding and strain data from the
experimental study, and initial residual stress data from literature. The simulation responses
of the WUF-W connection demonstrated that under low-cycle fatigue loading despite the
welding residual stress relaxation, the axial strain at the weld toe continued to grow with
cycle (strain ratcheting) to induce brittle fracture similar to what was observed in the
experiments. The critical locations of high stress and strain concentrations are also depicted
by the simulated contour plots. These novel numerical techniques can be implemented to
optimize weld sequence and heat treatment techniques for enhancing seismic or fatigue life
of beam-column connections.
Finally, implications of fire damage to moment resisting steel building under seismic
loading have been explored. It is not known how a rehabilitated fire damaged building would
behave under a seismic event. Properties of structural steel become heterogeneous because of
different peak temperature exposure at different locations of the building. Depending on the
rate of cooling or water quenching steel properties will have a much wider range compared to
those before fire exposure. Finite element analysis was performed to shed light on the
performance of the fire damaged building under simulated seismic loading. The seismic
analysis results demonstrated that the lateral drift demands were significantly influenced by
the post-fire strength degradation and heterogeneity of structural steel. It was observed that
nearly all of the earthquake-induced lateral displacement occurs at the story level where the
fire exposed compartments are located. This may lead to single story mechanism commonly
known as soft story mechanism at the fire exposed story level which may lead to catastrophic
failure of the structure.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1. Background and Motivation
Before the 1994 Northridge Earthquake, welded unreinforced flange bolted web (WUFB) moment connections were used extensively in the construction of multistory buildings in
North America and it was anticipated that under seismic loading, damage would be limited to
ductile yielding of members or connection. The Northridge Earthquake in 1994 challenged
the connections in meeting seismic demands. During the Northridge Earthquake many steel
buildings were extensively damaged at the WUF-B connections and several exhibited brittle
fractures [1-4]. These brittle fractures were observed at the weld between the bottom beam
flange and the column flange as shown in Figure 1(a). In some cases, the cracks continued
through the column flange right above the weld as shown in Figure 1(b). Interestingly, the
same types of brittle connection failures were observed during the Kobe Earthquake exactly
one year after the Northridge Earthquake.

(a) Fracture at fused zone

(b) Fracture through column flange

Figure 1 Beam-column connection fractures during the 1994 Northridge earthquake [1].

Many failure mechanisms were observed, and many were addressed through research
over the last two decades. The lack of ductility displayed in the pre-Northridge welded steel
moment connections (WSMCs) prompted research by the Federal Emergency Management
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Agency (FEMA) as well as the SAC Joint Venture, a partnership between the Structural
Engineers Association of California (SEAOC), the Applied Technology Council (ATC), and
the California Universities for Research in Earthquake Engineering (CUREE). Weld-base
metal mismatch, base metal and weld metal toughnesses, backing bar, fillet weld
reinforcement, residual stress, continuity plates, panel zone, reduced beam section, weld
access hole, and column flange through-thickness fractures have all been investigated and
modifications were made in the exsisting design of moment connections [1-2, 4-11].
Based on a decade of research activities, deformation based performance requirements
for WSMCs in steel moment frame was developed [1, 12]. These requirements are specified
in the 2010 AISC Seismic Provisions for structural steel buildings [12]. According to these
provisions, beam-to-column moment connections in special moment frames (SMFs) are
required to sustain a total interstorey drift angle of ±4% without significant loss of strength.
Significant loss of strength is defined to occur when the flexural resistance of the connection
drops below 80% of the nominal plastic moment capacity of the beam. These interstorey drift
angle requirements include both elastic and inelastic components of frame deformation. In
order to fulfill this performance criteria, many modifications were made in the preNorthridge connection to enhance the connection’s ductility and energy dissipation capacity,
and the seismic performance of the modified connections were tested under standard seismic
loading protocol [13-19]. Based on the results of these experimental studies, AISC 358-10
Standards approved five moment connections for special and intermediate moment frames
(SMF andf IMFs) [20] application. These are reduced beam section (RBS) moment
connection, bollted stiffened and unstiffned extended end-plate moment connection, bolted
flange-plate (BFP) moment connection, welded unreinforced flange welded web (WUF-W)
moment connection, and Kaiser bolted bracket (KBB) moment connection. Recently, Side
Plate and ConX connections are prequalified for SMF and IMFs.
The design modifications to the pre-Northridge connections showed significant
improvement in the ductility and energy dissipation capacity of welded steel moment frames;
however, the fundamental reasons for the brittle failures at the local level were not
uncovered. As a result, some of the prequalified moment connections often suffered localized
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fractures. Testing of post-Northridge welded steel moment connections have shown that
localized low-cycle fatigue cracks may initiate near the welds [6-7, 21-23]. Research by the
European community has also demonstrated localized low-cycle fatigue fractures and
concluded that an exhaustive understanding of the low-cycle fatigue strength of steel
members and joints is required [23]. Further, several researchers found that under constant,
small amplitude tests where the beam doesn’t develop its full plastic moment capacity, the
connection is susceptible to brittle fractures near the weld metal and heat affected zone [24].
Brittle fractures were also observed in connections with strong panel zones prior to the
development of the plastic moment in the beam [25].
Some of the European tests have demonstrated problems with the RBS beam column
connection which is the most widely used post-Northridge connection in USA. Failures have
been observed in the welds due to high stress concentrations, thus RBS is not considered as
an acceptable solution in Europe [23]. The RBS moment connection also results in lower
stiffness and lower capacity of the beam. This could lead to selecting larger members, thus
higher material costs. In addition, the resistance to lateral and torsional stability of RBS are
reduced compared to the WSMC beam. As a result, special attention must be paid to lateral
bracing of the flanges at the reduced beam section. The extended end-plate connection for
smaller size beam sections showed significant seismic performance improvement, but for
larger size beam sections the connection requires an end-plate stiffener. The stiffener induces
high stress concentration at the base of the stiffener which may lead to premature failure of
the beam flanges and stiffener welds [27-29].
Thus based on the observations made from the literature it is apparent that some of the
post-Northridge connections may still be exposed to brittle failure because of low-cycle
fatigue mechanism, and lateral or torsional buckling before reaching the interstory drift ±4%
without significant loss of strength [6, 18]. While many design procedures can predict the
performance of a global structural parameter under prescribed load conditions, those same
procedures do not attempt to correlate these quantities with local responses. This is not a
shortcoming of the current guidelines and design procedures; however it is a limitation on the
knowledge on local failure mechanisms. Hence it is essential that the cause and mechanism
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of local failure of welded steel moment frames be understood to effectively and reliably meet
the seismic demands. In order to fully understand the connection failure mechanisms,
localized failure mechanisms should be studied along with global failure mechanisms, which
is the subject of this study.
This study implemented advanced finite element analysis techniques and experimental
study to analyze and understand the local and global failure mechanisms of welded steel
moment connections. The finite element models were validated against experimental results
prior to analyzing the failure mechanisms. The failure mechanism of two prequalified
moment connections such as eight bolt stiffened extended end plate (8ES) and welded
unreinforced flange welded web (WUF-W) moment connection were studied through finite
element analysis. Seismic performance of welded unreinforced flange bolted web (WUF-B)
connection was investigated through experimental study. The outcome of the study
demonstrated the influence of various parameters in influencing the failure mode of the
connections. Some of these parameters are not accounted for in the design of moment
resisting buildings. Based on analysis results of the force transfer and failure mechanism of
the 8ES connection, techniques to enhance its seismic performance are developedand the
modified connection is validated through experimental investigation. The influence of
residual stress are investigated through complex thermo-mechanical finite element analysis
and validated against experimental responses of WUF-B connections. Analysis responses
demonstrated that the fire damages in steel buildings may result in soft story mechanism
towards collapse of the building. These results are presented in three parts: i) seismic
performance enhancement of extended end-plate moment connection via detailed
investigation of local and global response of the connection, ii) effect of residual stresses on
the localized failure of WUF-B and WUF-W connections, iii) effect of fire induced material
heterogeneity on the seismic performance of welded steel moment frame.

2. Scope and Organization
This dissertation deals with rigorous finite element (FE) analysis and experimental
investigation for exploring failure mechanisms of welded steel moment connections
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(WSMCs) and developing seismic performance enhancement techniques for moment
resisting steel buildings. The findings of this study are presented through the six chapters
written in journal paper format. Chapter 1 is the current chapter introducing the dissertation.
Chapters 2 to 7 are the six journal papers describing the various findings in detail. Chapter 8
is the concluding chapter discussing recommendations for future research.
Chapter 2 is a journal paper to be submitted to the Engineering Structures on the
development of a modified design of extended end plate moment connection to enhance the
seismic performance. The AISC prequalified eight bolt stiffened extended end plate
connection has been investigated in detail by using finite element modeling techniques.
Firstly, the finite element models were validated against experimental results from the
literature, and afterwards, the seismic performance of the connection with design
modifications was studied. The goal of this study was to eliminate the necessity of end plate
stiffener with an optimized bolt arrangement that ensures even distribution of bolt forces.
Based on global and local responses of all the connections studied, a modified design of
extended end plate connection was proposed which consists of a hexagonal pattern of bolt
arrangement, heat treatment of the beam flanges near the welded joint and inclusion of a
stiffener plate at the web of the beam near connection region. The study discussed
sequentially the development of the proposed modified design and shows comparison of the
performance of the different connections.
The modified design of extended end plate connection developed in Chapter 2 has been
experimentally validated through full scale cyclic testing of the connection under simulated
seismic loading history which is presented in Chapter 3. The experiment was conducted at
the Constructed Facilities Laboaratory (CFL) by the graduate students, Machel Morrison and
Doug Schweizer. My contributions in the experimental study were through the pre and posttest analyses. This is a journal paper to be submitted to the Engineering Structures. This
chapter gives detail of the experimental setup of the connection and the results obtained from
the experiments, which demonstrated excellent performance under seismic loading. The posttest analysis simulated the seismic performance of the connection considering the initial
imperfections and actual loading.
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Chapter 4 is a journal paper to be submitted to the Journal of Structural Engineering on
the experimental investigation of the influence of welding sequence on the seismic response
of the WUF-B connection. This study was motivated by the low-cycle fatigue cracks at the
weld toe that was observed in the cyclic testing of post-Northridge connections which was
attributed to the residual stresses induced by welding near the welded region. This study
takes into account two exterior sub-assemblages of WUF-B moment connections having
different sequence of welding for connecting the beam flange to the column flange. The
objective was to investigate the effect of welding procedure on the localized low-cycle
fatigue failure mechanism of the connections especially the local strain responses. The results
demonstrates the influence of weld sequence on the strain responses near the welded joint
and weld access hole and thereby influence the crack initiation life.
Chapters 5 and 6 are the continuation of the Chapter 4 study and demonstrate the
influence of initial and welding residual stresses on the seismic response of moment resisting
connections. These studies dealt with complex finite element modeling of moment resisting
connections. Chapter 5 deals with the development of advanced numerical technique to
simulate the residual stresses in the wide flange shapes and will be submitted to the Journal
of Structural Engineering. This chapter describes the detail of the modeling feature for the
heat transfer analysis followed by a thermo-mechanical analysis to simulate the initial
residual stresses. The residual stress measurements obtained from the finite element
simulation were validated against experimental data from the literature. An example was
presented on the application of the numerical simulation technique on the influence of initial
residual stresses on the seismic performance of wide flange steel columns. The results of the
analysis demonstrated the vulnerability of the steel columns with initial residual stresses.
Chapter 6 deals with the understanding of the residual stresses and their influence on the
localized failure mechanism of welded steel moment resisting connections. This study
developed a numerical technique based on sequentially coupled transient nonlinear thermomechanical analysis to simulate the welding residual stresses and their influence on localized
fatigue responses. The finite element simulation technique was validated against the
experimental temperature and strain measurements. The simulated response of residual
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stresses showed development of very high residual stresses close to the weld region. The
welding induced residual stresses together with the initial residual stresses in wide flange
shapes were included for the seismic analysis of moment resisting connections, which
demonstrated the influence of the residual stresses on the low-cycle fatigue failure
mechanism of the connections. The results of the finite element investigation also explain the
variability of the low-cycle fatigue failure response for different weld sequences. Finally, a
method to reduce the magnitude of the residual stresses has been proposed based on the
concept of post weld heat treatment which showed improved performance under seismic type
of loading. Chapter 6 on the welding residual stress will be submitted to the Journal of
Constructional Steel Research.
Chapter 7 is a journal paper to be submitted to the Journal of Constructional Steel
Research on the seismic performance assessment of fire damaged steel moment resisting
frames. The objective of the study was to investigate how a fire damaged steel building will
respond under a seismic event if it is rehabilitated for continued service. The post-fire
material strength degradation and material heterogeneity was considered to account for the
damage caused by fire. A three story reference steel moment resisting frame was modeled by
using finite element software ANSYS and its performance was investigated under different
fire scenarios where different compartments at different stories were exposed to fire. The
results of the fire exposed structures are compared to that of the structure at ambient
temperature. Moreover, to characterize the influence of the fire damage on the seismic
response of an isolated connection, an exterior beam-column connection was analyzed under
different fire scenarios. The results of the study demonstrate the vulnerability of fire damaged
steel buildings during seismic events.
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CHAPTER 2: AN IMPROVED UNSTIFFENED 8 BOLT EXTENDED
END PLATE MOMENT CONNECTION FOR SPECIAL AND
INTERMEDIATE MOMENT FRAMES
PART I: NUMERICAL MODELING AND MODIFIED DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT

Abstract
Eight bolt stiffened extended (8ES) end plate connection is one of the prequalified
connections proposed by AISC 358 Standards for special moment frames (SMFs) in seismic
regions. In 8ES connection, a gusset plate is welded between the end plate and the beam
flanges to strengthen the extended portion of the end plate. In addition to increasing the
flexural strength, it helps in forming plastic hinge away from the connection region as well as
distributing the flange forces evenly to the connecting bolts. In experimental studies, this
connection showed good performance in energy dissipation and ductility in many cases,
whereas premature fracture of beam flange or stiffener or weld between beam flange/end
plate and stiffener, leading to a brittle mode of failure of the connection have also been
observed due to high stress concentration. The study reported herein performed detailed
finite element analysis to understand the failure mechanism of the eight bolt
unstiffened/stiffened extended end plate moment connections, and thereby develop a
modified design of eight bolt extended end plate connection. In the modified design, the end
plate stiffeners were excluded from the connection to eliminate the stress concentration
associated with the stiffener, and the bolts were rearranged into a hexagonal pattern to ensure
uniform distribution of bolt forces. It was observed that the hexagonal rearrangement of the
bolts improves connection performance, but does not necessarily ensure formation of plastic
hinge away from the connection region for different beam sections. However, with a recent
idea of heat treating the beam flanges integrated into the connection design ensures formation
of the plastic hinge at the desired location regardless of the size of the beam. The modified
design with the new bolt pattern and heat treatment showed improvement in the seismic
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response of the connection in terms of ductility and energy dissipation capacity. However, in
terms of strength degradation, no noticeable improvement was observed because of the
lateral instability of the connection. To delay the onset of strength degradation for the
modified connection, the web of the beam was strengthened by a stiffener to reinforce the
connection region. It was observed that the modified connection was able to sustain 6%
interstory drift angle without losing significant strength and also, exhibited very good
ductility and energy dissipation capacity under simulated seismic loading. Overall, the
seismic resilience of the extended end plate connection has been improved with the proposed
design. The novel connection design has been validated through full scale experimental
testing of extended end plate moment connections and has demonstrated excellent
performance under simulated seismic loading, which will be presented in a separate study.

Keywords: Extended end plate connection, Seismic performance, Hexagonal bolt
arrangement, Heat treated beam section, Beam web stiffener

1. Introduction
Before the 1994 Northridge Earthquake, welded unreinforced flange bolted web (WUFB) moment connections were used extensively in the construction of steel buildings in North
America. However, during the 1994 Northridge Earthquake many steel buildings were
seriously damaged at the WUF-B connections and several exhibited brittle failures [1]. Since
then a considerable research activities have been performed to find alternatives to the WUFB moment connections [1-8]. Based on a decade of research activities after the 1994
Northridge earthquake, five moment resisting connections were prequalified by AISC 358
Standards for special (SMFs) and intermediate (IMFs) moment frames [9]. One of these five
prequalified connections is extended end plate connection which is the subject of this study.
In extended end plate connections, a steel plate is shop welded to the end of a beam which is
then field bolted to the connectiing member. These connections are primarily used to connect
a beam to a column or to splice two beams together. The end plate is extended beyond the
beam flanges such that the bolts can be positioned outside the flanges on the extended part of
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the end plate. Extended end plate connection can be stiffened or unstiffened. The stiffened
configuration has a gusset plate (stiffener) welded to the outside of the beam flange and to
the end plate. The stiffener is aligned with the web of the connecting beam to strengthen the
extended portion of the end plate. Extended end plate moment connections are further
classified based on the number and arranegement of the bolts. The two most common types
of the extended end plate connections prequalified by the AISC 358 Standards are four bolt
extended unstiffened and eight bolt extended stiffened end plate connections (Figure 1a, b).
The prequalification of these connections emanated from the study of Sumner and coworkers [10-13], where they performed experimental investigation of the connections under
simulated seismic loading recommended by the Protocol for Fabrication, Inspection, Testing,
and Documentation of Beam-column Connection Tests and Other Experimental Specimens
[14]. The study reported herein dealt with the eight bolt configuration of the extended end
plate connection.

(a) Four bolt unstiffened

(b) Eight bolt stiffened

(c) Four bolt wideunstiffened

Figure 1 Different configurations of extended end plate moment connections.

The eight bolt configuration of the extended end plate connection is prequalified with a
stiffener welded between the end plate and the beam flanges commonly referred to as eight
bolt stiffened extended end plate connection or 8ES connection. The stiffener is usually
provided to strengthen the extended portion of the end plate. In addition to enhancing the
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flexural strength, it helps in forming plastic hinge away from the connection region as well as
ensure uniform distribution of bolt forces. In many experimental studies, stiffened
connections showed good performance in energy dissipation and ductility [10-13, 15-23]
which demonstrated the applicability of the connection for seismic application. However,
there have been some experimental studies where undesirable mode of failure was observed
which was associated with the presence of the stiffener in the extended portion of the end
plate. In the studies by Ghobarah et al. [17], Korol et al. [16] and Guo et al. [24] crack was
observed at the toe of the weld between the beam and the end plate stiffener at large inelastic
loading cycles which was attributed to the stress concentration induced by the stiffener. In
the experiments performed by Adey et al. [13], the end plate ruptured around the beam
flange and stiffener. They also observed pullout of the stiffener in some of their experiments.
Shi et al. [25] observed fracture and buckling of the end plate stiffener during cyclic testing
of extended end plate connections. The observations made in these studies led to the notion
that the end plate stiffener imposes a high stress concentration at the interface between the
stiffener and the beam flange or end plate. As a result, the inelastic actions are localized at
these locations which may lead to fracture of beam flange, end plate or stiffener, fracture of
the welds between the stiffener and beam flange/end plate and local buckling of the stiffener.
In addition to the unfavorable failure modes caused by the stiffener, a portion of the stiffened
end plate may extend above the finished floor requiring a larger column closer and reduced
useable floor area [26]. Moreover, the cost of construction increases due to the weld works
required for attaching the stiffener to beam flange and end plate. These shortcomings of the
8ES connection induced by the presence of the stiffener motivate further investigation for
improving the resilience of the connection by removing the end plate stiffener.
In the works of Sumner and co-workers [10], a different configuration of the eight bolt
extended end plate connection was investigated, where four bolts were arraneged in a single
row at each of the beam flanges eliminating the necessity of end plate stiffener as shown in
Figure 1c. In their experiments, this type of connection was referred to as four bolt wide
unstiffened extended end plate connection or 4W connection. In the experiments, the 4W
connection exhibited non-ductile behavior due to an uneven distribution of flange forces to
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the connecting bolts, which disqualified this connection for seismic applications. The uneven
distribution of the flange force between the bolts generated an unfavorable load path where
the flange forces attempted to reach only the interior bolts, hence the interior bolts ruptured
leading to tearing of end plate. The observations made from this study led to the conclusion
that bolt arrangement can be a critical parameter in the flange force distribution as well as
overall performance of the connection. Not much literature is available on the study of bolt
arrangement on the seismic performance of extended end plate moment connection.
Borgsmiller et al. [27] and Meng [28] showed that the connection geometry greatly
influences the load path to the bolts and for some configurations, half of the bolts are
ineffective in carrying load at all. Mays [29] performed parametric studies on the effect of the
pitch distances between the bolt and the beam flange and also, between bolt colums for four
bolt wide unstiffened extended end plate moment connection. It was observed that when the
outer bolts remained at least 6.35 mm inside the beam flange tip, all the bolts performed
effectively in distributing the flange forces. When the distance between the beam flange tip
and bolt increased, an unfavorable load path was generated with very high strains in the inner
bolts leading to bolt rupture type of failure. Adey et al. [21-23] observed greater flexibility
and energy dissipation capacity of both four bolt and eight bolt extended end plate
connections with and without stiffeners, when the distance between the bolt and beam flange
was increased from 2db to 3db (db-bolt diameter). They also noticed that with increase in the
pitch distance, the web to flange junction remained remote from the bolts which reduced the
streses at the web to flange junction. This could be beneficial because of the lack of fusion
that may result when weld access holes are not used may not be detrimental to the behavior
of the end plate connection. Gerami et al. [30] noticed an increased participation in the
connection’s components when the pitch distance was increased between the bolt and the
beam flange. They also observed change in the failure mode based on the arrangement of the
bolts for T-stub connection. These observations from the literature demonstrated that to get a
better ductility and energy dissipation from the connection, it is important to generate a
favorable load path so that the flange forces can be distributed evenly to the connecting bolts.
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This study is motivated by these two findings from the literature-one is the problems
associated with the presence of the stiffener and the other is the influence of bolt arrangement
on the performance of the connection. In this study an attempt has been made to design an
eight bolt extended end plate connection without end plate stiffener to eliminate the stress
concentration, while the bolts have been rearranged to generate a favorable loading path
through even distribution of bolt forces. A detailed finite element analysis was performed on
extended end plate moment connections to understand the failure mechanisms for different
types of bolt arrangement and thereby, a hexagonal pattern of bolt arrangement has been
proposed such that all the bolts remain effective in distributing the flange forces equally.
Althoug the hexagonal bolt arranagement alone showed improved performance of the
connection for smaller size beam sections, it was obsereved that for larger size beam sections
plastic hinge forms very close to the connection region leading to very high strain demands
on the welds. Hence, a recent idea of heat treating the beam flanges proposed by Morrison et
al. [31] was implemented to ensure formation of plastic hinge at a desired location by
weakening the material strength. The modified bolt arrangement with heat treatment
eliminates the necessity of using end plate stiffener, and is applicable to all the beam sections
available. This connection showed improved performance in ductility and energy dissipation
capacity compared to the 8ES connection. Nonetheless, the strength degradation started
almost at the same interstory drift level for both the 8ES and modified connection due to the
lateral instability of the connection as a result of reduced strength of the material. This
indicates that the performance can be further improved if the onset of strength degradation
can be delayed which was necessitated by the local buckling of the beam flanges and web.
Therefore, the web of the beam was strengthened by welding a stiffener extended from the
end plate to the end of the heat treated region to reinforce the connection region. The
modified connection with heat treatment and web stiffener showed significant improvement
in the seismic response of the connection, especially the strength degrdation was significantly
delayed because of the presence of web stiffener.
It must be mentioned here that during the course of developing the modified design of
extended end plate connection in this study, Kiamanesh et al. [32] investigated a circular type
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of bolt arrangement for extended end plate connection which is very similar to the type of
bolt arrangement proposed in this study. The circular bolt arrangement was proposed to
reduce the hysteresis pinching observed in extended end plate connection with rectangular
bolt pattern without end plate stiffener. It was shown that the circular bolt pattern reduces
hysteresis pinching noticeably for end plate connections with large bolts and thick end plates,
whereas for connections with small bolts and thin end plates, the influence of circular bolt
arrangement was insignificant. Although this study showed the promise of circular bolt
pattern on the cyclic response of extended end plate connections, the necessity of modified
bolt arranegement has not been addressed with proper comparison with the prequalified
connection, where an end plate stiffener is used to strengthen the extended portion of the end
plate. Moreover, the influence of circular bolt arrangment on the plastic hinge formation as
well as the applicability of the circular bolt pattern based on the size of the beam section has
not been addressed which should be a particular concern while designing a special moment
frame for seismic application. The study reported herein addresses the necessity for
developing the modified bolt arrangement with particular attention to the bolt force
distribution, plastic higne formation, energy dissipation, and ductility of the connection.
Further, the applicabiltiy of the modified design for different beam sections available has
been explained.

2. Finite Element Modeling of Extended End plate Connection
It has been shown that finite element methods can be used to predict the behavior of
extended end plate connections reasonably [28-30, 33-39]. However, to capture the behavior
of the extended end plate connection, it is important to model each individual component and
their interaction precisely. In this study advanced finite element modeling technique has been
employed to model each component of the connection and their interaction accurately. A
brief description of the finite element modeling scheme adopted in this study is presented
next.
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2.1. Finite Element Discretization
Three dimensional nonlinear finite element models were developed for extended end
plate connections by using the finite element analysis software ANSYS. Both geometric and
material nonlinearities were incorporated in the finite element models. The beams and
columns were modeled and discretized by eight noded solid brick elements (SOLID 185).
This type of solid element is well suited for modeling 3D solid structures which can be
defined by eight nodes having three degrees of freedom at each node. The modeling of bolt
and end plate is very critical for accurate prediction of extended end plate connection’s
behavior because the rigid body motion in extended end plate connection is solely
constrained by the contact between the bolt and the end plate. In order to precisely model the
bolts and their interaction with the end plate, the solid bolt model was adopted in the finite
element simulation. Although there are other bolt models available in the literature such as
coupled bolt model, spider bolt model and no-bolt model, the solid bolt model is the most
realistic finite element model since it considers the influence of the bolt stiffness on
simulation, and has the provision of applying bolt pretension and generating contact between
the bolt and the flanges [40]. The end plate and the bolt were discretized by twenty noded
solid brick elements (SOLID 186) which exhibits quadratic displacement behavior. The
interaction between the end plate and column flange, bolt head and end plate, bolt nut and
column flange, and bolt shank and circular holes in the end plate and column flange are
intricate and the modeling of these interactions is one of the important features in the finite
element modeling. These interactions in the finite element modeling were defined by
incorporating small sliding contact surfaces. Surface-to-surface contact elements (CONTA
174) and target elements (TARGE 170) were used to generate the contact regions. The
contact elements themselves overlaid the solid elements describing the boundary of a
deformable body and were potentially in contact with the target surface defined by
TARGE170. This target surface is discretized by a set of target segment elements
(TARGE170) and is paired with its associated contact surface via a shared real constant set.
A penetration tolerance factor was applied in the direction of the surface normal to determine
if penetration compatibility is satisfied. The amount of penetration between contact and
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target surfaces depends on the normal stiffness. Higher stiffness values decrease the amount
of penetration/slip, but can lead to ill-conditioning of the global stiffness matrix and to
convergence difficulties. Lower stiffness values can lead to a certain amount of
penetration/slip and produce an inaccurate solution. In the finite element modeling of the
extended end plate connection, frictional contact was generated by using penalty stiffness
with the penalty value of 0.1 so that the penetration/slip is acceptably small, but the problem
is well-behaved in terms of convergence. In static analysis, rigid body motion will be an
issue if the body is not sufficiently constrained. Since in extended end plate connection, the
rigid body motion will be constrained by only the presence of contact, it was ensured that the
contact pairs are in contact in the initial geometry i.e. the model was built in such a way that
initially the contact pairs are just touching. This was accomplished through the use of the
coefficients of initial contact closure and contact surface offset.

Figure 2 Finite element mesh of an eight bolt stiffened extended end plate connection.

Pretension in bolts and other structural components often have significant effect on
deflections and stresses and hence, in the finite element modeling, it is essential to include
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the effect of bolt pretensioning. For the finite element modeling of extended end plate
connection, bolt pretension was modeled by using two ANSYS features, the PRETS179
pretension element and the PSMESH pretension meshing command. The pretension load was
applied as specified by the AISC LRFD Specification [41]. A finer mesh was considered
along the beam and column length in the vicinity of the beam-to-column connection, and also
in the column panel zone where majority of the inelastic action occurs. The bolts and end
plate was also discretized with finer mesh for accurate prediction of the connection behavior.
The other regions of the connection will remain elastic and hence, coarser mesh was used in
those places to reduce the computational time and cost. The mesh density was finalized based
on a convergence study which gave a finite element model of extended end plate connection
with 50569 elements and 71913 nodes. Figure 2 shows an example of the finite element mesh
generated for an eight bolt stiffened extended end plate connection.

2.2. Material Models
The prediction of experimental responses of moment connections using finite element
simulation is highly sensitive to the material models adopted and the parameters of the
adopted material models, especially under cyclic loading. In the literature, most of the works
related to the finite element modeling and analysis of extended end plate connection used
either bilinear or multilinear kinematic hardening material model in the finite element
simulation of the cyclic behavior of moment connections [29-30, 38-39]. Although both
bilinear and multilinear material models obey von-Mises yield criterion and include
Bauschinger effect, both the models are incapable of simulating ratcheting or shakedown,
which is essential for cyclic response simulation of moment connections. Both multilinear
and bilinear material models have a linear kinematic hardening rule and hence, are not
sufficient for simulating ratcheting or shakedown. To simulate ratcheting and shakedown in a
FE simulation, a metal plasticity model is required with a nonlinear kinematic hardening rule.
Nonlinear kinematic hardening implies a shift (or movement) of the yield surface along a
nonlinear path. The Chaboche material model [42], available in ANSYS Mechanical
software, offers such a nonlinear kinematic hardening rule. Since this study deals with cyclic
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response simulation of extended end plate connections, the advanced nonlinear kinematic
hardening model of Chaboche [42] has been adopted in this study to define the material
characteristics. A brief description of the Chaboche [42] model is given below to demonstrate
different features of the model.

Table 1 Nonlinear kinematic hardening parameters for different steel materials.
Parameters

ASTM
A36
186861
261.5
119996.4
10873.1
537.8
68.9
1036
129
5
0

E (MPa)
0 (MPa)
C1 (MPa)
C2 (MPa)
C3 (MPa)
C4 (MPa)
1
2
3
4

ASTM
A572 Gr.50
191505
251.7
125415.7
28868.4
2675.2
144.8
4585
324
42
0

ASTM
A992
199948
238.6
383336.8
280782.1
50780
1958.3
21081.2
6256.2
515
13.2

ASTM
A490
199948
777.7
204615.8
152250.1
101318.5
32219.2
4143
285
107
0

Heat treated
ASTM A992
199948
193.74
1015116
145075.9
59398.9
372.2
60464.5
5253.1
619
9.8

The yield criterion:
J2 (

3
s
2

)

where

1/ 2

a

•

s

a

is the stress tensor,

0

R ( p, q) ,

(1)

is the current center of the yield surface in the total stress

space, sis the deviatoric stress tensor, a is the current yield surface center in the deviatoric
space,

0

is the initial size of the yield surface, and R represents the isotropic hardening

variable as a function of the accumulated plastic strain p and the size of the plastic strain
surface q. The rate-independent plastic strain increment will be calculated using the
associated flow rule:

d
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R
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The superimposed kinematic hardening rule is given by:
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Each of the superposed kinematic hardening rules has a strain hardening term (1st term in Eq.
4) and a dynamic recovery term (2nd term in Eq. 4). These are important modeling features
for simulating cyclic responses of materials.

Figure 3 Experimental and simulated response of strain controlled hysteresis loop with
Chaboche model parameters. (a) ASTM A572 Gr.50 steel; (b) ASTM A36 steel; (c) ASTM
A992 steel.
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Figure 4 Monotonic stress-strain curves for bolt and weld materials. (a) ASTM A490 bolt;
(b) E70 weld [2].

In the finite element modeling of the extended end plate connection, ASTM A992 and
A570 Gr.50 steels were used as the beam and column materials, whereas ASTM A36 was
used as the end plate material. Bolts were modeled as ASTM A490/A325 bolts. Use of
Chaboche model to simulate the material responses requires that the stable hysteresis loop of
the cyclic stress–strain response be known. In this case, stable hysteresis loops were obtained
from single amplitude strain controlled cyclic test of ASTM A992, ASTM A572 Gr.50 and
ASTM A36 steel coupons [43-44]. Chaboche parameters were determined from the up going
strain controlled experiment of ASTM A992, ASTM A572 Gr.50 and ASTM A36 steels. The
nonlinear kinematic hardening parameters (shown in Table 1) were determined by using a
genetic algorithm based optimization method. Simulations were made at the material level
with obtained parameters for validation. As shown in Figure 3, the simulated responses
harmonized very well with the experimental responses. The connection between the beam
flanges and end plate was modeled with groove welds using the flux core arc welding
procedure with E70TG-K2 electrodes. The material properties of E70 weld metal was
obtained from FEMA-355B [2] and it was implemented in the FE simulation through bilinear
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material model as shown Figure 4b. For determining the material properties of ASTM A490
bolts, uniaxial test was performed on ASTM A490 bolts, and Chaboche model parameters
(shown in Table 1) were obtained through fitting the monotonic stress-strain curve (Figure
4a) by using genetic algorithm based optimization method.

2.3. Loads and Boundary Conditions
In the finite element modeling of the extended end plate moment connection, the boundary
conditions were applied such that it mimics the boundary conditions applied in the
experimental setup for conventional seismic testing of moment connections. A typical
experimental setup for full scale seismic testing of an exterior beam-column assembly used
by Morrison et al. [31] is shown in Figure 5a and this configuration of the experimental
setup was adopted for the finite element analysis of extended end plate connections. In the
finite element modeling, the nodes at the two ends of the column were hinged i.e. x, y and zdirection of the nodal displacements were zeroed.

(a)

Figure 5 (a) A typical experimental setup for seismic testing of moment connections [31];
(b) SAC loading protocol [14].
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Lateral supports were simulated as lateral restraint with z-direction nodal translation
zeroed at their point of contact with the beam. Vertical displacement was applied at all the
central nodes located on the stiffener plate at the free end of the beam so as to simulate the
displacement controlled actuator loading during the actual test. All beam-column assembly
was analyzed with a displacement-based artificial loading protocol offered by SAC/BD97/02 [14]. The displacement based time history was based on the SAC Test Protocol and
consisted of imposing a series of prescribed quasi-static cyclic displacements to the end of
the beam [14]. The prescribed displacements included six cycles of 0.375, 0.5 and 0.75%
interstory drift, followed by four cycles of 1% interstory drift and two cycles each of 1.5, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6% and so forth interstory drift [14]. A schematic of the loading protocol is shown in
Figure 5b.

3. Validation of Finite Element Model
The first step of the finite element analysis was to validate the precision of the finite
element model in predicting the cyclic response of extended end plate moment connections.
This was achieved by comparing finite element analysis (FEA) results against experimental
responses. In this study, the finite element model was validated against the experimental
response of the eight bolt stiffened extended end plate connection (8ES-1.25-1.75-30) of
Sumner et al. [10]. Figure 6 shows comparison of simulated and experimental momentrotation response of 8ES-1.25-1.75-30 specimen tested by Sumner et al. [10]. It was
observed that the simulated hysteresis loop shapes accorded very well with the experimental
hysteresis loop shapes. The peak moments in each cycle and the initiation of strength
degradation in the experimental responses was captured precisely in the finite element
simulation. The global and local buckling phenomena obserevd in the experiments were also
simulated very well by the finite element model as shown in Figure 7, where the simulated
deformed shape of the specimen is compared with the experimental deformed shape showing
plastic hinge foramtion at the base of the stiffener at the end of loading cycles corresponding
to 6% interstory drift angle. The resemblance of the simulated responses with those of the
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experimetal responses validates the adequacy of the developed finite element model for
predicting the seismic response of extended end plate moment connections.

Figure 6 Comparison between experimental and simulated moment-rotation response of
eight bolt stiffened extended end plate connection (8ES-1.25-1.75-30) tested by Sumner et al.
[10].

(a) Experiment

(b) FE Simulation

Figure 7 Comparison of experimental and simulated deformed shape for 8ES-1.25-1.75-30
specimen of Sumner et al. [10] showing formation of plastic hinge at the base of the stiffener.
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4. Finite Element Analysis of Extended End plate Connections
In this part of the study, detailed finite element analysis was performed on eight bolt
extended end plate connections with different bolt arrangements in order to investigate the
failure mechanisms involved and come up with an optimized bolt arrangement which does
not require end plate stiffener, yet improves the seismic performance of the connection. An
exterior sub-assemblage was chosen consisting of a W14×193 (ASTM A992) column with a
single W30×99 (ASTM A992) beam attached to the flange. This is the connection setup that
was used by Sumner et al. [10] as discussed in the validation part of the study, except the fact
that in the experiments, the beam and column material was ASTM A572 Gr.50. The beamto-column connection was designed to develop 110% of the nominal plastic moment capacity
of the beam as recommended by AISC 358 Standard [9]. The following four types of
connection configurations were considered consisting of eight bolts at each flange with
different arrangements of bolts.
i.

Eight bolt stiffened connection (8ES): four rows of two bolts at each flange, two rows
above and two rows below the flange with end plate stiffener (Sumner et al. [10]).

ii.

Eight bolt unstiffened connection (8E): four rows of two bolts at each flange, two
rows above and two rows below the flange without end plate stiffener.

iii.

Four bolt wide unstiffened connection (4W): two rows of four bolts at each flange,
one row above and one row below the flange without end plate stiffener (Sumner et
al. [10]).

iv.

Modified eight bolt unstiffened connection (8EM): four rows of two bolts at each
flange, two rows above and two rows below the flange without end plate stiffener
with hexagonal bolt pattern.
The end plate material used was ASTM A36 which was bolted to the column flange with

ASTM A490/A325 bolts. The bolts were given a pretension as specified in the AISC LRFD
specification [41]. The column was reinforced with 19.05 mm continuity plates and a 9.525
mm doubler plate. Lateral supports were provided for the beam at a distance of 1.25 m, 2.46
m and 5.72 m from the centerline of the column [10]. No lateral supports were provided for
the column. The loading was applied to the beam at a distance of 6.13 m from the centerline
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of the column. All the connections were analyzed under displacement controlled cyclic
loading in accordance with the SAC loading protocol [14] as shown in Figure 5b. The results
of the finite element analysis on the above mentioned four types of connection configurations
are presented next.

4.1. Eight Bolt Stiffened Extended End plate Connection (8ES)
The conventional eight bolt stiffened extended end plate connection (8ES) was designed
according to the AISC [9] design requirements for SMFs in the regions of moderate to high
seismicity. The connection had an end plate thickness of 44.45 mm (ASTM A36) which was
bolted to the column flange with 31.75 mm diameter ASTM A490 bolts. The bolts were
arranged in four rows of two bolts at each flange, two rows above and two rows below the
flange. There was a 12.7 mm thick end plate stiffener placed at the extended portion of the
end plate which was welded to the end plate and the beam flange. The material properties
used for end plate stiffener was ASTM A36. The finite element model was developed
mimicking the test configuration of Sumner et al. [10] which was then subjected to simulated
earthquake loading history upto 6% interstory drift angle to evaluate its seismic performance.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8 Eight bolt stiffened extended end plate connection (8ES). (a) FE mesh; (b)
Equivalent plastic strain contour showing formation of plastic hinge after cyclic loading upto
6% interstory drift angle.
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Figure 9 Cyclic response of 8ES configuration of connection. (a) Moment-rotation hysteresis
response for cyclic loading upto 6% interstory drift angle; (b) Contribution of different
components of the connection in the total rotation.

The finite element mesh of the connection is shown in Figure 8a. In the discussion, this
configuration of the connection has been denoted as 8ES followed by the beam size
analyzed. The connection showed ductile behavior by forming plastic hinge at a distance of
492 mm away from the face of the column which was at the base of the end plate stiffener as
can be seen in Figure 8b. The moment-rotation plot of the connection (shown in Figure 9a)
showed initiation of strength degradation in the 2nd cycle of 3% interstory drift angle which
became significant (30%) during loading cycles for 4% interstory drift angle. As the loading
cycles progressed, the strength of the connection dropped by 40% at 6% interstory drift
angle, because of the instability created due to the lateral buckling of the beam. The
contributions of the beam, panel zone, column and end plate to the maximum interstory drift
angle of 6% were:

b=5.51%,

pz=0.07%

c=0.37%

ep=0.05%

(shown in Figure 9b). It was

obvious that beam played the most dominant role in carrying most of the rotation capacity of
the connection by forming plastic hinge away from the face of the column. The participation
of the other components of the connection such as end plate, column and panel zone was
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negligible in comparison to beam, especially the end plate’s contribution in the rotation
capacity of the connection was minimal. This was expected as the connection was designed
for 110% of the nominal plastic moment capacity of the beam and the presence of end plate
stiffener made the connection more rigid which attenuated the participation of the end plate.

Figure 10 Bolt strains for 8ES configuration during loading cycles at the top flange of the
beam.
It is to be noted here that the contributions from panel zone, column and end plate in the
rotation capacity of the connection started to decrease when the beam started to buckle
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locally, indicating an increase in the beam’s participation in the rotation capacity of the
connection. The bolt strains were in the elastic range and a gradual decrease in the bolt
strains was observed during cycling (Figure 10). The bolt strains cycled within the pretension
strain range and it was noticeable that the bolt strains in the outer and inner bolts for both top
and bottom rows of bolts at each flange was uniform. This was achieved through the
presence of the end plate stiffener which generated a favorable load path for the flanges to
distribute the forces to the bolts evenly. Throughout the loading cycles, the axial strains in
both the top and bottom flange groove weld never crossed 1% which shows lower strain
demands on the welds of the beam. The axial strain profile along the width of the beam
bottom flange at the weld toe is shown in Figure 22a for loading cycle at the end of 4%
interstory drift angle.

4.2. Eight Bolt Unstiffened Extended End plate Connection (8E)
For the sake of comparison, the end plate stiffener in 8ES connection was removed and
the connection was analyzed under simulated earthquake loading history to understand the
influence of the stiffener on the performance of the connection. In the discussion, this
configuration of the connection has been denoted as 8E followed by the beam size analyzed.
The finite element mesh and the equivalent plastic strain contour for 8E configuration of the
connection are shown in Figure 11. The 8E configuration also showed global and local
buckling of the beam flanges leading to formation of plastic hinge (Figure 11b), but unlike
8ES connection, the plastic hinge formed close to the column (100 mm) as a result of the
removal of end plate stiffener. Consequently, the axial strains at the toe of the weld was
much higher compared to the 8ES configuration. The weld strain profile shown in Figure 12
showed that the axial strain reached 5% during loding cycles at 5% interstory drift angle
leading to around 8% strain in the bottom beam flange weld during 6% interstory drift angle.
This imposes a large strain demand on the weld, which might lead to brittle weld failure of
the connection. Moreover, two bolt inner rows are relatively closer to the beam flanges
compared to the outer rows of bolts, and since the end plate stiffener has been removed, the
strain distribution in the bolts was not uniform unlike 8ES configuration of the connection.
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As shown in Figure 13, the inner bolt strains were much higher than the strains in the outer
bolts indicating an uneven distribution of the flange forces to the bolts.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11 Eight bolt unstiffened extended end plate connection (8E). (a) FE mesh; (b)
Equivalent plastic strain contour showing formation of plastic hinge after cyclic loading upto
6% interstory drift angle.

Figure 12 Axial strain profile along the width of beam flange at the weld toe for 8E
configuration of the connection.
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Figure 13 Bolt strains for 8E configuration during loading cycles at the top flange of the
beam.

In other words, the outer bolts were not as effective as the inner bolts in carrying the
flange forces. However, the strains in both the inner and outer bolts were in the elastic range
during the loading cycles. For outer bolts, the strain in the bolts cycled within the pretension
strain range with a gradual decrease in the bolt strain during cycling. On the other hand, for
inner bolts, the bolt strains were observed to cycle from the initial pretension strain upto
strains of approximately 40% above the pretension strain. The finite element analysis results
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of the 8E configuration of the connection revealed the consequence of removal of end plate
stiffener which showed uneven bolt force distribution and high strain demands on the weld,
which may lead to brittle failure of the connection.

4.3. Four Bolt Wide Unstiffened Extended End plate Connection (4W)
Similar to 8ES and 8E configuration of the connection, the four bolt wide unstiffened
extended end plate connection (4W) utilizes eight bolts at each flange for connecting the
beam to the column, but the bolts are arranged in two rows instead of four rows unlike 8ES
and 8E connections. Each row has four bolts, one row above and one row below each flange
of the beam. This configuration of the connection is particularly suitable for wide flange W
shapes since it requires a larger width of the end plate compared to 8E and 8ES connection.
On the contrary, arranging bolts in single row reduces the depth of the end plate. As already
mentioned, this type of connection configuration was tested by Sumner et al. [10], and the
connection developed unfavorable loading path which led to non-ductile failure of the
connection through interior bolt rupture and end plate tearing. Figure 14 shows the FE mesh
developed in this study for 4W connection and the equivalent plastic strain contour of 4W
connection when subjected to the simulated earthquake loading history. The connection was
not able to sustain more than 3% interstory drift angle and the bolt strains became so high
that the finite element model suffered numerical instability. Initial yielding of the specimen
was observed during loading cycles at 1% interstory drift angle in the beam flanges close to
the weld. During load cycles for 2% interstory drift angle, additional yielding of the beam
flanges was observed with small amount of yielding of beam web, panel zone and end plate.
During cycling in 3% interstory drift angle, severe yielding of the beam flanges was observed
close to the welds. At this point, the panel zone and end plate have yielded significantly. At
the last cycle of 3% interstory drift angle, the two inner bolts in the inside face of the beam
bottom flange showed very high strains which might lead to rupture of the bolts (Figure 14b).
The same bolts ruptured in the tests performed by Sumner et al. [10]. In the test, the end plate
tearing was observed very close to the weld region of the beam flanges. In the FE simulation,
very high strain was observed at the same location which shows sign of possible failure of
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end plate at that location. Figure 16 shows the equivalent plastic strain contour plots of end
plate at 3% interstory drift angle.

(a)

(b)

Figure 14 Four bolt wide unstiffened extended end plate connection (4W). (a) FE mesh; (b)
Equivalent plastic strain contour showing bolt failure and high weld strain at 3% interstory
drift angle.

(a)

Figure 15 (a) Equivalent plastic strain contour of end plate at the end of 3% interstory drift
angle; (b) Moment-rotation hysteresis response of 4W connection.
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Figure 16 Bolt strains for 4W configuration during loading cycles at the top flange of the
beam.

It is quite apparent that end plate had yielded significantly close to the beam flanges
which might lead to tearing of the end plate. There was no reduction in the strength of the
connection uptp 3% interstory drift angle (Figure 16b) since it did not show any sign of local
flange or web buckling. The bolts strain plots in Figure 16 show that the outside bolts in a
row was not as effective as the inside bolts i.e. the flange forces were not distributed to all the
bolts uniformly. The inside bolts on both the outer and inner rows showed very high strains
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compared to the outside bolt strains. This uneven distribution of the flange forces to the
connecting bolts generated an unfavorable loading path which may lead to premature bolt
rupture and end plate tearing although a considerable amount of energy can be dissipated. In
addition to high strains in the bolts and the end plate, the beam flanges yielded significantly
very close to the groove weld, and once the bolt in the bottom flange experienced very high
strains during the 2nd cycle of 3% interstory drift angle, there is a sudden jump in the axial
strains (around 10% at the bottom flange as shown in Figure 17) at the weld toe which may
lead to brittle weld failure of the connection. It is apparent that the 4W configuration of the
connection is not suitable for seismic application because of the unfavorable load path
generated during cyclic loading leading to premature bolt rupture, end plate tearing and very
high weld strain demand.

Figure 17 Axial strain profile along the width of beam flange at the weld toe for 4W
configuration of the connection.

4.4. Eight Bolt Unstiffened Modified Extended End plate Connection (8EM)
From the finite element response and discussion in the preceding sections, it is quite
obvious that 8E and 4W configurations of extended end plate connections showed
unfavorable seismic behavior which is not suitable for SMFs. The distribution of flange
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forces was uneven in the connecting bolts, the weld showed higher strain demands, and
considerable amount of yielding of the end plate was observed. These shortcomings of the
connections necessitate the importance of end plate stiffener in the conventional design of
eight bolt stiffened extended end plate connections. However, as observed in some previous
studies, the presence of the stiffener can degrade performance of the connection and result in
a non-desirable failure mode such as buckling and fracture of the triangular stiffener, fracture
of the beam flanges, and fracture of the weld between the stiffener and beam flange/end plate
[16, 18, 21, 24-25]. In addition to producing undesirable failure modes, the inclusion of the
end plate stiffener reduces the usable floor area as well as increases the construction cost
because of the CJP groove weld that is required to attach the stiffener to the beam flanges
and end plate.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 18 (a) Proposed bolt rearrangement in a hexagonal pattern; (b) FE mesh with the
modified bolt arrangement for 8EM configuration of the connection; (c) Equivalent plastic
strain contour of 8EM configuration of the connection showing formation of plastic hinge.

To eliminate the uncertainty associated with the triangular stiffeners and to allow for an
equal distribution of demands in the bolts, a connection with a hexagonal-type bolt pattern
was proposed in this study. This pattern was adjusted to allow for a balanced demand
distribution amongst the bolts without the need for a triangular stiffener. Through finite
element analysis utilizing trial and error convergence until optimized performance was
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found, an angle of 37.5° between the top and bottom layers of bolts was found (See Figure
18a). This angle allows equal participation amongst the bolts without the need of a triangular
stiffener. The eight bolt extended end plate connection with this modified configuration of
the bolt was analyzed under the simulated earthquake loading history to investigate its
seismic performance and compare with the response of the stiffened connection. The FE
mesh and the equivalent plastic strain contour of the connection is shown in Figure 18 which
shows ductile behavior of the connection by formation of plastic hinge at a distance of 286
mm away from the face of the column. The connection showed almost the same response as
the stiffened connection. The moment-rotation plot of the connection (shown in Figure 19a)
showed initiation of strength degradation in the 2nd cycle of 4% interstory drift angle which
became significant (34%) during loading cycles for 5% interstory drift angle. As the loading
cycles progressed, the strength of the connection dropped by 56% at 6% interstory drift
angle, because of the instability created due to the lateral buckling of the beam.

Figure 19 Cyclic response of 8EM configuration of connection. (a) Moment-rotation
hysteresis response for cyclic loading upto 6% interstory drift angle; (b) Contribution of
different components of the connection in the total rotation.
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The contributions of the beam, panel zone, column and end plate to the maximum
interstory drift angle of 6% were:

b=5.55%,

pz=0.26%

c=0.1%

ep=0.08%

(shown in

Figure 19b). This is almost similar type of response that was obserevd for 8ES connection.
The beam took most of the inelastic action where more than 90% of the rotation capacity
came from the beam itself. On the other hand, the participation of the end plate and panel
zone increased in compariosn to 8ES connection. It is to be noted here that the contributions
from panel-zone, column and end plate in the rotation capacity of the connection started to
decrease when the beam started to buckle locally, indicating an increase in the beam’s
participation in the rotation capacity of the connection.
Moving on to the bolt strains, the hexagonal pattern of bolt arrangement was successful
in distributing the flange forces uniformly to the connecting bolts. As seen in Figure 20, the
strains in all the connecting bolts showed similar trend during the loading cycles. The bolt
strains remained in the elastic range and the strains cycled within the pretension strain range
with a gradual decrease of pretension strain with progression of loading cycles. For 8E and
4W configurations of the connections, the weld strain demand increased significantly due to
the absence of the end plate stiffener. However, for 8EM configuration of the connection, the
weld strain remained less than 2% during the loading cycles. The axial strain profile along
the width of the beam bottom flange at the weld toe for 8EM configuration of the connection
is shown Figure 22a for loading cycles upto 4% interstory drift angle which shows lower
strain demands on the welds unlike 8E or 4W connections. After 4% interstory drift angle,
the beam experienced local buckling which reduced the strain demand at the weld toe.
A comparison of the moment-rotation envelopes of the extended end plate connections
analyzed is presented in Figure 21. It can be observed that the connection with the modified
bolt arrangement showed better performance than the other configurations of the connection
in terms of strength degradation and energy dissipation. For 8EM configuration, the
connection started to loose strength after 4% interstory drift angle, whereas the connection
with stiffener (8ES) started to loose strength after 3% interstory drift angle. The 8E and 4W
connections also showed good performance in terms of strength degradation, but they
suffered with higher weld strains and non-uniform bolt strains which eventually made their
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performance undesirable for seismic application. Upto 5% interstory drift angle, 8ES, 8E and
8EM showed similar strength; however, the degradation of 8EM was higher than the others
for loading at 6% interstory drift angle.

Figure 20 Bolt strains for 8EM configuration during loading cycles at the top flange of the
beam.

Figure 22b shows the axial strain profile along the width of beam bottom flange at the
location of plastic hinge for different configurations of the connection at the end of loading
cycles for 6% interstory drift angle. It is clearly visible that for 8ES configuration, there is a
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significant increase in the strain demand near the center of the beam flange at the plastic
hinge location as a result of high stress concentration due to the presence of end plate
stiffener. This higher demand on the beam flanges were attenuated for 8EM configuration by
removing the stiffener which reduced the strain demand to 23% from 57% for 8ES
connection. This will allow the connection to sustain more story drift levels without fracture
of the flange. On the contrary, the maximum strain demand at the weld toe for both 8ES and
8EM configuration of the connection was low compared to the other configuration of the
connection (Figure 22a). In addition, the 8EM configuration increased the contributions of
end plate and panel-zone in the total rotation capacity of the connection compared to 8ES
configuration as shown in Figure 23. This will help in dissipating more energy.

Figure 21 Moment-rotation envelopes of the extended end plate connections for different
bolt arrangements.

To conclude, the modified bolt arrangement can be a viable alternative to the
conventional eight bolt stiffened extended end plate connection which eliminates the stress
concentration on the beam flanges producing better seismic response than the stiffened
connection. Moreover, it ensures better utilization of the floor space and reduces the overall
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construction cost by excluding the weld works for the end plate stiffeners. However, the
analysis results presented to this point was based on only one size of the beam (W30×99) that
was used by Sumner et al. [10]. More analyses with different sizes of the beam need to be
investigated to generalize the use of the hexagonal pattern of the bolt. The analysis results
presented hitherto manifests that the stiffener in the eight bolt stiffened extended end plate
connection can be removed with proper arrangement of the bolts to generate a favorable
loading path so that the flange forces are distributed evenly to all the connecting bolts,
thereby ensuring a ductile mode of failure through inelastic buckling of the beam.

Figure 22 Axial strain profile along the width of the beam bottom flange for different
arrangements of the bolts. (a) At weld toe during loading cycles at 4% interstory drift angle;
(b) At plastic hinge location during loading cycles at 6% interstory drift angle.

5. Further Development of the Modified Design for Extended End plate Connection
In order to investigate the applicability of the modified bolt arrangement for larger beam
section, finite element analysis was performed on eight bolt extended end plate connection
with modified bolt arrangement, where a W30×148 beam section was connected to a
W14×257 column section. The connection was designed for 110% plastic moment capacity
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of the beam. The stiffener, bolt and end plate were designed based on the requirements of
AISC [45] for seismic application. The beam, column material used was ASTM A992 and
the end plate material used was ASTM A36. The design required an end plate thickness of
around 47.625 mm which was bolted to the flange of the column with 38.1 mm diameter
A490 bolts. The bolts were given a pretension of 658 kN as specified in the AISC LRFD
specification. The column was reinforced with 25.4 mm continuity plates and a 25.4 mm
doubler plate. This connection was analyzed under the simulated seismic loading as shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 23 Participation of end plate and panel zone in the total rotation capacity at 6%
interstory drift angle for different configurations of bolt. (a) End plate; (b) Panel zone.

The equivalent plastic strain contour and the moment-rotation response for the eight bolt
modified extended end plate connection (8EM) with W30×148 beam section is shown in
Figure 24a. The connection showed local and global buckling of the beam flanges and web
leading to formation of plastic hinge at a distance of 145 mm away from the end plate. As
expected the bolt forces were uniformly distributed as a result of the modified bolt
arrangement. However, since the plastic hinge formed very close to the weld connection, the
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strain demand on the welds of beam flanges were very high. It was observed that the
maximum weld strain was around 5% for loading cycles at 4% interstory drift angle which
crossed 10% for loading cycles at 5% and 6% interstory drift angles. Hence, this
configuration of the connection might show undesirable mode of brittle failure at the weld
between the end plate and the beam flanges.

(a)

Figure 24 8EM configuration of the connection with W30×148 beam section. (a) Equivalent
plastic strain contour showing formation of plastic hinge; (b) Axial strain profile along the
width of the beam flange for loading cycles upto 6% interstory drift angle.

From the results of the analysis, it is apparent that for larger size beam sections, the
rearrangement of the bolts in hexagonal pattern alone may not be sufficient to ensure ductile
mode of failure. Hence, the flanges of the beam section were heat treated at a specific
distance away from the face of the column to reduce the strength of the beam. This
innovative seismic performance enhancement technique (known as heat treated beam section
or HBS) has been developed by Morrison et al. [31] and it has been implemented for welded
unreinforced flange welded web (WUF-W) moment resisting connection successfully as a
part of the NEES (Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation) project. In this type of
connection, the flanges of the beam near the connection region are heat treated (highlighted
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red in Figure 25a) to a peak temperature (Tp) of 1050ºC; maintain the peak temperature for
15 minutes (th) before slow air cooling as shown in Figure 25b. For detail of the heat
treatment technique and the seismic performance of WUF-W connections with heat treated
beam section (HBS), the readers are referred to Morrison et al. [31]. However, it was shown
that the heat treatment reduced the strength of steel in the heat treated areas of the flange and
consequently, under seismic loading plastic hinge developed at the heat treated region of the
beam flanges and required ductility capacity of connections was achieved.

HBS

(a) Exterior connection with heat treated section

(b) Heat treatment temperature

Figure 25 Heat treatment of modified extended end plate connection for seismic
performance enhancement.
During heat treating the beam flanges, it was observed that the temperature was not
uniform in the HBS region. The temperature was relatively uniform in the center of the HBS
region (1050°C), whereas at the edges of the HBS region the temperature was found to be
around 850°C. On the other hand, just outside of the HBS region, the temperature was found
to be in the range of 500-600°C. A study by Morrison [46] on the seismic response
simulation of WUF-W HBS connections showed that the response of the connection during
inelastic loading cycles do not show significant difference whether temperature nonuniformity in the HBS region is considered or not. Similar observations were made in this
study. Material tests results [47] also showed that the stress-strain response of ASTM A992
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steel upto 600°C is very close to the stress-strain response at room temperature. Hence,
instead of taking multiple material properties of ASTM A992 steel for the HBS region,
material properties of ASTM A992 steel at 1050°C was used for HBS region, whereas room
temperature ASTM steel properties were used for the rest of the connection region and other
components of the connection. This reduces the material parameters to be determined for
each temperature range as well as the complexity of the model. The readers are referred to
[47] for detailed material response of ASTM A992 at different heat treatment temperature.

Figure 26 (a) Monotonic stress-strain response for unheat treated and heat treated ASTM
A992 specimens; (b) Experimental and simulated response of strain controlled hysteresis
loop with Chaboche parameters for heat treated ASTM A992 steel.

To implement heat treated beam flange in the finite element modeling, the heat treated
material properties of ASTM A992 steel was incorporated in the specified location of the
beam flanges. For determining material properties for heat treated ASTM A992 steel, a set of
monotonic tension and cyclic tests of beam flange steel coupons (ASTM A992), heat treated
by 1050ºC with a 15 minutes hold were conducted. The stress-strain response from one set of
the monotonic tension tests are shown in Figure 26a. It was observed that with heat treatment
both the yield and ultimate stresses of the beam steel decreased by downward shift of the
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stress-strain curves. The reduction in yield stress by heat treatment with maximum
temperature 1050 C was about 40%. It is also important to note in Figure 26a that the elastic
modulus of the beam flange steel was not altered much by the heat treatment process. For
Chaboche model parameter determination for heat treated ASTM A992 steel (see Table 1),
the upgoing curve of the stable hysteresis loop obtained from single amplitude, straincontrolled cycle was fitted. Simulations were made at the material level with obtained
parameters for validation and as shown in Figure 26b, the simulated responses matched very
well with the experimental responses.

(a)

Figure 27 Cyclic response of 8EMH configuration of the connection with W30×148 beam
section. (a) Equivalent plastic strain contour showing formation of plastic hinge in the heat
treated region of the beam flanges; (b) Moment-rotation response upto 6% interstory drift
angle.

Once the material properties were determined, the 8EM connection was analyzed under
the simulated seismic loading with heat treated beam flanges. This configuration of the
connection has been denoted as 8EMH connection. The heat treatment was performed at a
distance of 127 mm away for the end plate for a length of 635 mm along the beam length.
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The equivalent plastic strain contour along with the moment-rotation response of the
connection is shown in Figure 27. It can be observed that the plastic hinge formed right at the
heat treated beam flanges. The connection’s strength was lowered because of the heat
treatment which reduced the strength of the material. The strength of the connection started
to degrade at loading cycles for 4% interstory drift angle, where significant buckling of the
beam flanges were observed in addition to small web buckling. For loading cycles at 5% and
6% interstory drift angles, severe buckling of the beam flanges and web led to lateral
torsional buckling of the beam and the strength of the connection deteriorated by around 40%
at the end of 6% interstory drift angle. Most of the inelastic action occurred on the beam
flanges in heat treated region. In the total rotation capacity, beam played the most dominant
role as anticipated with small contributions from the end plate and panel zone as shown in
Figure 28b. It is very interesting to note here that the heat treatment reduced the strain
demand on the weld significantly.

Figure 28 Cyclic response of the connection for 8EMH configuration of the bolts. (a) Axial
strain profile along the beam flange at the weld toe; (b) Participation of different components
of the connection in the total rotation capacity of the connection.
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Figure 29 Bolt strains for 8EMH configuration of the connection with W30×148 beam
section.
The axial strains at the weld toe never crossed 2% upto interstory drift angle of 6% as
shown in Figure 28a. Moreover, both the outside and inside bolts showed equal and similar
pattern of strains indicating a better distribution of flange forces to the connecting bolts
(Figure 29). Overall, the required ductility and the energy dissipation capacity of the
connection was achieved. A comparison of the moment-rotation envelope of the peak
moments in each loading cycle for 8ES and 8EMH connection (Figure 34a) showed that the
strength degradation for 8ES connection was very steep compared to 8EMH connection,
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which indicates a more ductile and stable response of the connection for 8EMH
configuration. Since the plastic hinge location with the modified bolt arrangement varies with
the size of the beam section, heat treatment of the beam flanges ensures formation of plastic
hinge at a specified location regardless of the size of the beam. In this way the proposed
modified connection design with hexagonal bolt arrangement and HBS can be implemented
as a unified design for all the beam sections available in the AISC LRFD design manual.
Although 8EMH connection showed improvement in the ductility and energy dissipation
capacity of the connection compared to 8ES connection, no significant improvement was
observed in terms of strength degradation. As can be noticed from Figure 34b that for both
the 8ES and 8EMH connections, the strength degradation initiated at the same interstory drift
angle, although the strength degradation was much slower for 8EMH connection compared
to 8ES connection. Hence, the strength degradation mechanism of the connection was
investigated to study whether the seismic performance of the modified connection can be
further improved by delaying the onset of strength degradation. The local flange and web
buckling were plotted for each cycle of loading to explore the mechanism involved in
strength degradation. The local buckling modes during the onset of strength degradation are
shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30 Local buckling of beam web and flanges at different loading cycles for 8EMH
configuration of the connection with W30×148 beam section.
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It was observed that beam web started to buckle at the first cycle of 3% story drift
followed by beam flange buckling, but no strength degradation was observed. At the second
cycle of 3% storey drift, the web of the beam started to twist which initiated lateral-torsional
buckling of the beam and this in turn initiated strength degradation of the connection. As the
load amplitude was further increased, the lateral torsional buckling became more pronounced
and strength degradation increased significantly. Similar observations were also made by [16,
18, 48-52] where they observed that strength degradation is caused by either lateral buckling
or lateral torsional buckling of the beam. Since lateral torsional buckling for the 8EMH
connection under consideration was initiated by the web buckling of the beam, incorporating
a web stiffener may delay the strength degradation of the connection by delaying the
initiation of web buckling as well as lateral torsional buckling.

(a)

HBS

(b)

Web Stiffener
Figure 31 (a) Modified extended end plate connection (8EMH-W) with heat treatment and
web stiffener; (b) Formation of plastic hinge in the heat treated region of beam flanges under
simulated seismic loading with 8EMH-W configuration of the connection.

A finite element analysis was performed on the 8EMH connection by incorporating a
web stiffener on each side of the beam web. This connection configuration is denoted as
8EMH-W. The web stiffener consisted of a 6.35 mm thick plate welded to the beam web and
extending from the face of the end plate to the end of the heat treated region as shown in
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Figure 31a. It was observed from the analysis responses that the plastic hinge still formed at
the heat treated beam flanges (Figure 31b) and there was no noticeable strength degradation
upto 6% interstory drift angle (Figure 32a). The axial strain at the weld toe was less than 2%
during the loading cycles (Figure 32b) since most of the inelastic action was taking place at
the heat treated beam region. Moreover, the connecting bolts were equally effective in
distributing the flange forces as a result of the modified bolt arrangement (Figure 33).

Figure 32 Cyclic response of 8EMH-W configuration of the connection upto 6% interstory
drift angle. (a) Moment-rotation hysteresis response; (b) Axial strain profile along beam
flange at the weld toe.

A comparison of the moment-rotation envelope of the 8ES, 8EMH and 8EMH-W
connection with W30×148 beam section is shown in Figure 34a. It is evident that 8EMH-W
connection shows a marked improvement in the ductility and energy dissipation capacity
compared to the 8ES and 8EMH connections. However, the peak strength of the connection
was lower than the 8ES connection because of the reduced strength of the material due to
heat treatment, whereas the peak strength of the connection is higher compared to the 8EMH
connection because of the presence of the web stiffener.
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Figure 33 Bolt strains for 8EMH-W configuration of the connection with W30×148 beam
section.

The modified design of the extended end plate connection with heat treatment and web
stiffener was also investigated for W30×99 beam section (Figure 34b) and similar
observations were made where 8EMH-W connection showed no significant degradation in
strength upto 6% interstory drift angle, still plastic hinge formed at the heat treated region of
the beam flanges. Based on the observations from the finite element investigation performed
in this study, it is apparent that the proposed design of extended end plate connection with
hexagonal bolt arrangement, heat treated beam section and web stiffener can improve the
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seismic resilience of the extended end plate connection significantly compared to the existing
extended end plate connection. The novel connection design has been experimentally
validated and will be presented in a separate study.

Figure 34 Moment-rotation envelopes of different configurations of the extended end plate
connections. (a) W30×148 beam section; (b) W30×99 beam section.

6. Conclusions
The stiffeners in the eight bolt stiffened extended end plate connection causes disparaging
failure mechanisms due high stress concentration. In addition to the stress concentration, the
stiffeners reduce the usable floor area as well as increase cost of construction for the weld
works associated with the stiffener. This study proposed a modified design of extended end
plate moment connection without end plate stiffeners based on a detailed finite element
study.The modified design consists of rearranging the bolts into a hexagonal pattern to
distribute the flange forces evenly to the connecting bolts, heat treating the beam flanges to
ensure formation of plastic hinge away from the connection region, and welding stiffeners on
both the sides of the beam web to delay the onset of strength degradation. The performance
of the proposed connection has been evaluated under simulated seismic loading and
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compared with the stiffened connection. The connection showed significant improvement
over the existing connection in terms of strength, ductility and energy dissipation capacity.
To conclude, the modified design of extended end plate connection demonstrates a great
potential to be used as a viable alternative to the conventional stiffened extended end plate
connection where the uncertainty and unfavorable failure mechanisms associated with the
end plate stiffener can be eliminated. The novel connection design has been validated
through full scale experimental testing of extended end plate moment connections and has
demonstrated excellent performance under simulated seismic loading, which will be
presented in a separate study.
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CHAPTER 3: AN IMPROVED UNSTIFFENED 8 BOLT EXTENDED
END PLATE MOMENT CONNECTION FOR SPECIAL AND
INTERMEDIATE MOMENT FRAMES
PART II: EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION AND ADDRESSING
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

Abstract
Extended end plate (EEP) moment resisting connections provide the advantage of
eliminating field welding and by virtue of this, facilitate fast field erection of building
frames. Currently, EEP connections have been prequalified for use in the 2010ANSI/AISC
358 standard. For seismic applications rolled wide flange sections with a depth greater than
24 necessitate the use of a stiffened 8 bolt configuration. In this connection the stiffener
serves the purpose of strengthening the end plate, distributing flange forces uniformly
amongst the bolt group and promoting the formation of a plastic hinge away from the welds
connecting the beam flange to the end plate. The study reported herein proposes an
unstiffened 8 bolted end plate connection in which the bolt arrangement is modified so as to
promote uniform distribution of flange force among the bolt group and plastic hinge
formation is promoted by reducing the strength of steel over specified regions of the beam
flanges by exposing the regions to high temperatures followed by slow cooling. Finally,
strength degradation due to local web and flange buckling in the plastic hinge region is
delayed via the addition of a web stiffener. Development of the proposed connection through
detailed finite element studies was presented in part 1 of the study. Here, the results of full
scale testing are presented and analyzed to demonstrate the seismic performance of the
proposed connection. Connection behavior is further analyzed through post experiment finite
element analysis. Future analytical as well as experimental needs for further development of
the proposed connection are discussed.
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Keywords: Steel moment connection, Extended end plate connection, Seismic performance
enhancement, Beam plastic hinge, Reduced beam section

1. Introduction
In bolted extended end plate moment connections (BEEP) a steel plate is shop welded to
the end of a beam which is then field bolted to the connecting members. Though shop
fabrication of BEEP connections may be more costly than field welded connections, they
offer the advantage of eliminating the difficulties associated with field welding and may
provide rapid erection of moment frames [1]. Simulated seismic testing of BEEP connections
have also shown them to be capable of providing significant ductility and seismic resilience
and as a result, BEEP connections have prequalified for use in special moment frames (SMF)
in the 2010ANSI/AISC 358 [2] prequalified connections for special and intermediate
moment frames for seismic applications. The 2010ANSI/AISC 358 prequalifies 3 types of
BEEP connections, the four bolt unstiffened, four bolt stiffened and the eight bolt stiffened
extended end plate connections. In the stiffened connections a gusset plate is welded to the
extended portion of the end plate and to the outer surface of the beam flange. This stiffener
has been found to strengthen and stiffen the extended portion of the end plate usually
resulting in thinner end plates in current design practice [3]. The stiffener also promotes
yielding and plastic hinge formation at the base of the stiffener away from the beam flange to
end plate CJP welds [4]. Investigations on 8 bolted and 4 bolted stiffened extended end plate
connections [5-7] have shown ductile performance and good energy dissipation. However, in
other studies [7-11] premature failure of the weld between the beam flange and the stiffener
or fractures initiating at beam flange to end plate CJP welds followed by gross section
fractures of the stiffener have been observed. In one study [12] fracture was reported to have
initiated at the toe of the weld between the end-plate stiffener and the beam flange and was
attributed to the stress concentration in this region. This stress concentration results from the
geometric discontinuity introduced by the stiffener and may be exacerbated by the presence
of weld defects some of which may not be detected by welding inspection practice [13].
Careful detailing, fabrication and inspection of stiffened BEEP connections may reduce the
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likelihood of failures arising from the stress concentration induced by the flange stiffener,
however the seismic performance uncertainty and added complexity to design, fabrication
and inspection associated with stiffened BEEP connections has motivated the development of
an 8 bolt unstiffened extended end plate connection in which 3 novel seismic performance
enhancing techniques have been introduced. This connection was developed through detailed
finite element simulations in a companion paper by Quayyum and Hassan [14]. In that paper,
the 8 bolted extended end plate moment connection was studied in detail to access the
influence of the flange stiffeners, bolt arrangement, plastic hinge formation and other
parameters on connection behavior and ductility. The study presented herein describes the
results of full scale testing of the connection proposed by Quayyum and Hassan [14].
Experimental development as well as measured global and local experimental responses will
be discussed. Connection performance is further analyzed through post-test finite element
simulations; also, analytical as well as experimental needs for further development of this
connection will be addressed.

2. Review of Proposed Novel Performance Enhancing Techniques
In the companion paper by Quayyum and Hassan [14] details of the conceptual and finite
element development of the proposed modified 8 bolt extended end plate connection are
presented, however they are briefly summarized here as follows. The first of the 3
performance enhancing modifications is the removal of the end plate stiffener and
rearrangement of the bolts in a hexagonal pattern as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 4d. Finite
element analysis (FEA) showed that the end plate stiffener creates a stress concentration at
the toe of the weld between the stiffener and the beam flange. To avoid this stress
concentration the stiffener was removed, however in order to ensure uniform bolt force
distribution rearrangement of the bolt group was necessary. The proposed heaxagonal pattern
was found to be effective in promoting uniform force distribution amongst the bolt group
reducing the likelihood of non-ductile failure modes such as bolt rupture and end plate
fractures. Such failures were observed in 8 bolt-4 wide unstiffened extended end plate
connections tested by Sumner et al. [7].
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To further enhance performance, high temperature heat treatment of the beam flanges
was added to the proposed connection. This heat treatment involves subjecting selected
regions of the beam flange to high temperatures followed by slow cooling and by so doing
reduces the strength of steel in the heat-treated beam section (HBS). Details of the heat
treatment and its effect upon a wide range of material properties are presented elsewhere [15]
however, the uniaxial stress strain response comparison of an ASTM A992 steel coupon
before and after heat treatment is shown in Figure 2. As can be seen from this figure the yield
and tensile strength of the material is reduced by 38% and 25% respectively while the elastic
modulus and ductility remain unaffected. This reduction in strength promotes yielding and
plastic hinging within the HBS in a manner similar to the reduced beam section (RBS).
However, a connection modified with the HBS does not sacrifice elastic stiffness or buckling
resistance as does the RBS. The HBS technique was previously validated on welded flangewelded web (all welded) moment connections by Morrison et al. [15].
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Finally, a technique for delaying the onset of strength degradation was included in the
proposed connection. This technique involves welding a steel plate to the beam web and end
plate in the expected plastic hinge region which stiffens the beam web and delays the onset of
web local buckling. In the companion study web local buckling was observed to be the first
mode of instability that eventually led to lateral torsional buckling and strength degradation.
The addition of the proposed “web stiffener” was found to be effective in delaying the onset
and slowing the rate of strength degradation [14]. The connection which was proposed in the
companion paper was called 8EMH-W [14], however the testing of this connection was
included as a part of a broad experimental program in which the test specimen was assigned
the name HBS 4 and will be referred to as such in the following.

(a)
(b)

Figure 3 HBS 4 Test setup. (a) Sketch of test setup, (b) photograph showing test setup.
3. Connection Design and Experimental Setup
One large scale specimen (HBS 4) was tested to evaluate all three performance enhancing
modifications. The test setup and details of the test specimen are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
The connection was fabricated by an AISC certified commercial fabricator. All welds were
made in the fabrication shop in the down hand position and welding was accomplished using
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gas shielded metal arc welding (GMAW) with E71T-1C-H8 electrodes (Lincoln ultra core
71C) which is specified to meet all the requirements of AWS D1.8. The beam flange was
welded to the end plate with complete joint penetration welds (CJP) similar to the AWS
prequalified TC-U4b-GF weld. These welds were made without an access hole and backing
bar, however an 8 mm (5/16 inch) backing fillet weld was provided.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4 HBS 4 connection details. (a) Elevation of connection, (b) photograph of HBS 4
connection prior to testing, (c) section A-A showing connection of beam web and web
stiffeners to end plate, (d) elevation of end plate showing modified bolt arrangement.
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This weld detail is similar to that used in other BEEP studies [3] and results in a small
region of the CJP weld (directly above the beam web) that is uninspected. The beam web was
welded using a CJP weld, which was used in lieu of fillet welds to facilitate the fit up and
welding of the web stiffeners as shown in Figures 4a and 4c. As may be inferred from Figure
4c the web stiffener plate adjacent to the root of the bevel was used as a backer for the beam
web CJP weld. Fillet welds were used to connect the web stiffeners to the end plate and to
the beam web as shown in Figure 4a. These welds resulted in distortion of the web stiffener
plates which adversely affected their effectiveness in delaying the onset and retarding the
progression of local buckling as will be discussed later. Finally, the column was reinforced
with two-12.7 mm (1/2 inch) doubler plates which were designed to promote strong panel
zone behavior in order to ensure that most of the inelastic action was confined to the beam.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5 Heat-treatment setup. (a) Photograph showing electric surface heating pads during
installation on a beam flange, (b) photograph showing insulation of beam flange for well
controlled heating and cooling.
Upon completion of fabrication, selected regions of the beam flanges were heat treated.
The locations of the heat treated regions are shown in Figure 4a and were decided upon
numerically through finite element simulations [14-15]. Heat treatment was performed using
electrical resistance ceramic mat heating pads as shown in Figure 5a. Heating pads were
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sized according to the required dimensions of the HBS and were installed on the inner and
outer surface of the beam flanges. The heating pads were connected to a power supply and
type K thermocouples were used to monitor temperatures and provide continuous feed back
to the power supply. Two (2) layers of 50 mm (2 inch) high density ceramic fiber insulation
blankets were wrapped around the beam flanges as shown in Figure 5b to provide well
controlled heating and cooling. More details about the heat treatment setup and procedure are
provided in Morrison et al. [15]. The assembly of the beam and column was made with the
column in the vertical “upright” position. Bolts were installed and ‘tightened’ using the turnof-nut method. The turn-of-nut procedure was first verified by tightening bolts from the same
batch of those used in the test specimen in a Skidmore Wilhelm bolt tension calibrator to the
minimum pretension specified by the AISC LRFD Specification [16].

4. Instrumentation
The test specimen was equipped with strain gauges along the beam flanges to monitor
longitudinal flange strains at various locations including the beam flange to end plate weld
toe and HBS region. Bolt response was of particular interest; as such, 4 of the 16 bolts were
instrumented by installing a strain gauge in the center of the unthreaded portion of the bolt
shank. The instrumented bolts are highlighted in blue in Figure 4d. String and linear
potentiometers were used to monitor displacements in the column, beam and panel zone. A
calibrated load cell in the hydraulic actuator provided readings of force response during the
experiment. All specimens were painted with hydrated lime prior to testing to visually
indicate regions of yielding. The Optotrak Certus HD three-dimensional (3D) position system
produced by Northern Digital Incorporated was used to capture the positions of markers
placed along the beam flanges and web as shown in Figures 6a and 6b. Two Optotrak
cameras were used which were able to capture the motion of markers placed on the top and
sides of the beam top flange, the beam web and the side of the beam bottom flange. Position
time history data obtained from this system was post processed to calculate displacements
and strains in areas of interest. The Optotrak system provides the advantage of being able to
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record large cyclic inelastic strains while electrical resistance strain gages may either exhibit
gradual strain drift or fail to remain adhered.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6 Instrumentation of HBS 4. (a) LED markers placed on beam top flange, beam web
and web stiffeners, (b) LED markers placed on the sides of beam top and bottom flange,
beam web and webstiffners.
5. Test Results
5.1 Global Response of Modified BEEP Connection
Testing was carried out at the North Carolina State University Constructed Facilities
Laboratory. Loads were applied at the beam tip in accordance with the 2010 ANSI/AISC 341
[17] seismic provision Appendix S loading protocol consisting of quasi-static increasing
displacement cycles. Figure 7a shows the moment-rotation response of HBS 4. The global
response is characterized by wide hysteretic loops indicating good energy dissipation. The
specimen exceeded the 2010 AISC Seismic Provisions [17] special moment frame (SMF)
qualifying 4% interstory drift angle without significant strength loss. Slight strength
degradation began during the 1st loading cycle at 4% interstory drift and progressed during
later loading cycles at 5% and 6% interstory drift. Loading was terminated during the second
cycle at 6% story drift due to fracture in the location of significant beam flange buckling (see
Figure 13b). The response of HBS 4 is further analyzed by plotting the total rotation
contributions and the moment-plastic rotation curves for each component of the connection
assembly which were calculated using data measured by instrumentation during the test and
equations proposed by Popov et al. [18]. These graphs as shown in Figure 7b and Figure 8a-d
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indicate that panel zone shear and column flexural deformations contributed only to the
elastic behavior of the sub-assemblage and as a result, inelastic action was entirely confined
to the beam. It is of note that end plate separation was not recorded, however given the strong
plate approach adopted in this modified BEEP connection, end plate inelastic flexural
deformations and end plate separation are expected to be negligible.
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Figure 7 Experimental response of HBS 4. (a) Moment-rotation hysteresis response,
(b) total rotation contributions.

5.2 Plastic Hinge Formation in the Modified BEEP Connection
Figure 9a-d illustrates the progression of inelastic action along the beam flange via bar graphs
in which the distribution of longitudinal tensile strains (normalized by the yield strain) along the
centerline of the beam flange at various stages of the loading history are plotted. Bars highlighted
in red represent the strains in the heat-treated (weakened) regions. Strains were calculated by post
processing data obtained from 3D noncontact spatial displacement measurement sensors placed
along the beam flange as shown in Figure 6a. These plots illustrate the influence of the HBS in
promoting majority of the inelastic action away from the beam flange to end plate connection.
Similar observations have made in all welded connections modified with HBS [15]. The strain
profiles indicate that flexural yielding initiates in the heat treated areas at 1% drift. As loading is
continued longitudinal strains increase more in the heat treated areas than in the unheat-treated
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regions adjacent to the beam flange to end plate welds. It is important to note that the beam length
of 3.4 m (134 in) used in this test corresponds to a moment frame with a clear span of 6.8 m (22
feet). This relatively short span results in a large moment gradient which is reflected in the strain
profiles. As drift angle increases from 3% to 4% longitudinal strain in the heat treated regions
increase significantly while strains outside of the heat treated areas grow only slightly. This
demonstrates that the large displacements imposed at the beam tip are mostly accommodated by
flexural deformation in the HBS.
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Figure 8 Plastic rotation contributions by components of HBS 4. (a) Total connection plastic
rotation, (b) panel zone shear plastic rotation, (c) column flexural plastic rotation, and (d) beam
plastic rotation.
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Figure 9 Recorded longitudinal strain along the center of top flange of the beam from HBS4.

(a)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 10 Progression of yielding and plastic hinge formation in HBS 4. (a) 1% drift, (b) 2%
drift, (c) 3% drift, and (d) 4% drift.
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The progression of the plastic hinge formation is also qualitatively reflected in the
photographs shown in Figure 10a-d where it is observed that flaking of the white wash takes
place away from the beam flange to end plate junction during loading cycles from 1% to 4%
interstory drift. The beam tip load vs. longitudinal strains recorded from strain gages placed
on the beam bottom flange at the weld toe and in the HBS region are shown in Figure 11.
This figure further highlights the performance of the HBS in shifting inelastic action away
from the beam welds. Here it can be inferred that the HBS acts like a damper for the
connection providing energy dissipation in a location free of stress and strain concentrations
(prior to the onset of local buckling) and resistant to fracture. As a result, locations which are
relatively less ductile or fatigue resilient (e.g., the beam flange to end plate welds or beam
flange to column flange welds in the case of all welded connections) are exposed to lower
strain demands providing enhanced connection performance.
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Figure 11 Measured flexural strains from strain gages placed on the bottom flange of HBS 4.
Strains are shown from the beginning of test to the second cycle of 3% drift.
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5.3 Bolt Response in the Modified BEEP Connection
The measured axial strains vs column centerline bending moment is shown in Figure 12
for the 4 bolts which were instrumented with strain gages. In general bolt axial strain
behavior is characterized by increased stains during tensile excursions (i.e. negative bending
of the beam) followed by a reduction in strain when the loading is reversed. In all cases a
gradual relaxation of the bolt strains was observed with progressive loading. Note that the
recorded tensile strains from the initial tightening of the bolts differ which reflects the
variability in pretension forces that may be encountered when using the turn of nut method.
Comparison of the inner and outer bolts (bolts 1 and 2) located above the top flange shows
approximately a 10% difference in the peak tensile strain response of these bolts throughout
the loading history (Figure 12a and 12b). Both bolts relaxed to approximately 75% of their
pre-tension strain at the end of the test. The bolts located below the flange (Figure 12c and
12d) displayed larger strains (especially bolt 4) indicating that these bolts resisted a larger
portion of the tensile forces. The difference in peak tensile strains between the inner and
outer bolts (bolts 3 and 4) was approximately 10%. In particular bolt 4 showed a sharp
increase in strain with applied moment. This was expected due to the relative proximity of
this bolt to the stiff beam web to flange junction. The welding of the beam web, web
stiffeners and beam flange in this region stiffens the end plate and attracts larger forces to the
bolts nearest to this area. This behavior was captured by pretest finite element analyses [14]
and though bolt 4 did experience slightly larger strains than the other instrumented bolts, no
permanent set in bolt strains was observed nor was this behavior found to be detrimental to
connection performance.

5.4 Failure Mechanism
Loading of the HBS 4 was terminated due to a fracture in the beam flange at the location of
significant local buckling as shown in Figure 13a and 13b. This flange buckling mechanism
appeared to have initiated during loading cycles at 3% drift and strength of the connection
progressively deteriorated during loading cycles at 4%, 5% and 6% drift. The initiation of
this strength degradation mechanism at 3% drift was unexpected based on pre-test FEA
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(Figure15a). As mentioned before the edges of the web stiffener were continuously
connected to the beam web and end plate with (4.76mm) fillet welds.
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Figure 12 Recorded axial bolt strain vs column centerline moment.

These welds resulted in distortion (bowing outward) of the web stiffener plates. Based on
pretest measurements obtained from the optotrak markers placed on the beam web and on the
web stiffener plates it is estimated that at the center of the plates there was a maximum 19
mm gap between the beam web and the web stiffeners. During loading cycles at 1.5 % drift,
loud noises similar to those created during a fast fracture were heard. It is believed that these
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noises were created from impact occurring between the web stiffeners and the beam web.
This impact was due to the buckling of the web stiffeners which was visually observed
during loading cycles at 2% drift and continued for the remainder of the test. This early
initiation of buckling limited the effectiveness of the web stiffeners in delaying the onset of
beam local web buckling and strength degradation and will be discussed further in the
following section.
(a)

(b)

Figure 13 Local buckling failure of HBS 4. (a) Post test photograph showing flange and web
local buckling, (b) photograph showing fracture of beam flange in the crest of flange buckle.
6. Post-Test FEA and Discussion
In order to more closely analyze the behavior of HBS 4, post-test FEA was conducted
using general purpose finite element software ANSYS. The features of the finite element
model including the element type, material model and material parameters were kept same as
those presented in the pre-test numerical study [14]. However, an attempt was made in the
post-test FEA to model the welding induced initial distortions in the web stiffener plates as
shown in figure 14a. Estimates of geometry of the web stiffener plates were obtained from
the pre-test displacement fields recorded by the Optotrak system. As noted previously
Optotrak sensors were placed on the web stiffener plates and on the beam web. By assuming
a nominal thickness of the web stiffener plate and no distortion in the beam web, estimates of
the initial gap between the beam web and the web stiffener as well as the “distorted shape” of
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the web stiffener could be made and included in the post-test FEA. Welding induced residual
stresses and strains were not included in the model. Also, no geometric imperfections were
included in the modeling of the beam and column. A comparison between the FEA
prediction and the observed moment-rotation response is shown in Figure 14b. The FEA
prediction is in good overall agreement with the experiment response both in terms of peak
strength prediction and the rate of strength degradation. The predicted deflected shape is
compared with a photograph of the test specimen during cycles at 6% drift in Figure 14c and
14d. Predictions of the top flange buckling amplitudes are also compared with the measured
top flange deflections Figure 14e and 14f. These comparisons show that local deformations
including buckling modes are reasonably predicted by the FEA model.
The finite element model was used to analyze the effect of the initial distortion of the web
stiffener plates on the initiation and rate of strength degradation of HBS 4. Presented in
Figure 15a is a comparison of the moment vs. interstory drift envelop in negative bending for
a pre-test simulation including perfect geometry of the web stiffener plates (full initial
contact between the web stiffener and the beam web), a post-test simulation including
welding induced distortion of the web stiffener plates, and a post-test simulation with no web
stiffener plates. As expected these results show that the welding induced distortions limited
the effectiveness of the web stiffener plates.
From comparison of both post-test simulations (with and without the web stiffener) it is
observed that web stiffener increases the moment capacity and slows the initial rate of
strength degradation between 3% and 4% interstory drift. However, the rate of strength
degradation between 4% and 6% is unaltered resulting in a strength loss of approximately
27% during cycles at 6% drift. This is approximately twice the amount of strength loss
predicted by the pre-test simulations. This accelerated strength loss is accompanied by larger
amplitudes of local flange buckling and larger plastic strains as shown in Figure 15b and 15c
which compares the equivalent plastic strains for pre and post-test simulations of HBS 4.
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Figure 14 Validation of post-test FEA of HBS 4. (a) FEA discretization including initial
distortion of web stiffener plates, (b) comparison between FEA prediction and the recorded
moment-rotation response, (c) photograph of HBS 4 during loading cycles at 6% drift, (d)
FEA prediction of deformation at 6% drift, (e) comparison between FEA predictions and
recorded top flange vertical displacements during various stages of loading history, (f)
photograph of HBS 4 top flange during loading at 4% drift.
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Figure 15 Post-test FEA simulation results showing the effect of initial web stiffener plate
distortion. (a) Moment-rotation envelop, (b) plastic equivalent strain prediction at 5% drift
for HBS 4 (post-test simulation with initial web stiffener distortion), (c) plastic equivalent
strain prediction at 5% drift for HBS 4 (pre-test simulation without initial web stiffener
distortion).
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7. Future development of Modified BEEP Connections
Due to limited resources only 1 test specimen was evaluated in this study. This test
specimen included 3 modifications all of which were judged to have had an influence on
overall the performance of the connection. However, it is practically impossible to accurately
access and quantify the effect of each modification on various performance parameters
including ductility, strength, buckling resilience, reliability etc. from the result of one full
scale test. As such future development of the modified BEEP connection should involve
more experiments in which each performance enhancing modification can be studied
individually to more narrowly quantify and analyze its effect. For example, in the FEA
development of the modified BEEP connection it was found that the combination of a
‘strong’ end plate with the arrangement of bolts in the proposed hexagonal pattern
significantly reduced strain demands in the bolts and end plate, however plastic hinging of
this connection forms at the beam end and as a result high strain demands are placed on the
beam flange to end plate welds. This motivated the use of the HBS as opposed to the
currently used flange stiffener to shift plastic hinging away from the beam end without
introducing stress or strain risers. Shifting the plastic hinge away from the beam end in such
a manner reduces strain demands at the welded joint and so it is believed that this provides
more reliable connection performance.
However, experimental evaluation of the modified unstiffened BEEP connection without
the HBS may demonstrate that this connection can meet or exceed the performance
requirements for use in SMF’s outlined in the AISC seismic provisions. This assertion is
made based on the following factors which may contribute to enhanced ductility of EEP
connections:
1. EEP connections are shop welded in more favorable conditions (year round) when
compared to field welded connections, thus eliminating some problems related with
field welding. In particular, shop welding ensures adequate access to perform welding
and also to make sound visual inspections during and after welding. It is also possible
to make all welds in the preferred ‘down hand’ position which is not possible in field
welded connections such as the WUF-W or RBS.
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2. Due to the fact that EEP connections are shop welded, no weld access holes are
required to make flange to end plate welds. This reduces the inevitable stress and
strain concentrations introduced by access hole cuts. It must be noted that as a
consequence of the elimination of the access hole, the beam flange to end plate weld
directly above the beam web is a partial-joint-penetration weld. However, this has not
proved to be detrimental to connection performance in published experimental
studies.
The combination of these factors with the use of ‘notch-tough’ low hydrogen welding
electrodes with specified minimum Charpy V-notch toughness, strict quality control practices
such as the careful cleaning and preparation of the weld root opening, careful visual
inspection of root and subsequent weld passes, removal of weld run off tabs, compliance with
AWS specified minimum preheat temperatures etc., may provide adequate ductility to
modified 8 bolt EEP connections precluding the need for either reinforcing the connection or
weakening the beam. Such a connection may prove to be more economical than the currently
prequalified 8 bolt stiffened extended end plate connection and as such, future studies to
evaluate its seismic performance are warranted.

7.1 Future work on web stiffener
In the current study the web stiffener plates seemed to provide some resistance to strength
degradation but not to the extent that was predicted by pre-test analysis. It is noted here that
the web stiffener concept may be extended to field welded connections in which a fuse is
provided, for example the RBS and the recently validated HBS [15] connection. However,
given the lessons learned in this current study, more consideration should be given to the
attachment of the web stiffener. Further FEA studies evaluating various attachment details
for e.g. use of plug welds and slot welds to provide more attachment points between the
beam web and the web stiffener plates, thus improving the overall stiffness of the assembly
may be useful towards more successful implementation of this technique. Thermomechanical simulations to include the effect of welding induced distortions and residual
stresses may provide useful insight in this process. In addition, compact wide flange sections
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readily achieve rotation capacities of 3 [19] or greater before the onset of significant local
buckling and resulting strength loss. As such, carefully constructed moment connections
utilizing these sections readily achieve the 2010 AISC Seismic Provisions [17] special
moment frame (SMF) qualifying 4% interstory drift angle without more that 20% loss of
nominal moment capacity. Therefore, the web stiffener technique may provide more added
value to built-up beams with slender webs in which rotational capacities are reduced.

7.2 Design Development
Given that the proposed modified EEP connection deviates significantly from the
configuration of existing prequalified EEP connections, design methodologies for the
practical use of modified EEP connections in moment frames also need to be established, in
particular the limits of beam and column size including flange thickness, depth etc. Also
design equations or tables to proportion and configure the modified end plate are needed. In
the current study, design of the end plate was partly guided by using equations based on yield
line analysis to select trial end plate sizes. FEA was then used to optimize the design of the
end plate and bolt arrangement. This type of exercise is not well suited for design practice
and therefore future studies need to be conducted to develop prescriptive design procedures
for the proposed modified 8 bolt unreinforced EEP connection.

8. Conclusions
The test results of a modified 8 bolted unstiffened extended end plate connection has
been presented. Three (3) performance enhancement techniques were utilized in this
connection. These include the removal of the flange stiffener and rearrangement of the bolts
in a hexagonal pattern, heat treatment of the beam flanges in specified regions adjacent to the
connection, and the welding of steel plates called ‘web stiffeners’ to the beam web. The
modified BEEP connection displayed ductile seismic response which exceeded the 2010
AISC Seismic Provisions [17] SMF qualifying 4% interstory drift angle without much
strength loss. Test data shows that the use of a strong end plate with a modified bolt
arrangement performed well in distributing bolt forces uniformly amongst the bolt group
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while the HBS was successful in shifting the majority of inelastic action away from the beam
flange to end plate welds. The observations are consistent with pre-test FEA predictions [14].
The web stiffener, did not perform as predicted by pre-test FEA, however this discrepancy
was shown by post-test FEA to be attributable to the presence of welding induced distortions
of the web stiffener plates. Though the excellent seismic performance of HBS 4 shows the
promise of the modified BEEP connection, future effort is needed to optimize this connection
for both performance and economy. In addition, prescriptive design procedures for seamless
inclusion of this connection in current seismic design practice and for prequalification in the
ANSI/AISC 358 standard are required.
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CHAPTER 4: INFLUENCE OF WELD SEQUENCE ON THE SEISMIC
RESPONSE OF MOMENT RESISTING CONNECTIONS

Abstract
During the 1994 Northridge earthquake, moment resisting connections suffered from
low-cycle fatigue failure near the beam-to-column welded joints and around weld access hole
region. Two decades of research after the 1994 Northridge earthquake brought new and
improved design of moment connections. However, still low-cycle fatigue failures have been
observed in the post Northridge moment connections near the welded region and research
studies indicate that welding induced residual stresses is one of the contributing factors to
low-cycle fatigue damage in the connections. This study investigates the influence of
welding sequence on the localized fatigue failure mechanisms of moment resisting
connections. Two exterior sub-assemblages of welded unreinforced flange bolted web
(WUF-B) connections were tested under displacement controlled constant amplitude cyclic
loading, where the beam flanges were welded to the column flange with two different
welding sequences. In both the connections tested, axial strain accumulation (known as
ratcheting) was observed very close to the welded joints and around the weld access hole.
Ratcheting is known to occur in metallic materials as they undergo inelastic cyclic loading,
along the directions of force-controlled loading. Hence, it is anticipated that the occurrence
of ratcheting at the welded joint under displacement-controlled loading could be influenced
by residual stresses near the welded joints. Moreover, variability in the ratcheting rate was
observed with two different weld sequences which led to different fatigue lives of the
connections. The results of the experimental study demonstrated the effect of welding
procedure as well as welding induced residual stresses on the low-cycle fatigue failure of the
connections.

Keywords: Moment connections, weld sequence, residual stress, low-cycle fatigue,
ratcheting.
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1. Introduction
The design guidelines for moment resisting connections have been proposed in Steel
Construction Manuals [1-3] considering the global performance of the structure with no
emphasis on the basic correlation between localized member behavior and global structural
performance. However, since the current engineering trend is moving towards performance–
based design which emphasizes that the structural design of the structure should meet the
inelastic seismic demands with a reliable global and local performance [4], it is essential that
the cause and mechanism of local failure of welded steel moment frames (WSMFs) be
understood along with the global failure mechanism to allow WSMFs effectively and reliably
meet the seismic demands. Although the local condition at one location will not dictate the
performance of a structure; the local condition of many structural members does dictate the
performance of the entire structure [5]. While many design procedures can predict the
performance of a global structural parameter under prescribed load conditions, those same
procedures do not attempt to correlate these quantities with local structural performance. This
is not a shortcoming of the current guidelines and design procedures; however it is a
limitation on our knowledge of local failure conditions. Post-Northridge researchers have
mainly addressed the global level mitigation of the failure risk; however the fundamental
reasons for the brittle failures at the local level were not uncovered. More than ten years of
research after the Northridge earthquake have developed modified designs of welded steel
moment frames (WSMFs) [6-8]. While test results on the new connections demonstrated
significant improvement with regard to ductility, many post-Northridge welded steel moment
connections (WSMCs) exhibited failure initiated from low-cycle fatigue cracks near the
beam flange weld toe [9-19]. The weld toe fatigue crack initiation motivated several
investigations on weld material and the outcome was the recommendation of using high
toughness weld material. However, the reason for the weld toe fatigue crack initiation in the
post-Northridge design has yet to be investigated in a rational manner. The Structural
Engineers Association of California (SEAOC) Seismology Committee emphasizes the
importance of localized failures, as indicated in their commentary and recommendation on
FEMA 350 [20]. The SEAOC committee identified research needs on weld interface field
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conditions and low-cycle fatigue failure mechanisms towards developing fully rational
design guidelines. Another important aspect of characterizing the local failure mechanism is
that a steel structure that did not crack during an earthquake even may not always be safe for
continued operation. It may however accumulate enough fatigue damage due to repeated
yielding and may fail subsequently under service loading or another event.
Research programs at NC State University demonstrated that the welding sequence,
thereby the welding residual stress, has significant influence on fatigue crack initiation at the
weld toe of piping joints [21-23]. These studies demonstrated the effect of welding residual
stress on strain ratcheting leading to crack initiation in the piping joint. Welding sequence
thus can have a significant effect on the fatigue life of welded joints as demonstrated by these
studies. Ratcheting is known to be demonstrated by metallic materials under inelastic cyclic
loading along the directions of force-controlled loading–steady or fluctuating [24]. Hence, it
was anticipated that the occurrence of ratcheting at the welded piping joints under
displacement-controlled loading could be influenced by its residual stresses. The influence of
residual stress on fatigue crack initiation at the weld toe in WSMCs was speculated [25], but
the failure mechanism is yet to be investigated. Due to the complexity involved in residual
stress calculation, most analyses either do not consider residual stresses or use simplified
methods of analysis [26-27]. Dong and his coworkers [28-29] performed residual stress
analysis in their investigation of WSMC failures. Their calculations demonstrated that the
magnitude of residual stresses in some locations can be greater than the yield stress of the
material. They studied crack propagation of preexisting cracks at the backing bars and
demonstrated that the triaxial residual stress greatly reduced the plastic deformation and thus
induced brittle fracture. Suita et al. [9] demonstrated a significant increase in the
accumulated axial strain in the vicinity of beam-column welded connection during cyclic
loading. The amount of strain accumulated decreased with distance from the weld interface.
They reported both brittle mode fracture and progressive local plastic strain accumulation.
More recent studies at NC State University by Royster [30] on bottom beam flange tee joint
showed the influence of welding sequence on the fatigue failure of the connections. It was
observed that different welding sequences induced different low-cycle fatigue responses of
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the connections. Significant amount of ratcheting was observed in these experiments near the
welded joints, which was thought to be the contributing factors in the premature fatigue
failure of the connections. Moreover, variability of ratcheting response was observed for
different welding sequences. Based on the observations from the study it was concluded that
the ratcheting phenomena under displacement controlled loading could be attributed to the
different residual stresses induced by the different welding sequences. From the literature it is
apparent that low-cycle fatigue response of WSMCs can be influenced by the presence of
residual stresses and the sequence at which the welding was performed. A detailed
investigation on the WSMC residual stress and welding sequence is essential to explore its
low-cycle fatigue failure response. If the influence of residual stress on fatigue damage
accumulation in WSMC is revealed, fatigue life can be enhanced through optimizing the
weld sequence. The SAC Joint Venture did not investigate any aspect of the welding
procedure (number and size of weld beads and their sequence and the weld speed) and its
influence on strain accumulation near the weld toe and base metals due to high temperature
cycles during welding. Thus, a study is needed to capture the influence of welding procedure
on failures of welded steel moment connections. The objective of this research is to
investigate the influence of weld sequence on localized low-cycle fatigue failure mechanisms
observed in welded steel moment connections. Two exterior beam-column sub-assemblages
of welded unreinforced flange bolted web (WUF-B) moment connections were tested under
displacement controlled constant amplitude cyclic loading. The beam-to-column flange
groove welds were filled with different weld sequences in an attempt to investigate the effect
of weld sequence on the low-cycle fatigue response of the connections.

2. Cyclic Testing of WSMCs
The cyclic testing of welded steel moment connections (WSMCs) consisted of two full
scale exterior welded unreinforced flange bolted web (WUF-B) moment connections
(referred to as specimens MC1 and MC2) where a single W18 55 ASTM A992 beam was
attached to a W14 74 ASTM A992 column. The beam-to-column connection was designed
and detailed in accordance with the AISC Seismic Design Provisions [1, 3, 6], and AWS
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D1.1 [32]. The flanges of the beam were welded to that of the column flange along the strong
axis of the column using a complete joint penetration (CJP) groove weld in accordance with
the post-Northridge design recommendations [6]. The web of the beam was connected to
column flange with four ASTM A325 high strength bolts connected through a 7.9375 mm
(5/16 in) shear tab ASTM A36 steel which was shop welded on the column. Also, the column
was reinforced with 15.875 mm (5/8 in) continuity plates that coincide with the top and
bottom beam flanges and a 12.7 mm (1/2 in) doubler plate in the column panel zone between
the continuity plates. The connection configuration is as shown in Figure 1.

15.875 mm
continuity plate

12.7 mm
doubler plate

(4) 19.05 mm
A325 Bolts

Figure 1 Sketch of the full-scale exterior WUF-B connection tested in this study.

2.1.Welding Procedure & Welding Details
The top and bottom flange of the beam were beveled as per AWS D1.1 [32] and the weld
access hole geometry is designed as per the recommendations in AISC Specification Section
J1.6 [1]. The welds were made using the Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) process and
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E70T welding electrodes. While welding the bottom beam flange to the column flange the
web of the beam hinders the completion of a single pass across the width of the beam.
Whereas the top beam flange does not have any obstacle like the bottom beam flange.
Therefore, weld is not uniform in the bottom beam flange when compared to the top flange.
Further, the start and stop points in the bottom flange weld may cause discontinuities or
higher residual stresses in the joint that lead to low cycle fatigue failure. To gain an
understanding of the effect of the weld procedure on connection performance, welding was
closely monitored. Weld sequence, start and stop locations, bead size and length of the weld,
weld speed, weld direction, temperature cycles, voltage, and current were recorded. The
diameter of the electrode used in welding was 3.175 mm (1/8 inch). The voltage and current
measured at the arc were 28 volts and 160 amperes respectively. The polarity of welding
machine was set such that the electrode was negatively charged. The average velocity with
which the weld was laid was 2 mm/s.

Figure 2 Sketch of weld sequences at the beam top and bottom flange for specimen MC1
showing number of welding passes in order of completion.
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There are numerous ways of filling the CJP groove welds of the bottom beam flange to
column flange when using a weld access hole. In the current research two such weld
sequence options were studied in order to investigate the effect of welding sequence on the
residual stress distribution as well as on the low-cycle fatigue response of WSMCs. These
two welding sequences were denoted as weld sequence A (for specimen MC1) and B (for
specimen MC2). The details of the bead size of the weld and the sequence in which the
passes and beads were placed on the beam bottom flange and beam top flange for specimens
MC1 and MC2 are presented in Table 1 and Table 2, and Figure 2 and Figure 3. As can be
observed, the top flange welds were deposited in a similar fashion (from one end of the
flange to the other end) for both the specimens, only the number of beads and the size of the
beads were different. On the other hand, the bottom beam flange welds were laid in a
completely different manner for the two specimens.

Table 1 Details of weld sequence for specimen MC1

Bead#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Bead#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Beam Bottom Flange
Direction of weld: Right to Left
Direction of weld: Left to Right
Length Depth
Width
Time
Pass
Length
Depth
Width Time
Pass#
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(s)
#
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(s)
1
150
5
8
90
10
65
5
8
30
2
135
5
12
70
11
70
5
12
40
3
125
5
15
60
12
75
5
15
40
4
115
5
11
60
14
75
5
10
40
5
110
5
14
60
13
80
5
6
40
6
120
5
10
60
15
80
5
10
40
7
115
5
15
60
17
80
5
12
40
8
115
5
10
60
16
85
5
10
40
9
110
4
8
60
18
85
5
12
40
Beam Top Flange
Direction of Welding: Right to Left
Direction of Welding: Left to Right
Length
Depth
Width Time
Length Depth
Width
Time
Pass#
Pass#
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(s)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(s)
1
195
5
10
130
2
195
5
6
130
3
193
5
10
130
4
195
5
6
130
5
193
5
15
130
6
195
5
6
130
7
190
5
8
130
8
195
5
10
130
9
195
5
8
130
10
195
5
12
130
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In specimen MC1 with weld Sequence A, the welder makes all the passes in different
layers with the welding material, required to fill the groove starting from one side of the
beam web (as shown in Figure 2). After the root pass is made, the passes in the next layer are
stepped back slightly than the previous layer in order to avoid the start and stop points falling
on top of each other. Also, care is taken to prevent placing of the start and stop points directly
under the beam web. Once one side of the web is completed, the welder finishes the vacant
groove on the opposite side of the beam web (as shown in Figure 2). As a result of this weld
sequence, the average temperature on side of the beam, where the groove is filled first, is
higher than the average temperature on opposite side of the beam, where welding is done
later. This creates a non-uniform temperature gradient along the width of the beam flange.
When the weld is allowed to cool, the nonuniform cooling distorts the specimen.

Figure 3 Sketch of weld sequences at the beam top and bottom flanges for specimen MC2
showing number of welding passes in order of completion.

On the contrary, for specimen MC2 with weld Sequence B, the welder alternates sides of
the web after placing each weld bead. This sequence fills the groove evenly from the bottom
to the top as opposed to filling one side of the groove at a time. In this sequence, the welder
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lays the first bead from one side of the beam web, and then completes the bead by moving to
the other side of the beam (Figure 3). All the beads in a particular layer of weld placed on
one side and are completed from the other side of the beam in the same order in which they
were laid first. Each layer is completed across the full width of the beam flange before
beginning of the next layer.

Table 2 Details of weld sequence for specimen MC2
Bead
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Bead
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Beam Bottom Flange
Direction of weld: Right to Left
Direction of weld: Left to Right
Length Depth
Width
Time
Pass Length
Depth
Width
Time
Pass#
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(s)
#
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(s)
2
155
4
9
90
1
145
4
90
3
120
5
4
60
5
83
5
6
40
4
110
5
7
60
6
86
5
10
45
9
85
5
4
40
7
124
5
6
60
10
100
5
12
60
8
110
5
10
65
11
90
5
6
50
12
95
5
7
55
14
80
4
5
40
13
115
5
5
65
15
100
4
5
60
17
95
4
5
50
16
90
5
5
50
18
105
5
7
60
Beam Top Flange
Direction of Welding: Right to Left
Direction of Welding: Left to Right
Length
Depth
Width
Time
Length
Depth
Width
Ti
Pass#
Pass#
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(s)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
m
2

195

8

7

125

1

195

6

7

13

4

190

8

8

125

3

195

6

6

13

6

195

8

8

125

5

195

8

6

13

7
8
9
10

195
195
195
195

8
5
5
5

8
5
5
8

13
13
13
13

The next layer is then started from the same side as that the last bead was finished from
and pulled from the opposite side of the web to the outer edge of the flange. This bead is then
completed by switching sides of the beam and completing the pass (Figure 3). For each layer
the weld start and stop points are on the opposite side of the beam web when compared to the
previous layer. These two weld procedures may cause different residual stress distributions in
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the bottom beam flange and the column flange. One of these weld sequence options can
adversely affect the fatigue life of the connection. Due to similar reasons, weld bead size can
also cause differences in fatigue life of the welded steel moment connection. None of these
factors are taken into consideration in the design of the connection, yet they can greatly
influence the service life of the joint.

2.2. Test Setup
As already mentioned, the beam-to-column sub-assembly was modeled as an exterior
beam-to column WUF-B connection. The dimensions and the support conditions of the
specimens were chosen to represent the theoretical inflection points of the beam and the
column in a typical frame building. The specimen supports were designed to mimic the
support conditions of hinge support. Figure 4 shows a schematic view of the test setup. Test
specimen was treated as a cantilever beam connected to a column flange. The specimen was
held vertically during testing to represent their position in a building. Thus, the column was
vertical and parallel to the strong wall. This position of the specimen is optimal because it
enables unobstructed access to both sides of the connection, provides for lateral bracing, and
keeps the expected failure zone convenient for necessary measurement. The far end of the
beam was connected to the actuator which was suspended from a large loading frame. Lateral
supports for the specimen were provided on either side of the beam using I-beams bolted
firmly to the loading frame. Lateral supports were provided for the beam at a distance of 2 m
57.4 mm (6 ft. 9 in.) from the centerline of the column. No lateral supports were provided for
the column. The loading is applied to the beam at a distance of 2 m 641.6 mm (8 ft. 8 in.)
from the face of the column. Great care was taken to minimize slipping between the test
setup elements and the laboratory floor and between the specimen and its supports.
The specimens were extensively instrumented in order to acquire the global and local
responses under the prescribed loading. The instrumentation pattern for the test includes a
combination of linear potentiometers (POTs), string POTs and LVDTs to monitor the global
response of the specimen: beam end displacement, joint rotation, panel zone shear
deformation and possible movement of the support. A variety of strain gages were used to
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investigate the local response of the beam flanges, column panel zone and the continuity
plates. The strain gages on the flanges of the beam were moved closer to the weld toe to get a
better insight of the local strain response in the heat affected zone as this was the main area
of interest and the research is focused on the local failure mechanism near the weld. To
monitor the displacements along the length of the beam while testing, Optotrack was used.
The loading unit comprised of an actuator and a controller. The actuator used has a push-pull
hydraulic actuator manufactured by MTS Systems Corporation with 508 mm (20 inch) stroke
maximum capacity of 489 kN (110 kips) both in tension and compression. The actuator was
mounted vertically between the free end of the beam and the loading frame.

1.88 m
3.35 m

2.64 m
3.20 m

Figure 4 Schematic of the test setup used for cyclic testing of WUF-B Connections.

2.3. Loading History
In order to investigate the influence of welding sequence on the localized failure
mechanisms of WUF-B connections, the specimens were subjected to low-cycle fatigue
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loading. Traditionally, cyclic tests are carried out with reference to standard procedures such
as [33-35] which use loading histories consisting of groups of cycles at increasing amplitudes
as shown in Figure 5a. Such loading histories present the advantage of allowing on a single
specimen a satisfactory appraisal of the cyclic performance of the component. However, they
appear inadequate for the development of cumulative damage models useful not only for the
seismic design of new structures but also for the assessment of safety and reliability of
damaged structures and for the development of adequate repair procedures. Hence it has been
proposed by various authors both in Europe and U.S. [34, 36-40] to perform tests with cycles
at a constant amplitude. Such a procedure presents the advantage of allowing a clear
understanding of the damage accumulation process as well as of the key parameters
governing it [38].

Figure 5 (a) SAC loading protocol [35], (b) non-standard loading history prescribed in the
experiments.

In this study a non-standard loading history was prescribed which was primarily
comprised of constant amplitude loading cycles in the inelastic range (Figure 5b). Initially
12 cycles were prescribed in the elastic range, six cycles each corresponding to a rotation of
0.375% and 0.5% in the elastic phase (denoted as phase 1 and 2) analogous to the elastic
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phase of SAC loading protocol. Later in the next phase (phase 3), constant cycles equivalent
to a rotation of 1.5% was chosen till the crack initiation. For further crack propagation and
strength deterioration of the specimen, two cycles each of rotations corresponding to 2%, 3%
so and so forth until failure, were applied. It is interesting to note here that the amplitude of
constant loading cycles were kept slightly in the inelastic range, as higher amplitude of
loading in the inelastic range may produce local buckling of the beam flange and web which
hinders accumulation of damage due to low-cycle fatigue.

3. Cyclic Response of WUF-B Connections
The WUF-B specimens with two weld sequences showed ominously different low-cycle
fatigue responses during experimental investigation although they had similar test setup and
beam-column configurations. It is anticipated that the fatigue lives of the specimens were
different because of the different weld sequences in the CJP groove welds between beam and
column flanges. The results of the experimental investigation are presented in the following
articles in terms of global and local responses.

3.1. Global Response
Specimen MC1
The response of the specimen MC1 is plotted in terms of moment-total rotation plot as
shown in Figure 6a. The joint remained elastic during phase 1 and 2 of the loading which
corresponded to rotation of 0.375% and 0.5% respectively. With the onset of phase 3 loading
which corresponded to 1.5% rotation with constant amplitude loading cycles, yielding
occurred in beam web and beam flange. In addition small yielding occurred in the column
panel zone at the beginning. The response of the specimen was stable hysteretic closed loops
with no indication of drop in load. The failure was a sudden and abrupt fracture of the top
beam flange with a bang sound at 29th cycle during phase 3 loading. The failure could not be
assessed from the global response of the specimen. No sign or indication of distress was seen
in the specimen. Neither there was any crack initiation observed in the complete joint
penetration weld nor in the reinforcing fillet weld. The rupture in the top flange propagated
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suddenly almost across the top flange as shown in Figure 6b. Another interesting observation
made during the test was that considerable amount of necking in the beam flanges were
observed very close to the weld toe which is a sign of significant plastic damage
accumulation. The panel zone and the column responded elastically and their contributions
towards the total rotation or the plastic rotation of the joint were low. Most of the plastic
rotation contribution to the joint was observed from beam. A review of the local response of
the beam flanges is necessary to assess and understand the sudden failure observed in this
test.

Figure 6 Response of specimen MC1. (a) moment-rotation hysteresis response, (b) rupture in
the beam top flange.

Specimen MC2
For the specimen MC2, elastic response was observed during the first two phases of
loading. When the phase 3 loading started stable hysteresis response was observed as shown
in Figure 7a. With the first cycle of 1.5% rotation, beam flange yielded with very little
yielding in column panel zone. No further yielding was observed in the column panel zone
indicating that the panel zone remained elastic. Similarly, the column contribution towards
the total rotation or the plastic rotation of the joint was very small and the column also
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remained elastic. Hence most of the total rotation as well as the plastic rotation of the joint
were seen from the beam rotation, indicating higher distress in the welded joint. Visible
cracks were observed at the weld toe of reinforcing fillet weld in the bottom beam flange
(Figure 7b) and near the complete joint penetration groove weld along with the base metalweld metal interface of the top beam flange (Figure 8b) at 59th cycle during phase-3 of
loading cycle, which corresponds to a total rotation of 1.5%. The cracks propagated during
the phase-4 (2% rotation) of loading at both bottom and top beam flanges weld toe. The
cracks were visible at the edges of the flanges and the outside of the beam flange near the
weld.

Figure 7 Response of specimen MC2. (a) moment-rotation hysteresis response, (b) cracks in
the reinforcing fillet weld of bottom beam flange.

The specimen failed in a ductile manner due to gradual tear in the beam top flange,
midway of the weld access hole during phase-5 (rotation 3%) of the loading (Figure 8b). The
rupture in the top flange was initiated at the flattened part of the weld access hole in the top
flange as shown in Figure 8a. The specimen sustained a total rotation of 3% at a ductility
level equal to 4 prior to the top flange failure. The ductile type failure can also be assessed
from the drop in the load seen during testing (Figure 7a). Neither local buckling of the beam
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flanges nor the plastic hinge formation took place in the specimen during testing. As the
beam was securely braced, lateral torsional buckling was insignificant during testing of the
specimen. Prior to failure, the beam flanges yielded during first few cycles of phase 3 of the
loading up to a distance of half the beam depth from the column face.

Figure 8 Response of specimen MC2. (a) rupture of the top flange initiated at the flattened
portion of the weld access hole, (b) cracks in the weld-base metal interface of top beam
flange.

From the experimental responses, it is apparent that both the specimens showed localized
low-cycle fatigue failure occurring close to the weld toe of the beam top flange. Similar type
of failure was also observed during the failure analysis of the post-Northridge connection
tests conducted at the University of Michigan and Lehigh University. These studies
demonstrated that fatigue cracks were initiated either near the bottom weld access hole or the
beam flange weld toe (SAC/BD-99/23, SAC/BD-00/24). In the University of Michigan tests
89% of the connections showed crack initiation near the weld access hole and 50% showed
crack initiation at the weld toe. In the Lehigh tests, 80% of the fatigue cracks were initiated at
the weld toe. Based on the responses of the tests conducted and from the literature it is
evident that the connection regions around the beam flange weld toe and the weld access hole
are prone to fatigue crack initiation during low-cycle fatigue loading, and hence, it is
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essential to investigate the cause and mechanism of such mode of failure. Although both the
specimens tested showed low-cycle fatigue failure close to the weld toe, the fatigue lives of
the specimens were different, where specimen with weld sequence A withstood only 29
loading cycles prior to failure, whereas, specimen with weld sequence B survived 61 loading
cycles. However, it is interesting to note that the specimens resembled each other in every
aspect, except the welding procedure, during the design and test setup for the connections.
From the global response of the connections tested, it is apparent that the global behavior was
not influenced by the welding procedure, hence the difference in the fatigue lives as well as
the mode of failure for two different welding sequences might be attributed to the different
localized failure mechanisms induced by different welding procedures. Hence, it is essential
that the local response of the connections be investigated to understand the localized failure
mechanisms involved.

3.2. Local Response
In order to investigate the local response of the connections, strain gage measurements
were taken at different locations of the connections. The strain gage measurements were
presented as mean strain and strain amplitude to elaborate the local response of the
connections. Mean strain gives an indication of plastic damage accumulation with the
progression of loading cycles, whereas strain amplitude gives an indication of the magnitude
of imposed loading. Although several strain gages were used in the experiments, results of
only few of the strain gages are presented in this paper. The axial mean strain and strain
amplitude responses for beam top flange, beam bottom flange and column flange for both
weld sequences are presented in Figure 9 through Figure 12, where the locations of the strain
gages are clearly indicated in the insets. In each of the plots, the dark strain gage indicates the
corresponding strain measurement location. For both the specimens, larger strain has
developed in the beam flanges and column flange close to the weld toe compared to the other
locations of the connection. Large amount of axial strain was also observed around the weld
access hole region. Despite the symmetrical total response due to the symmetrical imposed
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displacement a lack of symmetry was observed in strain gage responses close to the weld toe
and weld access hole.

Figure 9 Mean axial strain and amplitude plotted against number of loading cycles recorded
at the top flange (inside surface) of the connections.

It was observed that for both the specimens, the axial mean strain and amplitude were
increasing slowly with number of loading cycles at every strain gage location during loading
phases 1 and 2 i.e. during elastic loading cycles. As the loading amplitude was increased
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from elastic to inelastic cycles during loading phase 3, there was a sharp jump in the axial
mean strain and amplitude, and after that jump, the axial mean strain continued to increase
gradually with number of loading cycles, whereas the axial strain amplitude either decreased
or remained constant. As a result, axial mean strain accumulated close to the weld toe and
around the weld access hole both at the top (Figure 9) and the bottom beam flanges (Figure
10 and Figure 11).

Figure 10 Mean axial strain and amplitude plotted against number of loading cycles recorded
at the beam bottom flange (inside surface) of the connections.
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Considerable amount of axial mean strain accumulation was also observed in the column
flange close to the weld toe (Figure 12). Since the cracks were initiated near the weld toe
region, it is anticipated that the axial strain accumulation with number of loading cycles
might have led to fatigue crack initiation near weld toe of the beam flanges of the
connections. Because of the axial strain accumulation near the weld toe region, necking of
the beam flanges near the weld toe was observed for the both the specimens tested which is a
sign of large plastic damage accumulation (Figure 7b, Figure 8b). This phenomenon of axial
strain accumulation with number of loading cycles is well known as ratcheting or sometimes
referred to as cyclic creep. Ratcheting is known to occur in metallic materials as they
undergo inelastic cyclic loading, along the directions of force-controlled loading [24, 41-42].
It is quite interesting to find that the ratcheting in the tests reported herein has occurred under
displacement-controlled

loading

which

is

kinematically

inadmissible.

Ratcheting

phenomenon under displacement controlled loading is only possible if there are prior mean
stresses that work as a driving force for ratcheting. Similar type of ratcheting response near
the weld toe of the SS304 piping joints has been demonstrated by Lu [21] and Cheng [23]
and it was concluded that residual stresses at the toe of the weld might be a key factor for the
occurrence of ratcheting under displacement controlled loading. Castiglioni [38] also
demonstrated presence of ratcheting near welded joint in the steel beam-column connection
under constant amplitude loading cycles and a decreasing trend in the amount of ratcheting
was observed as the distance from the weld toe was increased. Similar response was also
observed in the tests of this study, where the amount ratcheting was decreasing as the
distance from the weld toe increased. From the observations of the study it is evident that the
stresses that is working as driving force for ratcheting is not prevailing away from the weld
toe. Hence it is anticipated that the axial residual stress at the weld toe acts as a mean stress
to the stress cycle in the axial direction and causes ratcheting in this direction. When the
strain responses at different strain gage locations were compared between the two specimens
with different weld sequences, the lower fatigue life of the specimen MC1 is justified. The
specimen MC1 showed higher mean axial strain compared to the specimen MC2 close to the
weld toe of the top flange of the beam as shown in Figure 9, indicating higher axial strain
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accumulation at the weld region of specimen MC1 compared to MC2 (Figure 9). This
demonstrates that specimen MC1 might have induced more residual stresses than specimen
MC2 at the beam top flange.

Figure 11 Mean axial strain and amplitude plotted against number of loading cycles recorded
at the beam bottom flange (outside surface) of the connections.

Similarly, the strain responses at most of the locations close to the weld toe of the beam
bottom flange showed higher mean axial strain for specimen MC1 with weld sequence A
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compared to specimen MC2 with weld sequence B (Figure 10 b, c, d and Figure 11 a, b),
whereas there were few locations where mean axial strain response of specimen MC1 was
lower than that of specimen MC2. Hence, it is evident that the mean axial strain or axial
strain accumulation is significantly influenced by the welding procedure. On the other hand,
the influence of welding procedure on the axial strain amplitude response was inconclusive.
There was no specific trend observed in the axial strain amplitudes for both the specimens
based on the weld sequence. There were several locations at beam top and bottom flanges
where specimen MC1 showed higher axial strain amplitude compared to that of specimen
MC2 (Figure 10b, Figure 11), whereas there were several other locations where specimen
MC2 exhibited larger axial strain amplitude compared to that of specimen MC2 (Figure 9c,
Figure 10a). The local strain responses in the column flange near the weld toe showed that
the mean axial strain and amplitudes were comparable for the two specimens near the beam
top flange, whereas specimen MC1 showed higher mean and lower amplitude near beam
bottom flange (Figure 12).

Figure 12 Mean axial strain and amplitude plotted against number of loading cycles recorded
at the column flange of the connections.
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Therefore, based on the local strain responses obtained from this study it is apparent that
mean axial strain plays more important role on the localized fatigue failure mechanism of the
connection compared to axial strain amplitude. For specimen MC1, axial strain accumulation
was higher in the welded region of the connection compared to specimen MC2, and hence,
specimen MC1 exhibited lower fatigue life than that of specimen MC2. From the
experimental observations, it is believed that the mechanism that could have influenced the
axial strain accumulation/ratcheting as well as the fatigue lives of the specimens is the
residual stresses induced from the welding procedure. Therefore, it is anticipated that the
welding procedure might have significant influence on the magnitude and distribution of
residual stresses in the beam-column connections, which eventually influences the low-cycle
fatigue response of the connections.

4. Conclusions
Two full-scale WUF-B connections were tested under displacement controlled constant
amplitude cyclic loading to investigate the effect of weld sequence on the low-cycle fatigue
failure mechanism of the connections. The results of the study led to the following
conclusions:
Welding procedure does not influence the global response of the connections and
hence, it is essential that the local response of the connections be investigated along
with the global response to understand the failure mechanism of the connections.
Axial strain accumulation/ratcheting was observed close to the weld toe for both the
specimens under investigation. Axial strain ratcheting under displacement controlled
loading is kinematically inadmissible, and hence it is anticipated that welding
induced residual stresses might be working as mean stress to the stress cycle in the
axial direction and causing ratcheting in this direction.
Different welding sequences might have induced different amount and distribution
of residual stresses in the connection regions. Hence the ratcheting phenomena were
different based on the welding procedures which eventually led to variability in the
fatigue lives of the connections.
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The weld sequence where the welder switches sides of the beam web before welding
each bead showed better performance compared to the one where the welder
finishes all welding beads on one side of the beam web before switching to the other
side.
Welding induced residual stresses and the procedure of welding has significant
effect on the low-cycle fatigue response of the welded steel moment connections. It
is believed that based on the analysis of a large number of welding sequences, an
optimized weld sequence can be achieved which will reduce the residual stresses
significantly and thereby, increase the fatigue life of the connection.
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CHAPTER 5: SIMULATION OF INITIAL RESIDUAL STRESSES IN
HOT-ROLLED WIDE FLANGE SHAPES

Abstract
After the wide flange members are hot-rolled to their final shape they are air cooled
during which residual stresses are developed due to nonuniform cooling. No numerical
methods are available in the literature to simulate the residual stresses developed in the W
shapes. Because of the complexity involved in the residual stress calculation, most of the
works in the literature either ignore the presence of residual stresses or assume simplified
distribution of residual stresses. However, the residual stresses developed due to uneven
cooling (denoted as initial residual stresses) can be as high as one-half of the yield stress and
can affect significantly the load carrying capacity and deformation of structural members
especially under fatigue loading. Hence, it is essential to accurately predict the magnitude
and distribution of initial residual stresses to investigate its influence on the structural
performance. This study developed a numerical scheme to simulate the real time residual
stress distribution in hot-rolled W shapes. The numerical technique developed for simulating
residual stress distribution for different size W shapes was validated against the initial
residual stress data in the literature. Good conformity was observed between the simulated
and experimental responses. The simple numerical scheme developed in this study provides
experimentally validated technique for simulating the initial residual stresses in hot-rolled W
shapes for structural analysis and design of moment resisting connections.

Keywords: Finite element, W shape, uneven cooling, hot-rolled, residual stress

1. Introduction
Internal residual stresses develop in hot-rolled W shape sections during manufacturing
processes of hot-rolling and subsequent cooling. Such self-equilibrated residual stresses are
developed because of nonuniform cooling and nonuniform geometry. When W shape section
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with initial residual stresses is loaded, the total stresses due to the external forces are
superimposed on initial residual stresses and consequently certain portions of the crosssection may be stressed beyond the yield point [1-4]. Furthermore, the fatigue life will be
shortened due to the existence of residual stresses when the member is subjected to dynamic
loads such as seismic or wind loads. The effect of initial residual stresses on the performance
of steel structures has been addressed in quite a few literature. It has been shown that the
ultimate strength of beams is not affected by the presence of residual stress, although
deflections are increased near the ultimate [5-6]. For beam with intermediate slenderness
ratio, the influence of residual stresses was found significant in the lateral-torsional buckling
of the beams [6]. In columns, residual stresses lower the ultimate strength and for this reason
their evaluation is of great importance [6, 8-10]. Beedle and Tall [10] observed 30%
reductions of the compressive strength of structural steel columns made of W shapes or builtup steel members. The numerical study of Lamarche and Tremblay [11] showed that residual
stresses reduce the compressive resistance of columns, especially at the first buckling.
Residual stress effects tend to gradually diminish in the post-buckling range, which suggests
that they may not be critical for prediction of the collapse of structures once the column
capacity is exceeded. Similar observations were also made in the studies by Okazaki et al.
[12], Lu and MacRae [13] and Mathur et al. [14] where the effects of initial residual stresses
were evaluated under cyclic loading response of steel framed structures. These studies
showed a decrease in the lateral strength of the structure when high axial compressive loads
were considered. However, the effects of residual stresses on cyclic stability behavior were
noticeable only after the peak lateral strength has been reached and afterwards, the effect of
initial residual stresses seemed to diminish with the progression of large inelastic cycles.
From the literature, it is apparent that initial residual stresses can be an important factor in
buckling [15], fatigue [16], stress corrosion [17] and brittle fracture [18] of structural
members. Therefore, the actual magnitude and distribution of residual stresses as well as the
factors which influence the formation of residual stresses are of considerable significance.
An investigation of residual stresses can be experimental, analytical or numerical.
However, the actual distribution of residual stresses in a single specimen can be verified only
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by experimental measurements. The accurate measurements of residual stresses through
experiments are very tedious and expensive, and it is practically impossible to carry out
measurements on more than a few specimens out of all existing types of different shapes.
Moreover, the residual stress distribution may vary from specimen to specimen, implying
several measurements to be made on each shape to obtain a statistically significant result
[19]. On the other hand, analytical attempts have been made in some studies to calculate the
residual stresses which resulted in too simplified distribution of residual stresses and are not
widely applicable [2-3, 20]. Considering these facts, numerical methods appear to be useful
for the investigation of residual stresses and the variables which influence their formation
provided that the initial material characteristics and boundary conditions are properly
assumed. Several researchers showed that the finite element method could be used to
simulate the real processes by comparing the results with some experimental data.
Kamamoto et al. [20] have analyzed residual stresses and distortion of large steel shafts due
to quenching. The results showed that residual stresses are strongly related to the
transformational behavior. Toparli and Aksoy [21] analyzed residual stresses during water
quenching of cylindrical solid steel bars of various diameters by using finite element
technique. Jahanian [22] modeled heat treatment (quenching) and calculated the residual
stress in a long solid cylinder by using theoretical and numerical methods with different
cooling speeds. Fa-rong and Shang-li [23] used finite element program to analyze the
transient temperature and residual stress fields for a metal specimen during quenching.
Yamada [24] presented a method of solving uncoupled quasi-static thermoelastic problems in
perforated plates. In their analysis, a transient thermal stress problem was solved for an
infinite plate containing two elliptic holes with prescribed temperature. In al1 these models,
many assumptions were made to simplify the actual process. That is obviously too complex
to simulate all the parameters in details. However, reasonably good models [21, 24-25] were
developed in these past investigations by considering the key factors that affect the formation
of residual stresses. Many of these models produced results that had excellent agreement with
the results obtained from the experiments. However, no numerical studies were found in the
literature that dealt with the distribution of residual stresses developed during cooling of hot-
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rolled steel sections. This necessitates the development of a numerical scheme to accurately
predict the formation and distribution of residual stresses due to uneven cooling of hot-rolled
steel sections which is the subject of this study. This study developed a scheme to
numerically simulate the initial residual stresses (IRS) of structural W shapes during the
cooling process after hot-rolling through advanced finite element modeling techniques. The
method is based on a calculation of the temperature and the resulting thermal stress
distribution throughout the cooling process, and simulating the actual cooling conditions,
including variable material coefficients. A sequentially coupled nonlinear transient thermomechanical analysis was performed to calculate temperature history and residual stresses.
First a transient thermal analysis was performed during which the time-dependent
temperature distribution was determined during the cooling phase of the hot-rolled W shapes.
The temperature field at each time step was then used as an input for evaluating the stress
and strain field in the W shapes. The residual stresses obtained from the finite element
simulation was validated against the experimental data available in the literature.

2. Manufacturing Process of Structural Shapes and Formation of Initial Residual Stress
The schematic diagram of Figure shows the production process of structural steel shapes,
which consists of three main operations: melting, casting and rolling. To begin production,
the scrap material is melted in highly efficient and environmentally friendly electric arc
furnaces. The steel is then refined in a ladle furnace, and its temperature and chemistry is
regulated before the casting process. In a continuous caster, the steel is solidified to a semifinished product called a beam blank which is similar in shape to a steel beam. This is done
through a hollow interior of an oscillating mold (shown in Figure 2a) that have inside
dimensions corresponding to the width and thickness of the billets, beam blanks, and near-net
shape profile that is being cast. After casting, the beam blanks are directly reheated to rolling
temperature or stocked for later rolling. Depending upon the temperature of the entering
beam blank it may be necessary to reheat it in a furnace to a temperature of 1200-1300ºC.
The beam blank is then rolled in a number of passes in two or more rolling stands. In each
pass the cross section is reduced in a certain manner until the shape has reached its final cross
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section in the finishing stand. After finish-rolling, the material is conveyed to a hot saw
where it is cut into lengths which can be conveniently transported. The member is then
allowed to cool down to ambient temperature on a cooling bed, that is, a metal structure
which permits the air to circulate around the rolled members. The detailed arrangement of the
shapes on the cooling bed varies with different mill practice and different shape of the
material. Residual stresses will result after the cooling because of the non-uniform
temperature distribution through the cross section during the cooling process. Figure 2b and
Figure 2c show sketches of the cross-sectional view of the semi-finished product after
continuous casting (beam blank) and finished product after all the manufacturing operations,
respectively.

Scrap/submaterials

Finished Products

Electric Arc Furnace

Inspection Bed

Ladle Furnace

Roller Straighteners

Continuous
Casting
Machine

Cooling Bed

Bloom/Beam Blank

Reheating
Furnace

Rolling Stands

Hot Saw

Figure 1 Schematic diagram showing the manufacturing process of structural steel shapes
[20, 26].
Due to uneven cooling conditions on the cooling bed, many members are crooked after
cooling. Therefore, most shapes have to be straightened in some manner. This is
accomplished in a roller-straightener where the member is passed through a number of rolls
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which bend the shape in alternating directions about its weak axis. The straightening
operations are expected to influence the initial residual stress pattern; however, practical
measurements have indicated that residual stresses in delivered shapes often show the basic
pattern to be expected from the cooling process [19].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2 (a) Beam blank continuous caster mold, (b) cross-sectional view of beam blank, (c)
cross-sectional view of finished product after hot-rolling.

3. Finite Element Modeling of the Cooling Process
In order to simulate the residual stresses developed due to uneven cooling of hot rolled W
shapes, finite element method has been implemented in this study. Only the residual stresses
developed during the cooling phase of the W shapes was simulated, and the process of hotrolling was not accounted for. However, rolling would be important if initial material state
need to be calculated. In cooling process simulation, sequentially coupled, nonlinear,
transient, thermo-mechanical analyses were employed to calculate temperature history and
initial residual stresses. Initially a transient thermal analysis was performed on structural W
shapes to get a real time temperature distribution during the cooling process of reheated
rolled specimens. The temperature field at each time step is then used as an input for
evaluating the stress and strain field in the W shapes. In this approach the heat transfer
analysis is solved independently of the stress analysis. The link between the heat transfer
analysis and stress analysis is obtained through the temperature history, which is input as the
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thermal load in the residual stress calculation. The details of the thermal and residual stress
analyses are presented next.

3.1. Thermal Analysis
In the thermal finite element analysis, 3D finite element models of structural W shapes
were generated by using nonlinear finite element software ANSYS. The W shape model was
discretized by twenty noded thermal solid elements with one degree of freedom, temperature,
at each node. Four different size W shapes were chosen for the finite element simulation, viz.
W14×43, W16×50, W27×102, W36×150. These sections were chosen since residual stress
measurements were available in the literature to validate the finite element simulation results
[1, 3, 20]. Figure 3 shows a typical finite element mesh developed for the thermal finite
element analysis of a 2.7m long W36×150 beam. For the thermal finite element analysis,
temperature was given as input which was assumed to be constant and uniform all over the
body before the start of the cooling process. The initial uniform temperature that was
assigned to the W shape specimen was 1300ºC which falls within the range of the reheating
temperature (1200ºC-1300ºC) during rolling of the specimens. The temperature was kept
constant for 10 minutes before air cooling of the specimen. It is to be mentioned here that air
cooling was simulated in thermal finite element analysis by allowing free heat transfer
(convection, conduction, radiation into air) in all directions.

Figure 3 Finite element mesh for thermal finite element analysis of W36×150 shape.
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During heating and slow air cooling, the governing equations follow the differential
equations of three dimensional heat flow in a solid body under non-stationary conditions
which is given in Eq. 1. This is a generalized Fourier heat-conduction equation [26] and is
valid for the interior of the body.
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The boundary condition for solving Eq. 1 is given in Eq. 2 and is valid at the surface.
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where h = surface coefficient of heat transfer, n = coordinate normal to surface. However, for
solving the heat flow equation numerically, in the thermal finite element analysis it was
assumed that the material is homogeneous and isotropic throughout the cross section and the
material coefficients are known as functions of temperature.
For a body subjected to cooling in the atmosphere with no sharp variation in the timetemperature history, the coupling effect of temperature and strain can be neglected [27].
Hence, the 2nd term in the right hand side of Eq. 1 can be neglected. Furthermore, Q=0 since
there is no heat generated in the body. These assumptions simplified Eq.1 as follows:
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After discretization over the region, the heat-conductivity equation can be reduced to the
following matrix equation [28]:

C T

K T

Q

(4)

Where {T} is the vector of nodal temperatures, [C] is the heat-capacity matrix, {K} is the
heat conductivity matrix, {Q} is the vector of heat energy which is zero for this case. Eq. 4 is
integrated numerically to get the temperature distribution during the entire cooling process of
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the W shape specimen. The material coefficients that are required to solve Eq. (4) are
density, thermal conductivity, specific heat and surface coefficient of heat transfer.

Figure 4 Material coefficients of structural steel as a function of temperature used in thermal
finite element analysis. (a) Specific heat [31], (b) thermal conductivity [31], (c) heat transfer
coefficient [32], (d) enthalpy [33].

Of the material coefficients, density was assumed constant, whereas other material
coefficients were made as functions of temperature in the thermal finite element analysis.
Latent heat/phase transformation was accounted for by defining enthalpy of the material as a
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function of temperature [30-31]. Figure 4 shows the material coefficients used in the thermal
finite element analysis. The discontinuity of specific heat at 650-760ºC is a result of the
phase transformation from ferrite ( -Fe) to austenite ( -Fe). The surface coefficient of heat
transfer includes the effect of convection, conduction and radiation. Using these material
coefficients along with the method outlined above, thermal finite element analyses were
performed on the aforementioned four different sizes of W shape specimens to get the real
time temperature distribution during the cooling process after hot-rolling.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5 Contour showing temperature distribution (in ºK) during the cooling process of hot
rolled W36×150 section from initial 1300°C reheat temperature. (a) after 15 minutes, (b) 30
minutes, (c) 45 minutes.

It was interesting to note that the general trend of temperature distribution for all the W
sections was similar during the cooling process, although variations were observed in the
magnitudes and gradients of temperature at different locations for different size W shapes.
However, all the sections cooled down to room temperature from initial 1300ºC reheat
temperature within two hours regardless of the section size. Figure 5 shows the temperature
distribution for a W36×150 section at different stages of cooling upto 45 minutes. In the
beginning of the cooling process, the flange tips and web cooled much faster than the webflange junction and neighboring region. Also the cooling process was much faster in the edge
of the beam flanges and mid-depth of the beam web compared to the mid-section flanges of
the beam. When the coolest part reached the phase transformation temperature (650-760ºC),
the cooling curves tend to level out due to the transformation heat (Figure 6a). After the
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transformation was finished, the cooling curves then proceeded with a slope almost as if they
were a continuation of the curves before the transformation, the cooling only being delayed
for a certain time. The curves continue smoothly until the temperature of the whole cross
section eventually approached the ambient temperature. In Figure 6b, it can be seen that there
is a fairly large temperature gradient through the cross section. These temperature differences
were the cause of residual stresses to be formed during cooling. The temperature differences
increased at first very rapidly, reach a maximum and then start to decrease indicating that the
material transformation has started in the coolest point. After a time the curves increased
again (for the flange points a very small increase) corresponding to the situation when
transformation has started in the hotter point while the transformation is finished in the other
point.

Figure 6 (a) Cooling curves at three different locations over the cross section of a W36×150
section, (b) temperature difference as a function of cooling time over the cross section of a
W36×150 section.

A new maximum is then reached, marking the situation where the transformation is
finished in both points, and after that the temperature differences decrease gradually to zero
as ambient temperature is reached. These observations from the finite element analysis are in
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well agreement with the experimental results reported by Alpsten [19] for European shape
HE 200 B. This validates the fidelity of the developed thermal finite element analysis. This
demonstrates that the implemented analysis technique provides the time-temperature history
during cooling process with a reasonable accuracy. This, however, requires the thermal
parameters in Figure 4 to be determined accurately and the actual 3D geometry of the model
needs to be accurate.

3.2. Residual Stress Analysis
The residual stress analysis was conducted after the thermal analysis was finished and the
time-temperature history during the cooling process of the structural W shape was
determined. The temperature solution obtained from the thermal analysis, which normally
depends on position and time, was input into the stress analysis as a predefined field i.e. the
nodal temperature field at each time step from the thermal analysis was applied as thermal
load to the corresponding node in the structural model. As a result, the node labels for the
structural mesh must match those from the heat transfer mesh. This was accomplished by
changing the element types in the thermal model from thermal solids to structural solids by
using ETCHG command available in ANSYS. Once the real time temperature fields were fed
into the structural model for each of the nodes at each time step, then residual stresses were
calculated based on the temperature dependent material properties of structural steel and
relevant constitutive equations. Since the experimental residual stress data available in the
literature was based on ASTM A36 steel, this steel grade was chosen for validation of the
residual stress simulation technique. It is to be mentioned here that in the finite element
analysis for residual stress calculation both material and geometric nonlinearity was
incorporated in the finite element models.
The material properties used for the residual stress analysis in finite element simulation
were density, initial yield stress, elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio and thermal expansion
coefficient for structural steel. The density was assumed constant, whereas all other material
parameters were used as a function of temperature. Figure 7 shows the variation of Poisson’s
ratio and thermal expansion coefficient for structural steel as a function of temperature. The
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initial yield stress and the elastic modulus were obtained from the elevated temperature
stress-strain response of ASTM A36 steel under monotonic tension loading. The monotonic
stress-strain response of ASTM A36 steel was obtained from Harmathy and Stanzak [34]
upto 650°C Figure 8a. For temperatures over 650°C, no stress-strain data was available in the
literature for ASTM A36 steel.

Figure 7 (a) Poisson’s ratio [36] and (b) thermal expansion coefficient [37] of structural steel
plotted as a function of temperature.

However, monotonic stress-strain data was available for ASTM A992 steel at
temperatures over 650°C [35] as shown in Figure 8b, and this data was scaled to obtain the
stress-strain response of ASTM A36 steel at temperatures over 650ºC as shown in Figure 8a.
The elevated temperature stress-strain response of ASTM A36 steel was implemented in the
finite element simulation by using multilinear kinematic hardening model available in
ANSYS which incorporates von-Mises yield criterion and associative flow rule as given by
Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 respectively.
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is the stress tensor, s is the deviatoric stress tensor, a is the current center of the yield

where

surface in the deviatoric stress space,
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Figure 8 (a) Monotonic stress-strain response of ASTM A36 steel at different temperatures,
(b) monotonic stress-strain response of ASTM A992 steel at different temperatures [35].

In the solution of residual stress fields, it is usually assumed that the total strain increment
can be decomposed as
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Based on the von mises yield criterion, the constitutive relation can be written as
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increment, Cth is thermal stiffness matrix, and dT is temperature increment.
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4. Results and Discussion
The initial residual stress simulations were performed for four different W sections
(W14×43, W16×50, W27×102, W36×150) to validate the fidelity of the finite element
models developed. Figure 9 shows longitudinal residual stress contours for a W36×150
section at different stages of the cooling process. It was evident from the thermal analysis
that the beam flange tips and web cooled faster than the beam flange-web junction. Thermal
contraction of the junction between the beam flange and web would be greater than that of
the cooler flange tips and web. However, due to the symmetry, the compatibility conditions
require that the contraction is equal throughout the cross section [19]. This will introduce
tensile stresses in the central flange-web junction, balanced by compressive stresses in the
regions which were cooling faster i.e. flange tips and web. The resulting residual stress
distribution after cooling to ambient temperature is shown in Figure 10a,b for a W36×150
section. The results exemplify the rule of thumb that the portions of the cross section to cool
faster (flange tips and web) will be left in a state of compressive residual stress.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9 Contour showing longitudinal stress distribution during the cooling process of hot
rolled W36×150 section. (a) after 15 minutes, (b) 1 hour, (c) 2 hours.

The simulated residual stresses were compared to the measured residual stresses
(reported in [3]) for the flange and web of the section at the centerline of the beam length at
the end of the cooling process and the simulated responses resembled the experimental
responses very well as shown in Figure 10a,b. The longitudinal residual stress distribution
and the peak stresses were predicted accurately by the finite element analysis which validates
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the fidelity of the finite element technique implemented. The distribution of the residual
stress across the flanges was of a general parabolic form and had a tensile residual stress
value at the flange center (Figure 10a). The residual peak stress in the beam flange was seen
to be as high as one-third of the yield stress of the material. On the contrary, the residual peak
stress in the web of the beam was in between one-third to one-half of the yield stress (Figure
10b) and the distribution of the residual stress was also of a general parabolic form. In
addition, it was observed that initial residual stresses showed an increasing trend along the
length of the beam with peak stresses obtained at the center of the beam (Figure 10c). The
variation of longitudinal stresses along the length of the beam was observed for all the
locations across the cross section i.e. flange tip, web and flange-web junction. However, at
the ends of the beam section, the longitudinal residual stresses had very small value for a
distance of about equal to the depth of the beam (Figure 10c). Similar observations were also
seen in the measured trend of longitudinal residual stress by Alpsten [19]. Hence, it is
apparent that the influence of initial residual stresses would be dominant from a distance of
equal to the beam depth of the beam. When the residual stresses at different locations of the
beam cross section were plotted against the time of cooling, it was noticeable that the fastest
cooling part (flange tips and web) developed tensile stresses initially, whereas slowest
cooling part (flange-web junction) developed compressive stresses.
As the cooling progressed, the tensile stresses in the fastest cooling part turned finally to
compressive stresses and the compressive stresses in the slowest cooling part turned to
tensile stresses. Another interesting thing to note here that after about two hours of cooling,
the initial residual stresses stabilized to a steady state value, and no change was observed in
the initial residual stress distribution. To further validate the finite element modeling features
adopted in this study, residual stress simulations were also compared to the experimental
measured values for W14×43, W16×50, W27×102 sections as shown in Figure 11 through
Figure 13, where flange and web longitudinal residual stresses are plotted at the center of the
beam length. Very good conformity between the measured and simulated responses was
observed for all the W sections investigated. The validation of the simulated responses
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against experimental measurements for a wide range of W sections shows the robustness of
the finite element technique implemented in this study.

Figure 10 Residual stress analysis results for a W36×150 section. (a), (b) Measured [3] and
simulated longitudinal residual stresses at the centerline along the beam length, (c) simulated
longitudinal residual stress distribution along the length of beam, (d) simulated longitudinal
residual stresses plotted against cooling time at different locations of the beam section.

While it cannot be expected that all experimental results will correlate well with finite
element simulation based on nominal shape dimensions, average material properties and
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certain assumptions on the heat transfer in cooling, the comparisons between computed and
measured initial residual stresses (IRS) made in this study gives an idea of the applicability
of the method which can serve as a guide for analysis of other shapes. Moreover, since
cooling conditions can be variable in the cooling bed because of stacking side by side,
residual stresses may have different distributions and magnitudes even in the same shape
depending on the imposed condition of cooling. The simulations made in this study pertains
to the assumption of free heat transfer, and any change in the cooling condition other than
free cooling condition must be accounted for in order to predict the actual scenario.

Figure 11 Measured [1] and simulated longitudinal residual stresses at the centerline along
the beam length for a W14×43 section.

5. Influence of IRS on Buckling Response of Wide Flange Steel Columns
With the developed simulation technique, the actual distribution of the initial residual
stresses can be simulated for all the structural shapes commonly used as beams and columns
in moment resisting building frames, and it can be included in the analysis of moment
resisting frames under different types of loading conditions such as seismic analysis, fire
performance evaluation, buckling resistance evaluation for columns, and wind damage
analysis. The presence of initial residual stresses (IRS) is more crucial for compression
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members such as column, where it is expected that IRS will reduce the ultimate strength of
the column and thereby reduce the buckling strength. In literature most of the works related
to the analysis of steel building frames either did not consider initial residual stresses or
assumed a simplified linear distribution due to the complexity involved in IRS calculation.

Figure 12 Measured [19] and simulated longitudinal residual stresses at the centerline along
the beam length for a W16×50 section.

Figure 13 Measured [19] and simulated longitudinal residual stresses at the centerline along
the beam length for a W27×102 section.
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Hence there is a lack of understanding of the influence of initial residual stresses on the
cyclic response of wide flange steel columns. With the implemented IRS simulation
technique, the actual distribution of IRS can be obtained and accounted for in the analysis
and design of steel structures. A study on the influence of initial residual stresses on the
cyclic response of wide flange steel columns has been conducted in this study to demonstrate
the applicability of the simulation technique. Wide flange steel columns have widespread
applications in moment resisting frames and bridge piers. However, due to the relative large
slenderness ratios of the columns, structures of this type may be susceptible to damage
caused by local buckling under cosntant axial load and cyclic lateral forces. To provide a
basis for performance evaluation of columns under cyclic lateral loads with residual stresses,
wide flange steel columns have been subjected to numerical investigation in this study.
Firstly, the finite element model and the technique of residual stress calculation has been
validated against the experimental data from Lamarche and Tremblay [11] where they
studied the response of wide flange steel columns under axial compression.

(a)

Figure 14 (a) Equivalent plastic strain contour of W12×87 column under axial compression,
(b) simulated and experimental [11] axial load-displacement response, (c) simulated and
experimental [11] out-of-plane deflection response.
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A finite element model was developed for an ASTM A992 W12×87 (W310×129 in mm)
wide flange steel column having 3725 mm length and its performance was evaluated under
axial compression. The loading was displacement controlled and the analysis was performed
with and without the presence of IRS. As can be obserevd in Figure 14 that the simulated
response from the finite element analysis with IRS predicted the experimental responses
better than without IRS. The axial load-displacement response (Figure 14b) as well as the
out-of-plane deflection (Figure 14c) was predicted very well by the simulation with IRS.
Although the simulated response without IRS was able to predict the experimental trend
reasonably well, but the peak strength was over predicted. This validates the finite element
modeling and the implemented technique of residual stress calculation in predicting the
response of wide flange steel columns.
P
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(b)

Figure 15 (a) Finite element mesh used in the cyclic response evaluation of wide flange
column sections, (b) displacement-based simulated earthquake loading history [41].

After validation of finite element technique, a detailed finite element analysis was
performed on wide flange steel columns to investigate the influence of initial residual
stresses on the cyclic response. Since the influence of IRS on the cyclic response of wide
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flange steel columns can be a function of depth of the beam or the width-thickness ratio [3940], four different sizes of wide flange steel columns having different width-thickness ratio
were investigated in the finite element study. The column sections chosen for the analysis
consisted of W14×132, W24×131, W24×250, W36×230 and their performance was
evaluated under combined axial compression and cyclic loading for both the cases with and
without IRS. Table 1 shows the width-thickness ratios for different column sections used in
this study. In the finite element modeling, the experimental setup of Newell and Uang [38]
was simulated where 4572 mm long wide flange steel columns were tested under combined
axial and lateral loads. The wide flange steel columns were discretized by twenty noded solid
brick elements and the boundary conditions simulated those used for experimental testing of
the steel column specimens [38]. Figure 15a shows the column model boundary conditions
and finite element mesh.

Table 1 Width-thickness ratio for different column sections
Column Section

h/tw

W14×132
W24×131
W24×250
W36×230

17.7
35.6
20.7
42.2

At the fixed end of the model all six translational and rotational degrees of freedom were
constrained to be zero. At the loaded end of the model the out-of-plane translational (Ux as
shown in Figure 15a) and all three rotational degrees of freedom were constrained to be zero.
Lateral drift displacement was applied in the Uy direction and constant axial load was applied
in the Uz direction. A rigid constraint was imposed on edges at the column ends to prevent
stress concentrations at the loading and reaction points. A compressive load equal to the 30%
of the nominal axial load capacity [40] of the column was applied at the loaded end of the
column and a displacement-based artificial loading protocol offered by SAC/BD-97/02 [41]
was applied at the tip of the column in the lateral direction as the cyclic load. The
displacement based time history was based on the SAC Test Protocol and consisted of
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imposing a series of prescribed quasi-static cyclic displacements to the end of the column
[41]. The prescribed displacements included six cycles of 0.375, 0.5 and 0.75% interstory
drift, followed by four cycles of 1.0% interstory drift and two cycles each of 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6% and so forth interstory drift. A schematic of the loading protocol is shown in Figure 15b.

(a)

Figure 16 Cyclic response of W24×131 column without considering IRS. (a) Equivalent
plastic strain contour, and (b) moment-rotation hysteresis response at the end of 6%
interstory drift angle.

The finite element results revealed that under cyclic loading, all the columns developed
plastic hinge near the fixed end of the column by inelastic local buckling of the flanges and
web regardless of the presence of IRS. Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the equivalent plastic
strain contours and moment-rotation hysteresis plots of a W24×131 column without and with
initial residual stresses respectively under combined axial compression and cyclic lateral
loading. The moment-rotation envelopes of peak moments at each loading cycle for all the
column sections are shown in Figure 18. It can be observed that for all the column sections,
when IRS was included in the analysis, the strength of the connection started to degrade
earlier compared to when IRS was not considered in the analysis. For column section
W14×132, there was almost no strength degrdadation for cyclic loading upto 6% interstory
drift angle when IRS was not included in the analysis, whereas the strength of the column
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started to degrade at 5% interstory drift angle when IRS was included in the analysis, and the
strength degraded by around 37% at the end of 6% interstory drift angle (Figure 18a).
Similarly for W24×131 and W36×230 column sections, the strength degradation started at
4% interstory drift angle when IRS was not considered in the analysis, whereas the strength
degrdaded at 3% and 2% interstory drift angle for W24×131 and W36×230 column sections
respectively, when IRS was considered (Figure 18b, d). This demonstates that presence of
initial residual stresses initiates inelastic buckling of the columns earlier and hence, the
strength of the column will be overpredicted without considering the effect of IRS.

(a)

Figure 17 Cyclic response of W24×131 column considering IRS. (a) Equivalent plastic
strain contour, and (b) moment-rotation hysteresis response at the end of 6% interstory drift
angle.
It was also noticed that as the slenderness of the column section increases (Table 1), there
is more degradation in the strength of the column (Figure 18). This indicates that the
influence of IRS is more protuberant for columns with high slenderness ratio compared to
more compact column section such as W14×132. This is more evident when the cyclic
response of W24×250 column was compared with W24×131 column (Figure 18c). Although
both the section’s depth was similar, their width-thickness ratio was significantly different.
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W24×250 had a width-thickness ratio almost twice that of W24×131. As a result, the
influence of IRS was insignificant on the cyclic response of W24×250 column upto 6%
interstory drift angle.

Figure 18 Moment-rotation envelope showing peak moment at each loading cycle for
different column sections with and without IRS. (a) W14×132, (b) W24×131, (c) W24×250,
(d) W36×230.

The moment-rotation envelope of peak moments at each loading cycle (Figure 18c)
shows that the column showed similar response for both with and without IRS upto 6%
interstory drift angle. Hence it can be concluded that the cyclic response of wide flange
column is directly influenecd by the presence of the IRS and the influence of IRS increases
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with the width-thickness ratio of the member. Another interesting phenomenon that was
observed for all column sections is that for both the cases with and without IRS, plastic hinge
formed at the fixed end of the column and when IRS was included in the analysis the plastic
hinge moved more towards the fixed end of the column indicating a reduction in the strength
of the column. Based on the observations from the finite element analysis, it is evident that
the presence of initial residual stresses significantly influences the cyclic response of wide
flange steel columns, especially columns with high width-thickness ratio and henceforth,
need to be addressed during the design calculation for steel building moment resisting
frames. The IRS simulation technique presented in this study can be beneficial in order to
account for the actual distribution of initial residual stresses in wide flange steel members
and thereby, provide a conservative estimate of the strength.

6. Conclusions
An advanced numerical technique has been developed to simulate initial residual stresses
developed during the cooling process of hot-rolled wide flange steel members based on a
sequentially coupled transient thermo-mechanical analysis. The simulated residual stresses
for different size of W shapes were evaluated against the experimental data available in the
literature which validates the robustness of numerical modeling scheme developed. An
example of the applicability of the method is presented in this study on the cyclic response
simulation of wide flange steel columns which demonstrated the importance of considering
initial residual stresses in the design of steel building moment resisting frames. The
measurements of residual stresses based on developed simulation technique should be
beneficial for an estimate of the magnitude and distribution of residual stresses likely to be
encountered, which can be used in the analysis of moment resisting building frames under
different types of loading conditions and can provide a conservative estimate of the strength
of members or connections.
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CHAPTER 6: INFLUENCE OF WELDING ON THE SEISMIC
PERFORMANCE OF MOMENT RESISTING CONNECTION

Abstract
In an experimental study of the influence of welding on the seismic performance of
moment resisting connections, it was observed that that welding influences the localized lowcycle fatigue failure response. Analysis of strain responses near the beam weld toe and weld
access hole region led to the conclusion that weld induced residual stresses influence the
localized fatigue responses. In order to get an understanding of the residual stresses and their
influence on the localized failure mechanism of welded steel moment resisting connections,
this study developed a numerical technique based on sequentially coupled transient nonlinear
thermo-mechanical analysis to simulate the welding residual stresses and their influence on
localized fatigue responses. The finite element simulation technique was validated against the
experimental temperature and strain measurements. The simulated response of residual
stresses showed development of very high residual stresses close to the weld region. The
welding induced residual stresses together with the initial residual stresses in wide flange
shapes were included for the seismic analysis of moment resisting connections, which
demonstrated the influence of the residual stresses on the low-cycle fatigue failure
mechanism of the connections. The results of the finite element investigation also explain the
variability of the low-cycle fatigue failure response for different weld sequences. Finally, a
method to reduce the magnitude of the residual stresses has been proposed based on the
concept of post weld heat treatment which showed improved performance under seismic type
of loading.

Keywords: Moment connection, Weld, Residual stress, Weld sequence, Low-cycle fatigue,
Seismic analysis
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1. Introduction
The 1994 Northridge Earthquake demonstrated the inability of many moment
connections to meet the seismic demands, where a large number of steel buildings were
damaged by cracking near the weld region [1-3]. Many connections failed by brittle cracking
of the weld between the bottom beam flange and the column flange. Over the past two
decades, the root causes of the connection failures were learned, and many were addressed
through research. The lack of ductility displayed in the pre-Northridge welded steel moment
connections (WSMCs) prompted research by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) as well as the SAC Joint Venture. Weld metal matching, base metal and weld metal
toughness, backing bar effects, fillet weld reinforcement, residual stress effects, continuity
plates, panel zone deformations, reduced beam section details, weld access hole details, and
column flange through-thickness fractures have all been investigated and several
modifications were made in the exsisting design of moment connections [1-8]. While test
results on the post-Northridge modified connections demonstrated significant improvement
with regard to ductility and energy dissipation capacity; however, many localized failures
have also been demonstrated. Testing of post-Northridge welded steel moment connections
have shown that many failures are initiated from localized, low-cycle fatigue cracks near the
weld toe [4-5, 7-13]. The weld toe fatigue crack initiation motivated several investigations on
weld material and the outcome was the recommendation of using high toughness weld
material [28]. However, the reason for the weld toe fatigue crack initiation in the postNorthridge design has yet to be investigated in a rational manner.
The low-cycle fatigue cracks near the weld toe has also been observed for piping joints
and research studies revealed that welding induced residual stress has significant influence on
fatigue crack initiation at the weld toe of piping joints [15-26]. Moreover, several studies on
piping joints addressed the influence of weld sequence on the amount and distribution of
residual stresses which led to the conclusion that the welding procedure can have a
significant effect on the residual stress and thus the fatigue life of a joint [27-32]. The
influence of weld sequence on the residual stress distribution was also addressed for welded
plate and T-joint specimens [33-39]. Thus literature suggests that welding induced residual
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stresses can be one of the contributors to the low-cycle fatigue failure of the moment
resisting connections. The influence of residual stress on fatigue crack initiation at the weld
toe in WSMCs was speculated [40-46], but the failure mechanism is yet to be investigated.
However not much attention was paid to the influence of residual stress on the moment
resisting connections because of the common notion that the residual stress relaxes after a
couple of inelastic loading cycles. Due to the complexity involved in residual stress
calculation, most analyses either do not consider residual stresses or use simplified methods
of analysis [40, 45]. However, Dong and his coworkers [14, 47] did include detailed residual
stress analysis in their investigations. Their calculations demonstrated that the magnitude of
residual stresses in some locations can be greater than the yield stress of the material. They
performed fracture analysis for crack propagation of preexisting cracks at the backing bars
and demonstrated that the triaxial residual stress greatly reduced the plastic deformation
capacity of the welded joint and thus induced brittle fracture. In addition, an increase in
fracture driving force was observed in presence of high tensile residual stresses. However,
the analysis was two dimensional and hence, the influence of weld sequence was not
accounted for across the width of the beam flanges. Moreover, the influence of residual
stresses on the fracture behavior was investigated based on fracture mechanics analysis. No
light was shed on the low-cycle fatigue failure response of the moment connections in
presence of residual stresses. Nevertheless this study showed that even though the residual
stress relaxes after few inelastic loading cycles, it can influence the fracture behavior at the
welded joint of the moment connection. After that study, the influence of welding induced
residual stresses on the failure response of moment resisting connection was not studied in
detail and most of the literature either ignored or assumed simplified distribution of residual
stresses.
An experimental study on welded unreinforced flange bolted web (WUF-B) connections
demonstrated the influence of welding sequence on the fatigue failure of the connections
which was presented in Chapter 4. It was observed that different welding sequences induced
different strain responses of the connections. In addition, a phenomenon called strain
ratcheting was observed in these experiments near the weld toe, which can lead to crack
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initiation. However, residual stress measurements could not be made in experiments, and
hence, the residual stress influence on the fatigue crack initiation could not be studied.
Hence, knowledge on WSMCs is required to understand the influence of residual stresses and
welding sequence on the fatigue response of the connections. In this study, a detailed 3D
finite element investigation was performed on welded steel moment connection considering
the effect of both initial (residual stresses due to uneven cooling of hot-rolled W shapes) and
welding induced residual stresses. The external sub-assemblage of beam-column connection
discussed in Chapter 4 was simulated in ANSYS to understand the local and global response
of the connection under constant amplitude loading with the presence of initial and welding
induced residual stresses. Advanced numerical schemes were developed to simulate welding
process, and hence the residual stress and subsequent fatigue responses of welded joints. In
welding process simulation, sequentially coupled, nonlinear, transient, thermo-mechanical
analyses were employed to calculate temperature history and residual stresses. Finally, the
fatigue responses of welded joints with the initial and welding residual stress fields were
simulated by prescribing displacement controlled cyclic loading. At the end, post weld heat
treatment technique was implemented to improve the fatigue resistance of the connections by
reducing the residual stresses.

2. Numerical Scheme for Weld Residual Stress Simulation
The thermo-physical and thermo-mechanical processes associated with weld residual
stress evolution during welding are extremely complex. Currently, no model is available to
realistically account for the arc physics, the weld pool phenomena, and finally, the
deformation and heat conduction in the solid metal [47]. In this study, the welding process
was simulated by employing sequentially coupled, nonlinear, transient, thermo-mechanical
analyses to calculate temperature history and subsequently the welding induced residual
stresses. First a transient thermal analysis was performed during which temperature history in
the connection from the heat input of the successive build-up of the welding passes was
determined. The temperature field at each time step was then used as an input into a transient
thermo-mechanical analysis for evaluating the residual stress and strain field in welded
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joints. This analysis scheme was sequentially integrated to analysis of initial residual stress in
the wide flange beam of the WUF-W connection [48]. Finally, the cyclic loading responses
of welded joints with the residual stress fields were simulated by prescribing displacement
controlled cyclic loading. Figure shows a schematic of the sequentially coupled thermomechanical analysis steps performed in this study.

Finite Element Mesh

Heat Input

Temperature Fields

Seismic Analysis

Residual Stress & Strain
Fields
N

N

Figure 1 Steps performed in the thermo-mechanical analysis of WUF-W connection.

In order to study the development of weld residual stresses and its influence on the
seismic response of moment resisting connections, advanced 3D numerical schemes were
developed with finite element (FE) program ANSYS to simulate welding process, and hence
the residual stress and subsequent fatigue response of WSMCs. 3D FE models of the exterior
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sub-assemblage of the WUF-B connections presented in Chapter 4 were simulated, where a
single W18 55 ASTM A992 beam was attached to a W14 74 ASTM A992 column.
However, in the experiments, the beam web was connected to column flange through bolted
shear tab, whereas in the simulation, the web was assumed welded to the column flange
which is the conventional WUF-W (welded unreinforced flange welded web) connection.
Since the main focus of this study was to study the development and influence of weld
residual stresses in the weld toe region of the connection, it was thought to be sufficient to
investigate WUF-W connection instead of WUF-B connection to avoid the complicated
contact geometries of the bolted web connection.

Figure 2 Finite element mesh of WUF-W connection used in the study.

Nevertheless, the weld access hole geometry and boundary conditions of the connections
were simulated exactly to mimic the experimental setup. The connection region was
discretized by using twenty noded solid elements with very fine mesh in order to capture the
behavior of the connection region precisely since most of the inelastic actions occur in the
connection region. Whereas the other parts of the connection which are expected to remain
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elastic was discretized with eight noded solid elements with coarse mesh in order to reduce
the computational time and complexity. Figure 2 shows the FE mesh generated for the
analysis of the connection with the imposed boundary conditions. The bottom part of the
column was supported by a hinge whereas the top part of the column was supported by a
roller to represent the theoretical inflection points of a column in a typical floor system and
the free end of the beam was supported on a roller. No constraint was applied near the
connection region.

3. Thermal Analysis
Thermal analysis was performed in order to calculate transient temperature distribution
from the welding sequence and subsequent cooling. In thermal finite element analysis, heat
loss occurred from the material surface through both convection and radiation, which were
determined using the heat transfer coefficient in Fourier heat transfer equation [49]. The
temperature-dependent material properties (specific heat cp, thermal conductivity k, enthalpy,
heat transfer coefficient h) of structural steel used in the heat transfer analysis are shown in
Figure 3, where the material parameters were defined as a function of temperature. Latent
heat/phase transformation was accounted for by defining enthalpy of the material as a
function of temperature [52-53].
The principal parameter of the welding heat source for the temperature field is heat flow

Q (Joule/sec), which can be expressed as [52]:
Q

UI

(1)

where,
– arc efficiency, which account for radiative and other losses from the arc to the ambient
environment and its value ranges between 0 and 1
U – arc voltage (in Volt)
I – arc current (in Amp)
The equivalent heat input can be assumed as the combination of both surface and body heat
flux components [53]. Hence the total heat input

Q Qs Qb

(2)
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where Qs and Qb indicate heat contents resulting from a specific surface heat flux and body
heat flux, respectively.

Figure 3 Material coefficients of structural steel as a function of temperature used in thermal
analysis. (a) Specific heat [54], (b) thermal conductivity [54], (c) heat transfer coefficient
[19], (d) enthalpy [33].

The specific surface heat flux (area-specific heat flow density) qs and specific body heat flux
(volume-specific heat flow density) qb can be expressed by,
qs

Qs
S

(3)
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qb

Qb
V

(4)

where, S is the surface area, and V is the volume of each element.

Figure 4 Element birth and death technique in the FE simulation of welding process.
In order to simulate the multi-pass welding process, one needs to model the addition of
filler material as new weld passes are deposited and the geometry of the welded joint is builtup. This was done through the element birth/death technique in ANSYS. The steps of using
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this technique are depicted in Figure 4 for the beam-column welded joint of a WUF-W
connection. With this technique, a finite element mesh of the welded joint including the weld
beads is generated first. Subsequently, the element groups representing each weld pass are
deactivated (element death) before welding is included in the analysis. These elements are
reactivated (element birth) sequentially as the welding arc (heat source) advances along the
beam flange width direction. An example of the moving temperature field during the last
welding pass of the beam top flange groove weld for a welded steel moment connection is
demonstrated in Figure 5, where it can be seen that the high temperature field moves with the
welding arc (Figure 5a-e). The distribution of the temperature after cooling of the weld pass
is shown in Figure 5f. In the finite element simulation, it was assumed that the top and
bottom beam flange welds were made using the Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW)
process and E70T welding electrodes as used in the experiments.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5 Illustration of moving temperature (in Kelvin) field during the final welding pass in
the top flange of a welded steel moment connection (a-e) and cooling (f).
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While welding the beam bottom flange to the column flange the web of the beam hinders
the completion of a single pass across the width of the beam. Whereas the beam top flange
does not have any obstacle like the bottom beam flange. Therefore, weld is not uniform in the
bottom beam flange when compared to the top flange. Further, the start and stop points in the
bottom flange weld may cause discontinuities or higher residual stresses that may lead to
low-cycle fatigue failure of the connection. In order to investigate the development of
residual stresses due to welding, and the effect of welding sequence on the residual stress
distribution as well as on the low-cycle fatigue response of WSMCs, two specimens of
WUF-W connection (namely MC1 and MC2) were considered in the finite element analysis,
where each specimen had different weld sequence at the beam bottom flange, whereas beam
top flange was welded in a similar fashion for both the specimens. The welding details of the
two specimens are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

Figure 6 Sketch of weld sequences in beam top and bottom flanges for specimen MC1
showing number of welding passes in order of completion.

These two specimens were used in the experimental investigation presented in Chapter 4
and were denoted by MC1 and MC2. The welding sequences used at the beam bottom flange
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of specimens MC1 and MC2 were denoted by weld sequence A and weld sequence B
respectively. As can be observed from Figure 6 and Figure 7, the top flange welds were
deposited in a similar fashion for both the specimens, only the number of beads and the size
of the beads were different. On the other hand, the bottom beam flange welds were laid in a
completely different manner for the two specimens. In welding sequence A (specimen MC1),
the welder fills the groove with all the welding beads on one side of the beam web before he
switches to the other side of the beam web to complete the weld (Figure 6). This type of
welding sequence gives rise to nonuniform temperature gradient across the width of the beam
flange. On the contrary, in welding sequence B (specimen MC2), the welder alternates sides
of the beam web after placing each weld bead (Figure 7). This sequence fills the groove more
uniformly compared to sequence A.

Figure 7 Sketch of weld sequences in beam top and bottom flanges for specimen MC2
showing number of welding passes in order of completion.

All the welding sequences in beam top and bottom flange for specimens MC1 and MC2
were simulated accordingly in the finite element analysis by using the element birth and
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death technique. Figure 8 shows comparison between the measured and simulated
temperature profiles during the welding process for both the specimens at the top flange of
the beam measured at a distance of 75 mm away from the weld toe and 50 mm away from
the edge of the beam flange. It was observed that the simulated responses resembled the
experimental temperature profiles closely for both the specimens. This validates the thermal
finite element model and it indicates that the element birth-death technique can simulate the
welding process well.

Figure 8 Measured and simulated temperature profiles at the beam top flange for the two
specimens. (a) Specimen MC1, (b) specimen MC2.

When temperature profiles of the two specimens were compared it was interesting to note
that the temperature profiles were different for different welding sequences for both the top
and bottom flanges measured at the same location. Although the top flange welds were laid
in a similar fashion for both the specimens, the temperature profiles varied (Figure 9a) as a
consequence of difference in the number of beads and bead sizes. However, in both the cases,
the mean temperature showed an increasing trend with time, and specimen MC1 produced
higher mean temperature than specimen MC2. On the other hand, the temperature profiles for
the bottom beam flange showed significant difference for the two welding sequences. As
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anticipated, for welding sequence A in specimen MC1, the average temperature on one side
of the beam, where the groove was filled first, was higher than the average temperature on
opposite side of the beam, where welding was done later, whereas for welding sequence B in
specimen MC2 the average temperatures were similar on both sides of the beam web (Figure
9b). The contour plots in Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the temperature distribution in the
bottom flange of the beam during the first two welding passes for weld sequences A and B
respectively.

Figure 9 Simulated temperature profiles at the top and bottom flange of the beam showing
variation for two different welding sequences. (a) Top flange, (b) bottom flange.

It is clearly seen that the two welding passes for weld sequence A developed higher
temperatures only on one side of the beam bottom flange since both the passes were
completed only on one side of the beam (Figure 10) and hence, the temperatures were
distributed nonuniformly across the beam flange. On the contrary, the two passes for weld
sequence B were completed on the two sides of the beam bottom flange by switching sides
once one pass is completed (Figure 11), and hence, weld sequence B generated an even
distribution of temperature across the beam flange.
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Figure 10 Temperature distribution (in Kelvin) at the end of weld passes 1 and 2 of welding
sequence A at the beam bottom flange of specimen MC1 showing nonuniform temperature
on both sides of the beam web.

Figure 11 Temperature distribution (in Kelvin) at the end of weld passes 1 and 2 of welding
sequence B at the beam bottom flange of specimen MC2 showing uniform temperature on
both sides of the beam web.
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4. Residual Stress Analysis
The residual stress analysis was conducted after the thermal analysis was finished and the
time dependent temperature field during the welding process was determined. The
temperature solution obtained from the thermal analysis, which normally depends on position
and time, was read into the stress analysis as a predefined field i.e. the nodal temperature
field at each time step from the thermal analysis was applied as thermal load to the
corresponding node in the structural model. As a result, the node labels for the structural
mesh must match those from the heat transfer mesh. Similar to the thermal analysis, element
birth/death was used in the residual stress analysis. Once the real time temperature fields
were fed into the structural model for each of the nodes at each time step, then residual
stresses were calculated based on the temperature dependent material properties of structural
steel and relevant constitutive equations. The material properties used for the residual stress
analysis in finite element simulation were density , initial yield stress
Poisson’s ratio

and thermal expansion coefficient

0,

elastic modulus E,

for structural steel as shown in Figure

12b,c and Figure 13. The elevated temperature stress-strain response of ASTM A992 steel
under monotonic tension loading was obtained from Hu et al. [56] as shown in Figure 12a.
The initial yield stress and elastic modulus of ASTM A992 steel obtained from these
experiments are plotted separately in Figure 12b and Figure 12c along with comparison with
AISC [57] and Eurocode 3 [54] prescribed values. The elevated temperature stress-strain
response of ASTM A992 steel was implemented in the finite element simulation by using
bilinear kinematic hardening model available in ANSYS which incorporates von-Mises yield
criterion and associative flow rule. The bilinear kinematic hardening model was chosen to
reduce the complexity of the model and computational time and cost. The bilinear kinematic
hardening model parameters were obtained through fitting the stress-strain response of A992
steel as shown in Figure 12a. Note that there was no material data available for the
temperature range 900-1400ºC, for which linear interpolation method was used to obtain the
model parameters.
During welding, the base material is exposed to high temperatures which will induce
microstructural changes in the material leading to change in the material properties. The
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region which exhibits microstructural change due to high temperature exposure is referred to
as the heat affected zone (HAZ). Studies on stainless steel SS304 by Johnson and Ramirez
[60] showed five different microstructures depending on the temperature levels experienced
by the base metal during welding.

Figure 12 Monotonic tension test response of ASTM A992 steel at different temperatures
[56]. (a) Monotonic stress-strain response, (b) initial yield stress plotted as a function of
temperature, (c) elastic modulus plotted against temperature.
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Figure 13 (a) Poisson’s ratio [58] and (b) thermal expansion coefficient of structural steel
plotted as a function of temperature [59].

These are referred to as course grained HAZ (1100ºC and above), fine grained HAZ
(875ºC-1100ºC), intercritical HAZ (700ºC-875ºC), subcritical HAZ (575ºC-700ºC) and the
base metal is unaffected below 575ºC. To properly simulate the welding induced residual
stresses, it is required to account for the heterogeneity in the material properties in the HAZ
[29]. To determine the material properties of ASTM A992 steel for the five HAZ discussed
above, monotonic tension tests were performed on steel coupons [61]. The coupons were
conditioned at different peak temperatures; hold the peak temperature for 15 minutes
followed by slow air cooling until it reaches room temperature. The stress-strain response of
one set of monotonic tension tests is shown in Figure 14a. It was observed that as the
maximum temperature increased both the yield and ultimate stresses of the steel gradually
decreased by downward shift of the stress-strain curves. The reduction in yield stress with
maximum temperature of 1200 C is about 40%. The response from the monotonic tension
tests demonstrated that the yield stress of ASTM A992 decreased with increasing
temperature, and upon removal of the temperature the yield stress never went back to the
room temperature value, rather it reduced from that of the room temperature value. The yield
stress values of unconditioned ASTM A992 coupons tested at different temperatures up to
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900ºC was obtained from Hu et al. [56] as shown in Figure 12a. However, for steel coupons
conditioned at different high temperatures, no stress-strain data was available for higher
temperatures. Hence, least square method was adopted to establish a relationship between
temperature and yield stress (solid line in Figure 14b) using the data from Hu et al. [56] for
unconditioned A992 steel (solid circles in Figure 14b).

Figure 14 (a) Stress-strain response of ASTM A992 coupons conditioned at different peak
temperatures [61], (b) temperature dependent yield stress of ASTM A992 for five
temperature levels to account for the material heterogeneity.

The relation can be expressed as follows:
0

0

T
T

where,

for T

0RT

0RT

0RT

400ºC
(5)

e

c0 T 400

for T > 400ºC

is the yield stress for unconditioned A992 steel at room temperature (MPa), c0 =

0.0045 is determined by the least-square fit, and T is the current temperature (ºC). Eq. (5)
was modified for conditioned A992 steel using the yield stress reduction factor from Figure
14a and assuming that the evolution of the yield stress during cooling for different
conditioning temperature follow the same trend as the unconditioned case. The modification
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of Eq. (5) led to the following generalized expression of yield stress as a function of current
and conditioning temperatures:
0
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, Tc is conditioning temperature (ºC).

Five sets of temperature-dependent material properties were defined depending on the
temperature level to incorporate the material heterogeneity in the finite element modeling of
residual stresses as shown in Figure 14b, where solid circles represent test data for
unconditioned A992 steel [56], the open circles represent yield stresses for conditioned A992
steel at different temperatures from the experiments [61], the solid line represents the model
fit by using least squares for unconditioned case, whereas dashed lines represent the model fit
assumed for conditioned cases.
Initially, finite element analysis was performed considering only the welding induced
residual stresses. The residual stress distributions in longitudinal and transverse directions for
specimens MC1 and MC2 are shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16, respectively. It is evident
that significant amount of residual stresses developed close to the welded region of the
connection both in longitudinal and transverse direction. The magnitude of the residual
stresses at several locations near the weld toe were very close to the yield stress of the base
metal, and around the weld access hole the residual stresses were higher than the yield stress.
The residual stresses in the longitudinal direction were higher at the weld toe and weld access
hole, and it gradually decreased as the distance from the weld toe increased. However, the
magnitude of residual stresses in the transverse direction was only high near the welded
region, and there were barely any residual stresses away from the weld toe. This is attributed
to the severe structural restraint in the welded region which induced higher magnitudes of
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transverse residual stresses, and away from the welded region, there was not much restraint
to induce transverse residual stresses.

Figure 15 Residual stress distribution (in Pa) for specimen MC1. (a) Longitudinal direction,
(b) transverse direction.

Figure 16 Residual stress distribution (in Pa) for specimen MC2. (a) Longitudinal direction,
(b) transverse direction.
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Figure 17 Welding induced residual stress distribution in the beam top flange of specimen
MC1. (a) Across width, (b) across length.

Nevertheless, for seismic response of moment resisting connections, the longitudinal
direction is of particular interest, and hence, the further discussion on the residual stresses
will be addressed only for the longitudinal direction. The longitudinal residual stress
distribution across the width and length of beam top and bottom flanges are presented in
Figure 17through Figure 20. It was observed that significant amount of residual stresses
developed very close to the weld toe of the beam-column joints for both top and bottom
beam flanges. The peak stresses were around 300 MPa on both the top and bottom flanges,
which were about two-thirds of the yield stress of A992 steel. For top flange, the residual
stresses were tensile and almost constant throughout the width of the flange, only at the edges
of the flange compressive residual stresses developed. The peak residual stress was tensile
with 300 MPa value, whereas the compressive stresses varied between 100 to 200 MPa. On
the other hand, for bottom flange, significant amount of compressive stresses developed
across the width of the beam flange, however at stop and start locations of welding passes
tensile residual stresses also developed. The peak compressive stresses were 300 MPa,
whereas the tensile stresses varied between 0 to 100 MPa. It is interesting to note that for
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both top and bottom flanges, the residual stress values showed a decreasing trend as the
distance from the weld toe increased with almost zero values after 200 mm away from the
weld toe. Based on the observations from the finite element study, it is evident that very high
values of residual stresses develop close to the weld toe and around the weld access hole for
both the specimens which may play a significant role under service conditions. Similar type
of residual stresses was also observed in the studies on piping joints by Lu [21] and Cheng
[29] and it was shown that these residual stresses worked as a driving force for axial strain
accumulation near weld toe.

Figure 18 Welding induced residual stress distribution in the beam bottom flange of
specimen MC1 for weld sequence A. (a) Across width, (b) across length.

To investigate the influence of the welding sequences on the residual stress distribution,
the residual stresses were plotted across the width of the beam flange at the location of peak
residual stresses as shown in Figure 21. It was observed that for the top flange, specimen
MC1 developed more residual stresses compared to specimen MC2. It is interesting to note
that the residual stresses at the beam top flange were almost constant along the width of the
flange except at the edges of the flange. This is expected as each of the welding beads in the
top flange weld was laid in one pass with no discontinuity during welding. For beam bottom
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flange, there were several locations across the width of the beam flange where welding was
stopped and restarted, and hence depending on the temperature distribution, the two
specimens experienced different amount of residual stresses and distribution across the width
of the flange for the two weld sequences A and B. It was observed that welding sequence A
developed more residual stresses in the beam bottom flange of specimen MC1 than welding
sequence B in specimen MC2 as anticipated. The nonuniform temperature gradient produced
in the beam bottom flange during welding sequence A led to the development of higher
residual stresses compared to weld sequence B. It was observed that the residual stresses had
larger values at the start and stop location of the weld as can be seen from Figure 21b.

Figure 19 Welding induced residual stress distribution in the beam top flange of specimen
MC2. (a) Across width, (b) across length.

The results from the residual stress analysis clearly shows that significant amount of
residual stress can be developed from the welding procedure, and the distribution and the
peak values of the residual stresses is influenced by the welding sequences employed during
welding. No experimental measurements of the residual stresses were available from the
experiments and hence, the residual stress values and distribution obtained from the finite
element analysis (FEA) could not be validated. However, the results of the analysis
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qualitatively demonstrates that residual stresses induced by welding can be as high as twothirds of the yield stress of the base metal at the weld toe and higher than the yield stress at
the weld access hole, and the welding sequence can significantly change the distribution and
peak values of the residual stresses.

Figure 20 Welding induced residual stress distribution in the beam bottom flange of
specimen MC2 for weld sequence B. (a) Across width, (b) across length.

Figure 21 Welding induced residual stress distribution across the width of beam flange near
weld toe for the two specimens. (a) Top flange, (b) bottom flange.
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5. Influence of Initial Residual Stresses
When a wide flange section is hot-rolled followed by cooling, the final section will have
residual stresses. Welding during fabrication further induces residual stresses to the beamcolumn connection as shown in this study. Studies by Ketter et al. [61], Huber [63], Ketter
[64], Alpsten [65] showed that the residual stresses during cooling of hot-rolled sections can
be as high as one-half of the yield stress. In their study they demonstrated the distribution of
residual stresses due to cooling and the mechanism involved in the development of residual
stresses have been discussed. In order to determine the residual stresses developed during
cooling of hot-rolled wide flange sections (denoted as initial residual stress in this study), an
advanced numerical scheme based on a sequentially coupled transient thermo-mechanical
analysis was developed in a study by Quayyum and Hassan [48]. In this analysis, a wide
flange section was heated up to 1300ºC and then air cooled until the section reached the room
temperature. The temperature transients obtained from the thermal analysis were then used as
input for the residual stress analysis similar to the analysis scheme used in this study. The
scheme was used to evaluate the initial residual stresses for a W18×55 beam section, which is
the beam section used in the WUF-W connection in this study. It is to be mentioned here that
the initial residual stresses were not considered for the column sections since it was observed
that the magnitude and distribution of weld induced residual stresses at the weld toe and near
the welded region and weld access hole was not altered noticeably by the addition of column
initial residual stresses. Hence, in this study column initial residual stresses were not
considered to reduce the complexity in the FE model and computational time and cost.
In order to study the influence of initial residual stresses due to uneven cooling of wide
flange beam section on the overall distribution of residual stresses after the welding process,
the simulated initial residual stresses were incorporated along with the welding induced
residual stresses. In the finite element simulation, the initial residual stresses were
implemented as the initial state for the welding induced residual stress analysis. Figure 22
shows the residual stress distribution along the length of the beam up to 500 mm for
specimen MC1 considering both cases with and without initial residual stresses. After
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analyzing the residual stress distribution, it was observed that the inclusion of initial residual
stresses did not increase the peak residual stress values close to the weld toe.

Figure 22 Residual stress distribution along the length of the beam for specimen MC1
showing the influence of initial residual stresses. (a) Beam top flange, (b) beam bottom
flange.

The distribution of the residual stresses was not influenced by the initial residual stresses
for a length of about 150 mm from the weld toe. This is due to the fact that initial residual
stress values were insignificant at the ends of the beam [48]. However, initial residual
stresses affected the stress values as the distance from the weld toe increased, especially after
a distance of about 150 mm from the weld toe. After 150 mm, the total residual stresses
became constant, which was predominantly contributed by the initial residual stresses.
Although the initial residual stresses of the beam section did not change the distribution of
the overall residual stresses near weld toe, it may not have significant influence on the lowcycle fatigue failure of the connection. However, in this study both the initial residual
stresses (for the beam section) and weld residual stresses were considered for investigating
the seismic response of the WUF-W connections to represent the actual physics of residual
stress development in the connections.
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6. Effect of Residual Stresses on the Seismic Performance of WSMCs
Since structural behavior under seismic events is usually characterized by small number
of cycles, only a few of which involve large excursions in the plastic range, the failure under
such conditions is conventionally referred as low-cycle fatigue failure [66]. Fatigue failure of
a structure usually results from localized crack initiation, subsequent crack propagation and
final fracture. However, fatigue design methods generally use global approaches. These
global approaches are based on nominal stresses on critical cross-sections and corresponding
fatigue lives obtained from experiments. The mechanisms of localized fatigue damage
accumulation and crack initiation in the presence of residual stresses are not considered in the
design approaches. Residual stresses which arise during welding processes are an important
factor in fatigue failure of welded structures [28, 30]. In the low-cycle fatigue range, the
influence of residual stresses is usually ignored because of the assumption that the residual
stresses relax to zero after only a few cycles. The finite element analysis results in this study
demonstrated that both tensile and compressive residual stresses in welded joints can be as
high as two-thirds of the yield stress at the weld toe and higher than yield stress at the weld
access hole. The development of the residual stresses can act as mean stresses to the fatigue
loading cycle and thus lead to degradation and failure of structures due to the accumulation
of strain. In order to investigate the influence of residual stresses on the seismic response of
WSMCs, the finite element models of the WUF-W connections were subjected to seismic
type of loading to investigate the localized failure mechanisms in presence of the residual
stresses. For the fatigue failure analysis, the constant amplitude loading history used in the
experiments presented in Chapter 4 was prescribed in order to make comparisons with the
experimental observations.
Traditionally, cyclic tests are carried out with reference to standard procedures such as
[68-70] which use loading histories consisting of groups of cycles at increasing amplitudes
(Figure 23a). Such loading histories present the advantage of allowing on a single specimen a
satisfactory appraisal of the cyclic performance of the component. However, they appear
inadequate for the development of cumulative damage models useful not only for the seismic
design of new structures but also for the assessment of safety and reliability of damaged
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structures and for the development of adequate repair procedures. Hence it has been proposed
by various authors both in Europe and U.S. [69, 71-75] to perform tests with cycles at a
constant amplitude. Such a procedure presents the advantage of allowing a clear
understanding of the damage accumulation process as well as of the key parameters
governing it. The constant amplitude loading history used in the analysis is shown in Figure
23b.

Figure 23 (a) SAC loading protocol [34], (b) non-standard constant amplitude loading
history prescribed in this study.
The prediction of experimental responses of moment connections using finite element
simulation is highly sensitive to the material models adopted and the parameters of the
adopted material models, especially under cyclic loading. In the literature, most of the works
related to the finite element modeling and analysis of moment resisting connections used
either bilinear or multilinear kinematic hardening material model in the finite element
simulation of the cyclic behavior of moment connections. Although both bilinear and
multilinear material models obey von-Mises yield criterion and include Bauschinger effect,
both the models are incapable of simulating ratcheting or shakedown, which is essential for
cyclic response simulation of moment connections. Both multilinear and bilinear material
models have a linear kinematic hardening rule and hence, are not sufficient for simulating
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ratcheting or shakedown. To simulate ratcheting and shakedown in a FE simulation, a metal
plasticity model is required with a nonlinear kinematic hardening rule. Nonlinear kinematic
hardening implies a shift (or movement) of the yield surface along a nonlinear path. The
Chaboche material model [75], available in ANSYS Mechanical software, offers such a
nonlinear kinematic hardening rule. Since this study deals with cyclic response simulation of
WUF-W connections, the advanced nonlinear kinematic hardening model of Chaboche [75]
has been adopted in this study to define the material characteristics. A brief description of the
Chaboche [75] model is given below to demonstrate different features of the model.
The yield criterion:
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Each of the superposed kinematic hardening rules has a strain hardening term (1 st term in
Eq. 10) and a dynamic recovery term (2nd term in Eq. 10). These are important modeling
features for simulating cyclic responses of materials. Use of Chaboche model to simulate the
material responses requires that the stable hysteresis loop of the cyclic stress–strain response
be known. In this case, stable hysteresis loops were obtained from single amplitude strain
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controlled cyclic test of ASTM A992 steel coupons [30]. Chaboche parameters were
determined from the up going strain controlled experiment of ASTM A992 steels. The
nonlinear kinematic hardening parameters were determined by using a genetic algorithm
based optimization method. Simulations were made at the material level with obtained
parameters for validation. As shown in Figure 24, the simulated responses matched very well
with the experimental responses obtained from [61]. It is to be noted here that the
heterogeneous material models used in the residual stress calculation was not accounted for
in the fatigue analysis of the connection. This is attributed to the unavailability of cyclic
response data of ASTM A992 steel at different conditioning temperature.

Figure 24 Experimental and simulated response of strain controlled hysteresis loop for
ASTM A992 steel with Chaboche parameters.

In the finite element study, firstly, the importance of considering the residual stresses will
be discussed by showing comparisons with the experimental results presented in Chapter 4,
and later the effect of the welding sequence on the low-cycle fatigue response will be
addressed. In the experiments, specimen MC2 showed ductile mode of failure by fracture of
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the beam top flange in the mid-way of weld access hole. Visible cracks were observed at the
weld toe and around the weld access hole. On the contrary, specimen MC1 showed brittle
and sudden failure by rupturing of the beam top flange at a small distance away from the
weld toe. No cracks were visible at the weld toe or near weld access hole. However,
specimen MC1 showed much lower fatigue life than specimen MC2.

Figure 25 Plastic strain contour in axial direction showing accumulation of strains near weld
toe and weld access hole in presence of residual stresses.

Detailed investigation of the experimental results demonstrated accumulation of axial
strain (known as ratcheting) at the weld toe, weld access hole and also in the region of top
and bottom beam flanges close to the weld toe. Ratcheting is known to be demonstrated by
metallic materials under inelastic cyclic loading along the directions of force-controlled
loading–steady or fluctuating [24]. Hence, it was anticipated that the occurrence of ratcheting
at the welded joint under displacement-controlled loading could be influenced by its residual
stresses. Similar to the experimental observations, axial strain accumulation was observed
very close to the weld toe and also around the weld access hole in the finite element
simulation (Figure 25).
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Figure 26 Low-cycle fatigue response of the connection for specimen MC1. (a) Axial mean
strain and amplitude plotted against number of loading cycles, (b) axial stress-strain
hysteresis cycles showing ratcheting.

Figure 27 Low-cycle fatigue response of the connection for specimen MC2. (a) Axial mean
strain and amplitude plotted against number of loading cycles, (b) axial stress-strain
hysteresis cycles showing ratcheting.
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A comparison of the axial mean strain and amplitude obtained from the finite element
analysis with that of the experimental results is shown in Figure 26a and Figure 27a for
specimen MC1 and MC2 respectively. It is interesting to note that finite element simulation
results predicted the axial strain ratcheting correctly when residual stresses were considered
in the analysis. The results of finite element analysis without residual stress showed very
small ratcheting phenomena. This was observed for both the specimens. In the experiments,
it was observed that the mean axial strain had a sharp increase when loading changed from
elastic to inelastic cycles, which was captured by the FE simulation when residual stresses
were considered. Although FE simulation without residual stresses showed small ratcheting,
it did not show this trend of sharp increase in the magnitude of axial mean strain. However,
the rate of ratcheting for both cases was comparable after the sharp increase in the mean axial
strain; still the magnitude of mean axial strain was much higher for the case with residual
stress as a result of the strain jump. The discrepancy in the FE simulation between the cases
with and without residual stresses as well as the sharp increase in the mean axial strain can be
clearly seen in Figure 26b and Figure 27b, where axial stress-strain hysteresis cycles shifted
in the direction of axial strain indicating axial strain accumulation when residual stresses
were considered in the analysis, whereas with no residual stress, the hysteresis loops were
cycling almost in the same location. Based on the experimental and simulated responses, it is
apparent that the increase in the axial strain accumulation observed in the experiments was
attributed to the presence of high residual stresses near the welded joint of the connection,
which can be simulated properly by considering residual stresses in the analysis. The
accumulation of axial strain near the connection can be very detrimental to the performance
of the connection which may lead to brittle low-cycle fatigue failure. Hence, analysis without
considering the residual stresses may not yield the actual failure response of the connection.
In order to investigate the region of influence of the residual stresses on the axial strain
accumulation, mean axial strains and strain amplitudes were plotted at different locations
across the flange width and length. One set of such plots for specimen MC1 is shown in
Figure 28. Accumulation of axial strain was observed across the flange width near weld toe
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(Figure 28a). As already discussed, this can be attributed to the high residual stresses induced
by welding near the weld toe.

Figure 28 Low-cycle fatigue response of the connection at the beam bottom flange for
specimen MC1. (a) Axial mean strain, and (b) strain amplitude plotted against number of
loading cycles at different locations across the width near weld toe; (c) axial mean strain and
(d) strain amplitude across the length.
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Variation in the axial strain amplitudes was observed along the flange width and there
was no specific trend in the variation of axial strain amplitude (Figure 28b). However, as the
distance from the weld toe increased, there was a decreasing trend in both the axial mean
strain and amplitude with almost no ratcheting after a distance of 108.8 mm from the weld
toe (Figure 28c,d). This is due to the fact that the magnitude residual stresses decreased as the
distance from the weld toe increased. The axial mean strain and amplitude plots near the
weld access hole (Figure 29a) shows very high amount of negative strain accumulation
which was also observed in the experiments. Without considering the residual stresses, the
finite element simulation did not show any axial strain accumulation near the weld access
hole. Another interesting phenomenon observed was the mean axial stress relaxation with
loading cycles near weld toe (Figure 29b). The mean axial stresses relaxed completely after
15-20 loading cycles, however, the axial strain continued to accumulate with number of
loading cycles. This unique feature of strain ratcheting even after relaxation of the mean axial
stresses was also observed by Lu [21] and Cheng [29] during experimental and numerical
study on cyclic response of welded piping joints. However, the reason for such type of
behavior was not explained. To find an explanation of the strain ratcheting phenomena even
after relaxation of the mean axial stresses, axial and von-Mises mean stresses were plotted in
Figure 30a and Figure 30b at two locations near (25 mm) and away (190 mm) from the weld
toe of the top flange for specimen MC1, respectively. The mean axial strains were also
plotted in the same figures to compare the responses. It was observed that although the mean
axial stresses relaxed with loading cycles, the von-Mises mean stresses did not relax, rather
remained constant throughout the loading cycles for simulation considering residual stresses
(Figure 30a). The magnitude of von-Mises mean stress was around 250 MPa for a location
close to the weld toe, whereas the mean axial stress peak was around 180 MPa (Figure 30a).
The mean axial stresses relaxed completely when the loading cycles were changed from
elastic to inelastic cycles, at the same time there was a sharp increase in the mean axial strain.
On the contrary, for simulation without considering residual stresses, the mean axial stress
was zero during the loading cycles, whereas von-Mises mean stress had a small value of 74
MPa at the beginning of the loading cycles. When the loading cycles had a transition from
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elastic to inelastic phase, the von-Mises mean stress had a sharp increase and approached a
value close to the von-Mises mean stress value with residual stress case, and afterwards
remained constant. Similar observations were also made for a location away from the weld
toe, nonetheless, the magnitude of the stresses was lower compared to the location near the
weld toe (Figure 30b). The beam bottom flange also experienced analogous trend of stress
development, and hence not shown here.

Figure 29 (a) Axial mean stress plotted against number of loading cycles for specimen MC1
at different locations across the width of near weld toe showing stress relaxation, (d) axial
mean strain and amplitude near the top and bottom beam flange weld access hole for
specimen MC1.

Based on these observations, the ratcheting phenomenon or the sharp increase in the
mean axial strain can be attributed to either of the two following reasons or combination of
both. Firstly, the magnitude of mean axial stress was high at the beginning of the transition
phase between the elastic and inelastic loading cycles, which might have triggered the sharp
increase in the mean axial strain. Alternatively, at the transition phase between elastic and
inelastic loading cycles, the magnitude of von-Mises mean stress was large which might have
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also influenced the sharp increase in the mean axial strain. After the sharp increase in the
mean axial strain both the analyses with and without residual stresses showed ratcheting. At
this point the mean axial stress had completely relaxed, and hence, it is apparent that at this
stage the ratcheting must have been influenced by the von-Mises mean stresses since both the
analyses with and without residual stress showed higher values of von-Mises mean stresses,
which remained constant after the sharp increase in the mean axial strain. Consequently the
ratcheting rate was constant after the sharp increase in the mean axial strain.

Figure 30 Axial mean stress and strain, and von-Mises mean stress plotted against number of
loading cycles at the top flange for specimen MC1. (a) 25 mm from weld toe, (b) 190 mm
from weld toe.

Next, results are compared for the two specimens under consideration to show the
influence of the welding sequence on the low-cycle fatigue response of the connection. It has
been already shown that the two specimens developed different peak residual stresses and
different distribution. The mean strain and strain amplitudes as well as the mean stress and
stress-strain hysteresis loops are plotted at different locations across the beam top and bottom
flanges to study the difference in the response of the connections. Figure 31 and Figure 32
show stress-strain hysteresis cycles along with axial strain mean and amplitude near the weld
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toe for top and bottom beam flanges respectively. More plots of axial strain mean and
amplitude are presented in Figure 33.

Figure 31 Comparison of stress-strain response at the beam top flange for the two
specimens. (a) Stress-strain hysteresis response, (b) axial mean strain and amplitude plotted
against number of loading cycles.

It is apparent that the axial strain accumulation rate was completely different for the two
specimens with different weld sequences. In most of the locations across the weld toe and
weld access hole, specimen MC1 developed significantly higher strain ratcheting compared
to specimen MC2 for both beam top and bottom flanges. However, there were very few
locations where the axial strain ratcheting for specimen MC2 was either equal or slightly
higher than those for specimen MC1. Finally, the axial strain mean plots for the approximate
positions of fracture in the experiments (Figure 33d) evidently shows that the mean strain
values for specimen MC1 was almost two times higher than those for specimen MC2. This
observation clearly justifies the lower fatigue life that was observed for specimen MC1
during the experiments and the influence of weld sequence on the strain ratcheting.
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Figure 32 Comparison of stress-strain response at the beam bottom flange for the two
specimens with different weld sequences. (a) Stress-strain hysteresis response, (b) axial mean
strain and amplitude plotted against number of loading cycles.

However, although the influence of weld sequence on the mean axial strain was
significant, the axial strain amplitude responses were not influenced by the weld sequence as
much as the mean axial strain. In several locations (Figure 31b, Figure 32b, Figure 33a)
specimen MC1 had higher strain amplitudes compared to specimen MC2 as anticipated.
Subsequently, there were several locations where specimen MC2 had equal and higher strain
amplitudes compared to specimen MC1 (Figure 33b,c,d). Hence, the direct influence of weld
sequence on the axial strain amplitude was not as clear as its influence on the mean axial
strain or ratcheting. Based on these observations, it can be concluded that the axial mean
strain has more influence on the low-cycle fatigue failure of the connections compared to
axial strain amplitude. Nonetheless, in both the specimens, the mean stresses relaxed within
10-20 cycles of loading, but still the ratcheting continued to increase with number of loading
cycles. High axial strain ratcheting rate was also observed around the weld access hole region
for both the specimens. As a result, the weld access holes are more prone to cracking during
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low-cycle fatigue loading. The trend of axial strain accumulation near the weld access hole
was similar for both the specimens with different welding sequences.

Figure 33 Axial mean strain and amplitude plotted against number of loading cycles at
different locations of the beam flanges showing influence of weld sequence.

From the finite element investigation, it is apparent that the residual stress distribution
can be significantly influenced by the sequence of welding which inevitably may lead to
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significantly different stress-strain response at different locations of WSMCs, especially near
the weld toe region of the beam flanges. It is believed that an optimized sequence of welding
can be obtained with a broad set of finite element analyses as presented in this study to
reduce the residual stresses near the weld toe and access hole region and thereby, increase the
fatigue life of the connections. Alternatively, the as-welded beam-column connection can be
heat treated based on the post weld heat treatment technique recommended by AWS D1.1
[78] to reduce the magnitude of residual stresses. This study dealt with the post weld heat
treatment technique to reduce the residual stresses which is presented later. Therefore, based
on the responses from the seismic analysis of WUF-W connections, it is apparent that the
residual stresses can be one of the contributing factors of the low-cycle fatigue failures that
have been observed in the cyclic testing of post-Northridge connections. The global
approaches of connection design ignore the influence of residual stresses on the seismic
performance of the connection because of the stress relaxation observed after few cycles of
loading. However, this study clearly showed that although the mean stresses relaxed after
few cycles of loading, the mean stresses worked as a driving force for axial strain
accumulation near the weld toe region and the weld access hole. Moreover, based on the
welding sequences, the axial strain accumulation rate was different at different locations near
the welded joint. This study manifests the necessity of incorporating welding induced
residual stresses in the analysis and design of moment connections during seismic loading,
where the connection may develop low-cycle fatigue damage leading to brittle failure of the
entire connection.
7. Post Weld Heat Treatment of WSMCs
The influence of post weld heat treatment (PWHT) on the residual stress relaxation at the
welded joints has been studied both experimentally and numerically and it has been observed
that the residual stresses can be significantly relieved with systematic post weld heat
treatment [22, 80-86]. This is the process commonly referred to as stress relief, so called
because it is carried out at temperatures at which the yield strength has fallen to a low value.
If the structure is heated uniformly, the yield strength of the material around the weld is
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unable to support the initial level of the residual stresses, which are relieved by plastic
deformation [86]. Creep occurs at elevated temperatures and strain occurs by a diffusion
mechanism, relaxing the residual stresses even further. The extent to which the residual
stresses are relaxed depends on temperature and time for any given material and on material
for any given temperature.

Figure 34 A schematic of the time-temperature curve for the post weld heat treatment
specified by AWS D1.1 [78].

The stress distribution at the higher temperatures becomes more uniform and stress
reduces to a low level. After cooling, provided that it is carried out in a controlled manner,
the improved stress distribution is retained. Stress relieving heat treatments are generally
avoided unless specified as mandatory by Codes and/or Standards, because of the high cost
involved and potential adverse consequence of incorrect PWHT procedure [82]. However,
the influence of PWHT on relieving the residual stresses at the welded joint of moment
resisting connections has never been studied. Hence, in this study an attempt was made to
investigate the feasibility of the PWHT for moment resisting connections in increasing the
fatigue life by relieving the residual stresses.
AWS D1.1 [78] provides guidelines for post weld heat treatment of welded joints.
According to AWS D1.1 the welded assembly needs to be heated in the temperature range of
600-650ºC with a rate of heating as high as 220ºC/hr for heating temperatures above 315ºC.
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Once the peak temperature is reached, it is kept constant for a certain amount of time based
on thickness of the connecting parts which may vary from 15 minutes to several hours. Then
the assembly is allowed to cool down in a controlled way with the rate of cooling being as
low as 55ºC/hr and as high as 260ºC/hr. A schematic of the time-temperature curve for the
post weld heat treatment proposed by AWS D1.1 is shown in Figure 34.

Case-I

Case-II

Case-III

Case-IV

Case-V

Case-VI

Figure 35 Post weld heat trreatment cases investigated in the study.
In order to incorporate the post weld heat treatment in the finite element simulation,
sequentially coupled transient thermo-mechanical analysis was performed similar to the
procedure described for weld residual stress simulation. First a heat transfer analysis was
performed on the WUF-W connection with six different cases of post weld heat treatment as
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shown in Figure 35. These six different cases of PWHT were determined based on residual
stress distribution observed after the initial and welding process simulation. Since the
residual stress values were high up to a distance of 200 mm away from the weld toe, it was
decided to heat treat only 200 mm distance of the beam. In case-I of PWHT only beam
flanges were heat treated, whereas case-II involves heat treating both beam flanges and web.
Case-III, IV, V consist of heating the beam flanges, web and column flange close to the
welded joint, while case-VI involved heating the whole connection region. For the PWHT,
the peak temperature chosen was 600ºC with a heating rate of 200ºC/hr. Then the peak
temperature was hold constant for a time interval of 1 hour which was followed by slow
cooing at 55ºC/hr until the assembly reached the ambient temperature. The thermal analysis
of the six cases of PWHT provided the real time temperature distribution during the heating
and cooling phases which were then used as input in the residual stress calculation. However,
for the simulation of residual stresses after post weld heat treatment, both the initial and weld
residual stresses were fed as the initial state. The distribution of residual stresses after post
weld heat treatment for the six cases under investigation is shown in Figure 36 for specimen
MC1.
For cases I through V, the residual stresses were relieved reasonably, but the
redistribution of residual stresses as a result of post weld heat treatment led to development
of residual stresses higher or very close to the yield stress of the base material at several
locations near the weld toe and around the weld access hole. Since for cases I through V, the
entire connection region was not heated, the cooler adjacent areas led to the nonuniform
cooling rate at different parts of the heated welded joint. This different cooling rate
eventually led to the generation of residual stresses at the welded joints after PWHT.
However, case-VI where the whole connection region was heat treated showed significant
reduction in the residual stresses with no sign of higher stresses anywhere in the welded joint.
This was attributed to the uniform cooling of the welded joint as a result of heating the entire
connection region. The peak tensile and compressive residual stresses observed after post
weld heat treatment were 203 MPa and 186 MPa respectively which are less than half the
yield stress of the base material.
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Case-I

Case-II

Case-III

Case-IV

Case-V

Case-VI

Figure 36 Residual stress contours showing distribution of residual stresses after PWHT for
the six cases under investigation for specimen MC1.
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Figure 37 Residual stress distribution in the beam top flange for specimen MC1 showing
effect of post weld heat treatment (Case-VI). (a) Across the width of the flange near the weld
toe, (b) along the length of the beam.

In order to investigate the residual stress redistribution at different locations in the
connection after post weld heat treatment for case-VI, residual stress distribution was plotted
at different locations of the connection as shown in Figure 37 and Figure 38.For specimen
MC1, the peak tensile residual stress at the weld toe across the width of the top flange was
around 300 MPa with compressive peaks at the edges of the flange as shown in Figure 37a.
After post weld heat treatment, the tensile stresses transformed to compressive stresses across
the width of the flange with a peak value less than 50 MPa indicating more than 83%
reduction in the peak value of the residual stresses. On the other hand, the compressive
stresses at the edges of the flange converted to tensile stresses with a peak value less than 75
MPa indicating 62% reduction in the peak value of residual stresses. The reduction of
residual stresses were significant around 200 mm length of the beam from the weld toe,
which was heat treated, however, the influence of heat treatment was visible up to 500 mm
distance along the length of the beam as seen in Figure 37b. Unlike beam top flange, the
residual stress distribution after welding was not uniform for beam bottom flange because of
the several start and stop locations of welding beads across the width of the flange. The
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residual stress distribution at the weld toe across the width of the beam bottom flange is
shown Figure 38a, where there were several locations experiencing peak tensile (100 MPa)
and compressive residual stresses (300 MPa). However, after post weld heat treatment
significant reduction in the residual stresses was observed. Interestingly, the residual stresses
became completely compressive with almost a uniform distribution across the width of the
beam bottom flange.

Figure 38 Residual stress distribution in the beam bottom flange for specimen MC1 with
weld sequence A showing effect of post weld heat treatment (Case-VI). (a) Across the width
of the flange near the weld toe, (b) along the length of the beam.

The peak value of the residual stress observed after post weld heat treatment was around
100 MPa which indicates a 65% reduction in the peak value. Similar to the top flange of the
beam, the residual stress reduction was significant near the weld toe and the extent of
reduction decreased as the distance from the weld toe increased. However, unlike beam top
flange, there was no influence of post weld heat treatment in reducing the residual stresses
after 300 mm distance from the weld toe. One thing that must have been noted in both beam
top and bottom flanges is that after post weld heat treatment the distribution of residual
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stresses near the weld region became almost uniform across the width of the flange and the
residual stresses developed were predominantly compressive. It has been concluded by many
studies that compressive residual stress is beneficial while tensile residual stress is
detrimental to fatigue strength [21, 27, 88-90].

Figure 39 Axial strain mean and amplitude plotted against number of loading cycles at (a)
beam top flange near weld toe, (b) bottom flange near weld toe, (c) around weld access hole
near beam top flange of the connection for specimen MC1 showing influence of PWHT
(Case-VI).
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Hence, it is evident that systematic post weld heat treatment has a great potential in
increasing the fatigue life of moment resisting connections by relieving the residual stresses
near the weld region of the connection. The influence of case-VI of post weld heat treatment
on the low-cycle fatigue response of the WUF-W connections was investigated by
performing finite element analysis of the connections with PWHT under seismic type of
loading that was used in the previous analyses as shown in Figure 23b. As anticipated, the
axial mean strain accumulation was significantly reduced by the post weld heat treatment
(Figure 39) since the residual stresses were relieved significantly. As can be seen in Figure
39a and Figure 39b, the magnitude of axial mean strain in each loading cycle with PWHT
near the weld toe of beam top and bottom flanges was around half in magnitude compared to
the cases without PWHT.
On the contrary, around the weld access hole, the magnitude of axial mean strain without
PWHT was three times higher compared to the case with PWHT (Figure 39c). Hence, it is
evident that the axial strain ratcheting can be significantly reduced by incorporating post
weld heat treatment. Although the magnitude of ratcheting was lower with PWHT, the rate of
ratcheting was similar for both the cases with and without PWHT. The responses also
revealed that near the weld toe of the top and bottom beam flanges, the post weld heat
treatment did not have any influence on the axial strain amplitude (Figure 39a and Figure
39), however, around the weld access hole the axial strain amplitude showed significant
decrease similar to what was observed for axial mean strain (Figure 39c). The explanation for
such type of behavior in the axial strain amplitude was not very clear, and hence, the
influence of residual stresses and the post weld heat treatment on the axial strain amplitude
response needs further investigation. Moreover, further research is necessary to study the
influence of axial strain amplitude on the low-cycle fatigue response of moment connections.

8. Conclusions
This study demonstrated the development of initial and welding induced residual stresses
in moment resisting connections by using advanced numerical techniques which exhibited
good correlation with the experimental observations. Two WUF-W moment connections
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with different welding sequences were simulated to investigate the influence of welding
sequence on the residual stress distribution, and subsequently on the low-cycle fatigue
response of moment resisting connections under seismic type of loading. The observations of
the study led to the following conclusions:
The development of initial and welding residual stresses can be properly simulated
by using advanced numerical techniques as described in this study, and three
dimensional modeling of the welding process is required in order to model the weld
sequence effect.
Significant amount of residual stresses develop close to the weld toe and weld access
hole of the connection because of the welding procedure, which gradually diminishes
with increase in the distance from the weld toe. The peak value of residual stresses
can be higher than the yield stress of the base material and it can be either tensile of
compressive or a combination of both.
Initial residual stress values are negligible around the edges of the beam, and it
increases with an increase in the distance from the edge with a peak value at the
centerline along the beam length. As a result, the residual stresses close to the weld
region are predominantly welding induced residual stresses.
The presence of residual stresses may lead to axial strain ratcheting near the weld toe
and weld access hole, and subsequently may lead to low-cycle fatigue failure of the
connection. Hence, the low-cycle fatigue failures that have been observed in the
cyclic testing of the post-Northridge connections can be attributed to the
development of damage accumulation near the weld toe and weld access hole as a
result of the axial strain ratcheting.
Different weld sequences induce different distribution and magnitude of residual
stresses around the welded joint, and hence, the ratcheting phenomenon would be
different for different weld sequences which subsequently influence the fatigue life
of the connections.
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Post weld heat treatment as specified by AWS D1.1 [78] can be used systematically
to reduce the magnitude of residual stresses which is expected to increase the fatigue
life of moment resisting connections.
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CHAPTER 7: SEISMIC PERFORMANCE OF A FIRE DAMAGED
MOMENT RESISTING FRAME

Abstract
If a steel building skeleton does not deform severely by a fire event, it is usually
rehabilitated for continued service. Material properties of structural steel undergo significant
change when exposed to high temperatures and subsequently cooled to room temperature.
During fire, a steel structure is exposed to very high temperatures with varying peak
temperatures at different locations of the structure. Hence, it is anticipated that the material
properties of the structural steel will be heterogeneous throughout the structure after the fire
event. It is not known how such a fire exposed steel building will perform under a seismic
event, if the extent of fire damage is low enough to rehabilitate for continued operation. In
this study, finite element analyses were performed on such type of fire damaged steel
moment resisting frames to investigate their seismic performance by considering the
heterogeneity of the material due to fire exposure. A seismic analysis was also performed on
a fire damaged isolated beam-column connection to characterize the influence of material
heterogeneity on the connection’s performance. The results of the study demonstrate the
vulnerability of fire damaged steel structures.

Keywords: Seismic analysis, Moment frame, Fire damage, Material heterogeneity, High
temperature

1. Introduction
Steel building structures may suffer various degrees of damages from fire exposure and
extinguishing, which can range from minor structural damage to complete collapse of the
building. To name few of the past major fires which exhibited severe damage to steel
structures but no collapse are the 1980 First Interstate Bank fire in Los Angeles, USA, the
1990 Broadgate Phase 8 fire in London, UK, the 1991 Credit Insurance Building fire in
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Churchill, UK, the 1991 One Meridian Plaza fire in Philadelphia, USA, and the 2004 Parque
Central fire in Caracas, Venezuela [1-6]. All of these buildings, with the exception of One
Meridian Plaza, were repaired and returned to service. After extensive investigations and
studies, One Meridian Plaza was dismantled for economic reasons [6]. On the other hand, the
1970 One New York Plaza fire in New York, USA, the 1986 Alexis Nihon Plaza fire in
Montreal, Canada, the 2001 World Trade Center fire in New York, USA and the 2005
Windsor Building fire in Madrid, Spain are examples of catastrophic fire damage to steel
structures which led to complete collapse of the building [6-9]. The damages induced by fire
can be further exacerbated by another hazardous event, such as an earthquake. It is well
recognized that immediately after most major earthquakes in urban areas, a cluster of
building fires occurs. The post-earthquake fire losses can at times be similar to those made by
the ground movement alone. Under these circumstances, there is an expanded danger of fire
sources, diminished or strained firefighting capacities, the presence of structural damage, and
damage to the buildings’ fire protection systems. The 1906 San Francisco earthquake, the
1923 Tokyo earthquake, the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake, the 1994 Northridge earthquake,
1995 Kobe earthquake are some of the examples of post-earthquake fire disasters. As
reported by Scawthorn et al. [10], 80% of 28000 buildings that were destroyed during the
1906 San Francisco earthquake and 77% of the 447000 houses that were destroyed by the
1923 Tokyo earthquake were caused by fire following the earthquakes. During the 1989
Loma Prieta Earthquake, San Francisco experienced 22 structural fires and over 500 reported
incidents during the seven hours after the earthquake began [6]. During the 1994 Northridge
earthquake, the Los Angeles Fire Department reported 476 fire incidents during almost a 20hour period following the earthquake [6, 11]. During the 1995 Kobe Earthquake
approximately 100 fires started within minutes of the quake, primarily in the densely
populated, low-rise residential areas of Kobe, Japan. It was reported that several large
conflagrations had developed within 1 to 2 hours, with a total of 142 fires and numerous
collapses and destruction [6, 11]. Accessible authentic records do not clearly demonstrate any
particular multi-story building failures because of post-earthquake fires. This may be the
consequence of an absence of fiasco information and exact representing the resultant building
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damages or collapses between the seismic tremor and blaze causes. Nevertheless, postearthquake fires represent a serious danger to different varieties of development in their
conceivably harmed post-seismic tremor state, both regarding their diminished structural and
fire safety. While past experience does not give any immediate confirmation of such events
in multi-story structures, the likelihood for this consolidated extreme hazard from both
seismic tremor and fire exposures does exist.
Although significant loss to properties and human lives resulted during these fires, still
the knowledge-base on structural steel building during and after fire is relatively unknown;
especially when the structure involved in a fire survives. When a steel structure survives a
fire, the safety and reparability of the structure depends on the extent of structural damage
and the mechanical properties of structural steel of the connecting members [12-13]. On
many occasions fire affected steelwork shows little or no distortion resulting in considerable
uncertainty regarding its re-usability. An often quoted general rule for fire affected hot rolled
structural steels is that if the steel is straight and there are no visible distortions then it is
probably still fit for use. At 600°C the yield strength and stiffness of steel is equal to about
40% and 30% respectively of their room temperature values; it follows therefore that any
steel still remaining straight after the fire and which had been carrying an appreciable load
was probably not heated beyond 600°C, will not have undergone any metallurgical changes
and will probably be fit for re-use [12, 14-18].
During post-fire structural damage evaluation, the structural members can be categorized
into three types [12]- firstly, members that appear to be straight including slightly distorted
members, which is not easily detected by visual observations (within 4-5 times of ASTM A6
[19] rolling tolerances), secondly, members noticeably deformed but could be heat
straightened if economically justified, and finally, members severely deformed that only
under extreme circumstances would repair be given any consideration. When the member is
straight, it is generally assumed that the member has experienced temperatures less than
600ºC, and hence, the member can be accepted unconditionally for re-use assuming no
metallurgical change has occurred, whereas members with distortion may need to be
investigated properly to elucidate whether they can be accepted unconditionally, or there is
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need for any rehabilitation measures such as heat straightening, strengthening with steel
plates or braces. On the other hand, for members with severe distortion, it is anticipated that
there is major metallurgical change which may affect the load carrying capacity of the
members. As a result, these types of members are usually replaced unless it is inappropriate
or impossible to remove the member. Only in those cases, repair or strengthening is allowed.
Test data on the fire performance of structural steel members led to the notion that over
600ºC the members start to deform noticeably, which become significant with increasing
temperature based on the size of the members. Studies by Saul [14], Dill [20], Smith [16],
Wright [21], Kirby et al. [22] showed that buckling and large deflection can occur at
temperatures well below 650ºC, whereas Kirby [23] and Li and Guo [24] observed
substantial distortion in a temperature range of 700ºC-900ºC. Another study by Wald et al.
[25] showed development of large buckle at temperatures over 1000ºC, and they showed that
the distortion of structural members not only depends on the peak temperature, but also on
the fire exposure time. However, in the literature, the experimental test data pertaining to the
fire performance evaluation of structural members consist of smaller beam and column
sections, and hence, most of the beam-column specimens distorted considerably at relatively
lower temperature range (600ºC-800ºC). Structures with large beam and column sections was
not investigated under fire scenario, and hence, there is a possibility that they may be able to
sustain very high temperatures (~1000ºC) without severe distortion. As a result, the member
will appear as if no or little distortion has taken place, nonetheless, there would be significant
degradation in the material strength as a result of very high temperature exposure and
subsequent cooling, which will be discussed later in this paper. Moreover, the peak
temperatures will vary along the length and depth of the members leading to material
heterogeneity in the fire exposed part of the structure. From the rehabilitation point of view,
the members might have been accepted unconditionally or with minor repairs since they look
nearly straight. Nobody knows how such type of fire damaged structure will perform if the
structure faces an earthquake after being exposed to fire, which is the subject of this study.
Although the post-fire material strength degradation has been addressed in few studies
[26-29], its influence on the seismic response of the structure has never been investigated. In
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this study, seismic responses of special moment frames were investigated by performing
finite element analysis to account for the influence of material strength degradation and
heterogeneity due to fire exposure. A thermal analysis was performed to get the temperature
distribution in beam-column members during and after fire exposure. Once the temperature
distribution is obtained for each of the element in the finite element models, the material
properties or model parameters were determined. Subsequently, seismic performance of the
frames was investigated under simulated seismic loading history [30]. The results of the
finite element analysis were evaluated to explore the seismic responses of fire damaged steel
buildings.

2. Post-Fire Mechanical Properties of Steel
Since the objective of this study is to investigate the influence of post-fire change in the
mechanical properties of structural steel on the seismic response of moment frames, hence it
is essential to shed some light on the change in the mechanical properties of structural steel
due to fire exposure and subsequent cooling to room temperature. Limited past studies have
addressed the post-fire mechanical properties of structural steel [26-27]. However, the
available experimental data pertinent to post-fire evaluation of structural steel is limited.
Further, a review of the literature suggests that there is very little data available on the effects
of heating and cooling on the mechanical properties of ASTM A992 steel, which is currently
the most common structural steel used for rolled wide flange shapes in the U.S. Morrison
[29] studied the change in the mechanical properties of ASTM A992 steel due to heating at
elevated temperatures and subsequent cooling, where monotonic tension tests were
performed on ASTM A992 steel coupons. The coupons were conditioned at different peak
temperatures varying from 600-1200ºC; hold the peak temperature for 15 minutes followed
by air cooling until it reaches the room temperature. The stress-strain response of one set of
monotonic tension tests is shown in Figure . It was observed that as the maximum
temperature increased both the yield and ultimate stresses of the steel gradually decreased by
downward shift of the stress-strain curves. The influence of temperature on the reduction of
the yield stress was more noticeable in the temperature range of 800-1200ºC, since steel
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undergoes a phase change near 730°C from ferrite ( -Fe) to austenite ( -Fe). As seen in
Figure , up to 600ºC, the yield stress was close to the room temperature value, and a 40%
reduction in yield stress was observed for maximum temperature of 1200 C. Based on the
observations from the experiments it can be concluded that if ASTM A992 steel is heated
over 600ºC followed by air cooling, the yield stress never goes back to the room temperature
value upon removal of temperature, rather it reduces from that of the room temperature
value. Another important observation made in this study was that the elastic modulus does
not change with the peak temperature. A contemporary study by Lee and Engelhardt [28]
observed similar responses for ASTM A992 steel, where they performed monotonic tension
tests on ASTM A992 steel heated up to 1000ºC followed by three different cooling
conditions - air cooling, blanket cooling and water cooling. About 25% reduction in the yield
stress was observed under blanket and air cooling conditions, whereas water cooling
condition showed decrease in yield stress only at 800ºC after which the yield stress started to
increase. Moreover, the tensile strength increased with temperature under water cooling
condition, while for blanket and air cooling conditions, the tensile strength decreased with
temperature. It is obvious that the behavior of ASTM A992 steel is dependent on the peak
temperature exposure and the corresponding cooling condition.

Figure 1 Monotonic stress-strain response of ASTM A992 steel heated at different peak
temperatures followed by air cooling [29].
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This study accounts for the post-fire change in the mechanical properties of structural
steel to investigate its influence on the seismic response of steel structures by performing
finite element analyses on steel moment resisting frames. The experimental data of Morrison
[29] was used to characterize the post-fire material properties of ASTM A992 steel.

3. Seismic Analysis of Moment Resisting Frames with Fire Damage
The study reported herein dealt with finite element investigation of special moment
frames under simulated earthquake loading history with and without fire exposure. The
influence of material heterogeneity on the seismic performance of moment frames was
investigated by performing nonlinear finite element analysis of a three story special moment
resisting frame. A three story special moment frame was adapted from the study by Adan
[31] to study the influence of post-fire material properties on the seismic response of the
frame. The special moment frame was designed and detailed in accordance with the
recommendations of AISC [32-33]. A schematic of the special moment frame adapted in this
study is shown in Figure 2.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2 (a) A schematic of the special moment frame used in this study (adapted from Adan
[31]), (b) finite element mesh developed for the frame analysis.

The frame consisted of two bays of 9.14 m length each and three stories with a height of
4.26 m. The frame comprised of W36×150 beams in the 2nd and 3rd levels with W24×131
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beams in the roof level. The exterior column size was W14×257, while interior column size
was W14×283. The connection between beam-to-column was designed as welded
unreinforced flange welded web (WUF-W) connection. The factored uniformly distributed
load on the beam was assumed to be 14.6 kN/m, whereas the factored axial load on the
column was assumed to be 444 kN as adopted by Adan [31].

3.1. Finite Element Modeling
Three dimensional finite element models were developed for the special moment frame
as shown in Figure 2a by using the finite element analysis software ANSYS. The frame was
discretized by 8-noded solid elements, and both geometric and material nonlinearities were
considered. The FE mesh developed for the special moment frame is shown in Figure 2b.
The frame assembly was assumed to be made of ASTM A992 steel, and both the room
temperature and post-fire material properties of ASTM A992 steel was obtained from the
study by Morrison [29]. The multilinear kinematic hardening model was used in the finite
element simulation to characterize the material behavior and the material model parameters
were obtained by fitting the stress-strain response of ASTM A992 at different temperatures
as shown in Figure . For the simplification of the analysis and to reduce the computational
time and cost, the weld access hole and the shear tab was excluded in the frame analysis.
Since the purpose of the study was to investigate the global performance of the frame, the
exclusion of weld access hole or shear tab would not be much influential. The finite element
frame models were investigated under a displacement-based artificial loading protocol
offered by SAC/BD-97/02 [30]. The displacement based time history was based on the SAC
Test Protocol and consisted of imposing a series of prescribed quasi-static cyclic
displacements to the top of the building frame. The prescribed displacements included six
cycles of 0.375, 0.5 and 0.75% interstory drift, followed by four cycles of 1% interstory drift
and two cycles each of 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6% and so forth interstory drift. A schematic of the
loading protocol is shown in Figure 3. The frame was analyzed for room temperature
condition followed by four fire case studies based on fire in different compartments. The four
fire cases are defined as follows:
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Fire Case-I: Fire in left compartment at 1st story
Fire Case-II: Fire in both compartments at 1st story
Fire Case-III: Fire in left compartment at 2nd story
Fire Case-IV: Fire in both compartments at 2nd story
Before performing detail finite element investigation of the special moment frame
under different fire scenarios, it is important to define a time-temperature history to
characterize the fire event and a distortion analysis need to be performed on the moment
frame using the defined time-temperature history to ensure selection of a peak temperature
which will not cause severe deformation in the frame members.

Figure 3 Displacement based simulated earthquake loading history [30].

3.2. Distortion Analysis of a Single Story Moment Resisting Frame during Fire
In order to study the influence of material heterogeneity induced by fire exposure, the
distribution of temperature across the members need to be determined during a fire scenario
by performing a thermal heat-transfer analysis. Based on the peak temperature of each of the
elements in the FE model from the thermal analysis, the relevant mechanical properties of
structural steel will be assigned to each of the element in the seismic analysis. However, the
thermal analysis requires a specific time-temperature history to adequately represent a real
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fire event. In this study a realistic fire time-temperature curve, which includes a cooling
phase, is used instead of the more traditional standard fire curves such as those presented in
ASTM E-119 [34] and ASTM E-1529 [35]. The selected curve is taken from a study by
Quiel and Garlock [36] and provides an accurate representation of a typical compartment fire
seen in office buildings. The realistic time-temperature curve used for this study can be seen
in Figure 4a compared to the standard fire curves presented in ASTM E-119 and ASTM E1529. It can be observed that the peak temperature of the prescribed time-temperature curve
in this study was around 1000ºC, and it is not known whether the beam and column sections
in the current study will be significantly distorted at this peak temperature level. Since the
main focus of this study is to investigate the influence of post-fire mechanical properties of
steel on the seismic performance of moment frames, it is assumed that the damage of the
frame members from fire exposure will be accepted unconditionally or with minor repairs
before being re-used. Hence, a coupled thermo-mechanical analysis was performed for a
single story of the special moment frame shown in Figure 2a, to investigate whether there is
any substantial distortion in the connecting members during fire exposure. The thermomechanical analysis will enable to establish the peak temperature for the fire timetemperature curve. The thermo-mechanical analysis was performed under gravity loading,
where a factored uniformly distributed load of 14.6 kN/m was assumed on the beam, whereas
a factored axial load of 444 kN was assumed on the column. Supports were provided in the
out-of-plane direction at every 1.83 m distance along the length of the beam to avoid the outof-plane bending of the beam section. Figure 5 shows the finite element mesh of the single
story two bay moment frame used for the thermo-mechanical analysis, where the frame was
discretized by 8-noded solid elements. To reduce the computational time and cost, a coarser
mesh was used. The distortion analysis was performed considering two fire scenarios-fire in
a single compartment, and fire in both compartments.
Thermal analysis was performed on the moment frame in order to get the real time
temperature distribution during the fire event and subsequent cooling. For the thermal finite
element analysis, temperature was given as input with time as presented in Figure 4a (red
line). The temperature was assigned to the bottom surface of the beam bottom flange and
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inside surface of the column flanges in order to simulate the real compartment fire scenario.
The fire temperature initially increases with time up to 20 minutes when it reaches the peak
temperature of 1000ºC, where it is held constant for 30 minutes before the start of the air
cooling process. The air cooling was simulated in thermal finite element analysis by allowing
free heat transfer in all directions. Heat loss occurred from the material surface through both
convection and radiation, which were related to the heat transfer coefficient. The
temperature-dependent material properties (specific heat, thermal conductivity, enthalpy,
heat transfer coefficient) of structural steel were used in the heat transfer analysis, where the
material parameters were defined as a function of temperature. Latent heat/phase
transformation was accounted for by defining enthalpy of the material as a function of
temperature.

Figure 4 (a) Time-temperature curves to represent a fire scenario, (b) monotonic stress-strain
response of ASTM A992 steel at elevated temperatures [37].

Figure 6a shows the distribution of temperature in the moment frame after 50 minutes of
fire exposure in the left compartment only. It is observed that the temperature at beam bottom
flange and column inside flange was 1000ºC. However, the temperature at the web of the
beam located close to the bottom flange reached a temperature of 800-900ºC, and as the
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distance increased along the depth of the beam there was a decrease in the temperature. It
was noted that after about one-third distance away from the beam bottom flange, the
temperature of the beam web was almost close to the room temperature. As a result, the
material properties of structural steel will be heterogeneous along the depth of the beam. The
beam bottom flange and the beam web close to the bottom flange will experience major
change in the material properties because of very high temperature exposure (800-1000ºC),
whereas the beam web one-third distance away from the bottom flange and the beam top
flange will experience no change in the material properties. Similar type of temperature
variation along the depth of the column was observed, where the inside flange of the column
experienced 1000ºC while the outside flange was at room temperature. The temperature
distribution in the column web was variable where the temperature reached room temperature
value about two-third distance away from the inside flange. This will induce material
heterogeneity along the depth of the columns as well. Similar observations were made in the
temperature distribution in the moment frame when both the compartments were subjected to
fire (Figure 7a). The beam and the exterior columns showed the same trend in the
temperature distribution as was observed for single compartment fire, however, unlike
exterior column, in the interior column both the flanges experience 1000ºC, and the
temperature varied from 800Cº-360ºC along the depth of the web.

Figure 5 Finite element mesh developed for thermo-mechanical analysis of a single story
two bay moment frame.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6 Response of a single story frame with fire in a single compartment. (a) Temperature
distribution (in Kelvin) at the end of peak temperature exposure (50 minutes), (b) vertical
deflection (in meter), and (c) out-of-plane deflection (in meter) at the end of the cooling
phase.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7 Response of a single story frame with fire in both compartments. (a) Temperature
distribution (in Kelvin) at the end of peak temperature exposure (50 minutes), (b) vertical
deflection (in meter), and (c) out-of-plane deflection (in meter) at the end of the cooling
phase.
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Once the heat-transfer analysis was finished, structural analysis was performed under
gravity loading by changing the thermal solid elements to structural solid elements, where the
results from the solution of the thermal environment was coupled to the information provided
in the structural environment. In the structural analysis of the frame, temperature dependent
mechanical properties of ASTM A992 steel were used with relevant constitutive equations.
The mechanical properties used in the structural analysis were density, elastic modulus,
initial yield stress, Poisson’s ratio and coefficient of thermal expansion. The elevated
temperature stress-strain response of ASTM A992 steel under monotonic tension loading was
obtained from Hu et al. [37] as shown in Figure 4b. The elevated temperature stress-strain
response of ASTM A992 steel was implemented in the finite element simulation by using
multilinear kinematic hardening model available in ANSYS which incorporates von-Mises
yield criterion and associative flow rule. The multilinear kinematic hardening model
parameters were obtained through fitting the stress-strain response of A992 steel. Note that
there was no material data available for temperatures over 900ºC, for which linear
interpolation method was used to obtain the model parameters. Figure 6b and Figure 6c show
the deformation in the vertical and out-of-plane direction of the frame at the end of the
cooling phase after fire exposure in a single compartment. It can be observed that the
maximum vertical and out-of-plane deflections were 21.7 mm and 22.7 mm at the end of the
cooling phase, which is only twice the values permitted by ASTM A6 [19] for variation in
straightness of W shapes. Similarly when both the compartments were subjected to fire
(Figure 7b and Figure 7c), the maximum vertical and out-of-plane deformations observed
were 19.7 mm and 25.1 mm respectively, which are not significantly large compared to the
values permitted by ASTM A6 [19] for variation in straightness of W shapes. Hence, based
on the observed deformation values it is quite obvious that the frame did not incur major
structural distortion, which can be accepted unconditionally, or recovered by minor heat
straightening if necessary. Therefore, the members of the special moment frame adapted in
this study should not distort significantly under the prescribed fire condition, and hence,
could be used further to investigate the influence of material heterogeneity on the seismic
response.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8 Stress (in Pa) in longitudinal direction of a single story frame with fire in a single
compartment. (a) At the end of peak temperature exposure (50 minutes), (b) at the end of the
cooling phase.

It is important to note here that the out-of-plane deformation was predicted by the global
finite element models despite the fact that initial imperfections were not assigned to the
geometry of the model. Typically, finite element models require the inclusion of initial
imperfections to predict out-of-plane deformation; however, for the models considered in this
study out-of-plane deformation was predicted even though the initial prescribed geometry
was perfect. The out-of-plane deformation observed in the moment frame for both the cases
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with single and two compartment fire was due to the thermal contraction and expansion of
the beam as a result of the fire exposure and subsequent cooling. The thermal expansion
during the fire exposure led to high compressive stresses in the bottom flange of the beam
and the lower part of the beam web, whereas tensile stresses developed at the top flange of
the beam and upper part of the beam web (Figure 8a). As a result, noticeable buckling was
observed at the beam bottom flange and beam web. During the cooling phase, due to thermal
contraction, the compressive stresses developed at the bottom flange and lower part of the
beam web transmitted to tensile stresses, whereas the tensile stresses developed at the top
flange and upper part of the beam web became compressive (Figure 8b). As a result, the
deformation on the beam bottom flange and lower part of the beam web decreased. This
decreased the out-of-plane deformation of the frame. This is clearly seen in Figure 9a where
the axial stresses at three different locations of beam cross-section is plotted against time at
the centerline along the beam length. The out-of-plane deformation at the same locations are
also plotted in Figure 9b.

Figure 9 (a) Stress in longitudinal direction, and (b) out-of-plane deformation at three
different locations across the beam cross section along the centerline of the beam length.
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3.3. Seismic Response of Fire Damaged Moment Resisting Frames
As already mentioned, the special moment frame shown in Figure 2 was investigated for
room temperature and four different fire scenarios. In Fire Cases-I and III, a single
compartment was subjected to fire in 1st and 2nd story of the frame respectively, whereas in
Fire Cases-II and IV, both the compartments were subjected to fire in 1 st and 2nd story of the
frame respectively. The temperature distribution in the frame for Fire Cases-I and III were
obtained from the thermal analysis of single story frame with one compartment fire used in
the distortion analysis of the frame (Figure 6a). Similarly, the temperature distribution in the
frame for Fire Cases-II and IV were obtained from the thermal analysis of single story frame
with fire in both compartments used in the distortion analysis of the frame (Figure 7a). The
material properties of ASTM A992 steel were defined at different locations of the moment
frame based on the temperature distribution obtained from the thermal analysis.
To study the seismic behavior of the special moment frame at room temperature the
simulated earthquake loading history was applied at the roof level of the frame up to 6%
interstory drift angle. The frame was designed based on the strong column-weak beam
philosophy, and hence, all the connections in the frame showed development of plastic
hinges in the beam flanges as shown in Figure 10a, where the equivalent plastic strain
contour is plotted for the entire frame. Zoomed views of the exterior (left) and interior
connections at the 3rd level of the frame are also shown in Figure 10c and Figure 10d
respectively. The base shear-interstory drift angle response of the frame (Figure 10b) shows
that the frame started to loose strength at 4% interstory drift angle with a gradual decrease in
the strength of the frame with loading cycles. The reduction in the strength at 6% interstory
drift angle was 17% which indicates very stable response of the frame. The lateral and outof-plane displacement contours of the frame are plotted in Figure 11a, and b respectively.
The lateral displacement profile of the frame showed that in each story the drift was about the
same, and hence, the energy was dissipated over the entire height of the building which
resulted in lower maximum drift demands. On the other hand, the out-of-plane displacement
contour shows that the beam-column assemblies developed significant buckles in the beam
flanges and web, which resulted in out-of-plane deformation of the beam, and the maximum
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value of the out-of-plane deformation obtained was around 92.5 mm for loading up to 6%
interstory drift angle. When fire damage was included in the finite element analysis by
incorporating post-fire material heterogeneity, it was observed that the strength of the frame
decreased regardless of the fire case.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 10 Cyclic response of the frame at room temperature. (a) Equivalent plastic strain
contour of the frame at 6% interstory drift angle, (b) base shear plotted against interstory drift
angle showing hysteresis response of the frame, (c) equivalent plastic strain contour of the
exterior (left), and (d) interior connection at the 3rd level at 6% interstory drift angle.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11 Displacement contours (in meter) of the frame at room temperature at 6%
interstory drift angle. (a) Lateral displacement, (b) out-of-plane displacement.

For Fire Cases-II and IV where both compartments were exposed to fire in a story, the
reduction in strength was more compared to Fire Cases-I and III, where only one
compartment was exposed to fire. The hysteresis responses of the frame for different fire
cases are shown in Figure 12, where it can be observed that the basic pattern of the hysteresis
response with fire damage was similar to the room temperature hysteresis response with
reduced peak forces at each loading cycles. The envelope of the positive and negative peak
lateral forces are compared in Figure 13a for different fire cases with room temperature
response. For Fire Case-I only 4% reduction in strength of the frame was observed, whereas
Fire Cases-II and III yielded 5% reduction in strength. On the other hand, Fire Case-IV
showed 8% decrease in the lateral strength. It was observed that the hysteresis responses
were symmetric for all the fire cases. However, although the material strength degradation in
the fire exposed members was not influential in the overall strength of the frame, the
interstory drift demands of the frame was significantly affected by the material strength
degradation and heterogeneity. For Fire Case-I, only the left compartment on 1st story was
involved in fire. As a result, the beams and columns in the compartment experienced high
temperature and degradation in material strength. Consequently, the 1st story possessed lower
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lateral strength compared to the adjacent stories and hence, more lateral deformation took
place at the 2nd level indicating higher maximum drift demands at the 2 nd story level. As
shown in Figure 13b, nearly all of the lateral displacement occurred at the 2nd story level, and
the upper stories did not show much movement relative to the adjacent stories. Similar
observations were made for Fire Case-II where both the compartments at 1st story were
involved in fire.

Figure 12 Hysteresis response of the frame for different fire cases.
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Figure 13 Comparison of frame responses at room temperature and different fire cases. (a)
Peak positive and negative lateral forces at each loading cycle plotted against interstory drift
angle, (b) interstory drift angles at each story level.

(b) Fire Case-IV

(a) Fire Case-III

Figure 14 Formation of plastic hinge in the interior column at the 2nd level. (a) Fire Case-III,
(b) Fire Case-IV.
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Since two compartments were exposed to fire, the lateral strength at the 1st story was
even less than Fire Case-I and as a result, the maximum drift demands at the 2nd level was
even higher compared to Fire Case-I. On the other hand, for Fire Cases-III and IV,
compartments at 2nd story were exposed to fire. Similar to Fire Cases-I and II, the maximum
drift demands now increased at the 3rd level indicating significant reduction in lateral strength
at the 2nd story. As shown in Figure 13b, for Fire Case-III, at the 2nd level, the interstory drift
angle was around 1.7%, whereas, at the 3rd level, the interstory drift angle was around 3.1%
indicating more than 50% of the total drift occurring at the 3rd level. For Fire Case-IV, where
two compartments at the 2nd story were exposed to fire, the maximum drift demands at the 3rd
level increased even more compared to Fire Case-III, In this case, 67% of the total story drift
was occurring at the 3rd story level. It was interesting to note here that for Fire Cases-III and
IV, where compartments at the 2nd story were exposed to fire, the interior connection at 2nd
level did not exhibit development of plastic hinges in the beam flanges, rather plastic hinges
started to develop at the column as shown in Figure 14. Since the 2nd story was weaker in the
lateral direction compared to 1st and 3rd stories, an inflection point developed between the
relatively stiff 1st story and weak 2nd story. This indicates a weak column-strong beam
mechanism, which is essentially undesirable mode for seismic applications. Based on the
responses, it is quite obvious that when compartments at any specific story are exposed to
fire, the story becomes weaker or more flexible than the other stories. Consequently, there is
significant reduction in the lateral strength at that story level which leads to very high drift
demands. This is a sign of development of single story mechanism commonly known as soft
story which may lead to catastrophic failure of the whole structure. The post-fire change in
the material properties not only influenced the lateral deformation of the frame, but also the
out-of-plane deformation. The out-of-plane displacement contours for the fire cases are
shown in Figure 15. The same plot for the frame at room temperature was shown in Figure
11b. It can be observed that for all fire cases as well as at room temperature, severe buckling
occurred in the beam flanges and web close to the connection region, except Fire Cases-III
and IV where the interior connection at the 2nd level did not show buckling in the beam.
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(a) Fire Case-I

(c) Fire Case-III

(b) Fire Case-II

(d) Fire Case-IV

Figure 15 Out-of-plane displacement contours (in meter) of the frame for different fire cases.

This is a common phenomenon observed in large inelastic loading cycles during the
cyclic testing of beam-column assemblies which initiates instability in the connection
assemblies. Comparing the contour plots of Figure 11b and Figure 15, it can be observed that
post-fire material strength degradation increased the out-of-plane deformation in the beam
corresponding to the fire exposed compartment. However, for Fire Case-I, the out-of-plane
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deformation was insensitive to the post-fire material strength, whereas for fire cases-II, III
and IV, the increase in the out-of-plane deformation were 20%, 37%, 72% respectively. This
manifests that the fire damaged structures will be susceptible to early instable behavior
compared to the structures without fire damage. Therefore, based on the responses from the
analyses performed in this study it is apparent that if a steel building does not experience
severe distortion during a fire event and is rehabilitated for continued service, it may be
vulnerable to earthquake loading due to the post-fire material strength degradation and
heterogeneity. Hence, it is essential that the post-fire material strength be investigated
regardless of the distortion level before making a decision on the re-usability or reparability
of the structure.

3.4. Seismic Response of an Exterior WUF-W Connection with Fire Damage
To characterize the influence of post fire material properties of the structural steel on the
seismic response of moment connections, an exterior welded unreinforced flange welded web
(WUF-W) moment connection was chosen from the reference special moment frame as
shown in Figure 16a. The finite element model developed for the exterior WUF-W
connection is shown in Figure 16b, where the beam and column were modeled and
discretized by 8-noded solid brick elements and the presence of weld access hole and shear
tab was included. A finer mesh was considered along the beam and column length in the
vicinity of the beam-to-column connection, and also in the column panel zone where
majority of the inelastic action occurs. The other regions of the connection will remain elastic
and hence, coarser mesh was used in those places to reduce the computational time and cost.
Initially the connection was investigated at room temperature under the simulated seismic
loading history. In the finite element simulation, the support conditions of the specimens
were chosen to represent the theoretical inflection points of the beam and the column in a
typical frame building. The specimen supports were designed to mimic the support
conditions of hinge support. The specimen was treated as a cantilever beam connected to the
column flange and the far end of the beam was subjected to the simulated earthquake loading
history. The equivalent plastic strain contour and the moment-rotation hysteresis responses
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for the WUF-W connection under simulated seismic loading history at room temperature are
shown in Figure 17. It was observed that the connection developed plastic hinges in the beam
flanges away from the welded joint (Figure 17a) with a symmetric moment-rotation
hysteresis response. The moment-rotation plot (Figure 17b) showed that the connection
started to loose strength after 2% interstory drift angle, and there was gradual decrease in the
strength of the connection with loading cycles at higher interstory drift angles. The decrease
in the strength of the connection at 3%, 4%, 5% and 6% interstory drift angles were 13%,
24%, 31% and 40%, respectively under both positive and negative bending, which indicates
that considerable amount of energy can be dissipated by the WUF-W connection at room
temperature.
9.14 m

(a)

4.26 m

4.26 m 4.26 m

4.26 m

9.14 m

4.57 m
(b)

Figure 16 (a) Reference special moment frame showing an exterior WUF-W connection
taken for the study, (b) finite element mesh of the external WUF-W connection.

To study the post-fire seismic performance of this connection, a thermal analysis was
performed on the connection to get the temperature distribution during and after the fire
event. Once the temperature history was obtained for each of the element from the thermal
analysis, the material parameters for each of the element was obtained by considering the
peak temperature of the element during the temperature history. The post-fire material
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properties of ASTM A992 steel was obtained from the experimental tests performed by
Morrison [29] and implemented in ANSYS by using multilinear material model. Figure 18a
shows the temperature distribution in the connection after being exposed to the peak
temperature level in the prescribed time-temperature curve (Figure 4a). The distribution is
similar to the one that has been observed in the single story moment frame distortion analysis
where only one compartment was subjected to fire, and hence won’t be discussed here to
avoid repetition. However, the contour plot clearly shows the variation of temperature along
the depth of the beam and columns with temperatures as high as 1000ºC, and as low as room
temperature.

(a)

Figure 17 Response of WUF-W connection at room temperature under simulated seismic
loading history. (a) Equivalent plastic strain contour showing formation of plastic hinges, (b)
moment-rotation hysteresis response.

Once the temperature distribution was obtained from the thermal analysis, structural
analysis was performed on the connection under simulated seismic loading history. The
equivalent plastic strain contour of the connection is shown in Figure 18b. Similar to the
response of WUF-W connection at room temperature, the WUF-W connection with fire
damage developed plastic hinges away from the welded region, but the beam bottom flange
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exhibited more deformation compared to the top flange. This was anticipated since the
bottom flange was exposed to higher temperature (1000ºC) compared to the top flange which
led to material strength degradation at the bottom flange, whereas the top flange maintained
the room temperature material strength. This led to an unsymmetrical moment-rotation
hysteresis response (Figure 19a), where the degradation under negative bending was
significantly higher than that under positive bending. Under positive bending, the connection
showed increase in strength up to 2% interstory drift angle, and afterwards the strength
started to degrade gradually. The reduction in the strength at 3%, 4%, 5% and 6% interstory
drift angles were around 5%, 13%, 20% and 28% respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 18 (a) Temperature distribution (in Kelvin) at the peak temperature level of fire
exposure in the WUF-W connection, (b) equivalent plastic strain contour of fire damaged
WUF-W connection showing formation of plastic hinges.

On the other hand, under negative bending, the connection showed increase in strength
up to 1.5% interstory drift angle followed by a 12% decrease at 2% interstory drift angle. At
higher interstory drift angles such as 3%, 4%, 5% and 6%, the strength decreased by 28%,
43%, 55% and 64% respectively. The decrease in the strength of the fire damaged connection
at 4% interstory drift angle under negative bending was higher than the degradation observed
at 6% interstory drift angle at room temperature. As a result of significant strength
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deterioration of the connection under negative bending, the moment-rotation hysteresis loop
exhibited hysteresis pinching which led to reduced energy dissipation capacity as observed in
Figure 19a. A comparison plot of the moment-rotation envelope of the peak negative and
positive moments at each loading cycle is shown in Figure 19b, where the moment-rotation
envelopes were plotted for the WUF-W connections with and without fire damage.

Figure 19 (a) Moment-rotation hysteresis response of WUF-W connection with fire damage
under simulated seismic loading history, (b) comparison of moment-rotation envelopes
showing peak positive and negative moments at each loading cycle.

It can be observed that for the fire damaged connection, the overall strength of the
connection reduced compared to the connection without fire damage regardless of positive
and negative bending. The reduction in the peak moments under positive and negative
bending were around 10% and 14% respectively. This was attributed to the post-fire
degraded strength of the material. However, as already mentioned, for fire damaged
connection, the strength under positive bending degraded gradually, whereas the strength
deteriorated sharply under negative bending. Moreover, under negative bending the strength
degradation initiated earlier than that under positive bending. This type of hysteresis behavior
was not observed in the overall response of the frame because of the strength contribution of
the members unaffected by fire. However, while considering the response of each individual
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connection in the frame, this type of hysteresis behavior poses severe risk for the connections
that are directly exposed to fire.

4. Conclusions
This study demonstrated the influence of post-fire material strength degradation and
heterogeneity on the seismic response of steel structures by performing finite element
analyses on special moment resisting frames. The responses obtained from the analyses led to
the following conclusions:
Structural members of special moment frames designed for seismic application with
large beam and column sections can withstand higher temperatures (~1000ºC)
without significant distortion during fire, and hence, visibly they may seem to be
unaffected by the high temperature exposure. However, at such high temperature
range structural steel undergoes significant change in the mechanical properties which
essentially changes the structural behavior. Hence, it is anticipated that even though
there is no significant distortion in the structure, the post-fire degradation of structural
steel may adversely influence its seismic performance.
The seismic analysis of special moment resisting frames by considering fire damage
demonstrated that the strength degradation of fire exposed structural members is not
very influential to the overall strength of the structure, rather the lateral drift demands
were significantly influenced by the post-fire strength degradation and heterogeneity
of structural steel. It was observed that nearly all of the earthquake-induced lateral
displacement occurs at the story level where the fire exposed compartments are
located. This may lead to single story mechanism commonly known as soft story at
the fire exposed story level which can lead to catastrophic failure of the structure. In
addition, it was observed that with increase in the number of fire exposed
compartments in a story, there is decrease in the lateral strength and increase in the
drift demands at that story level.
Seismic analysis of an isolated WUF-W moment connection revealed that after fire
exposure, the temperature across the depth of a beam is unevenly distributed which
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leads to material heterogeneity. As a result, the strength of the connection under
negative bending drops steeply compared to the strength under positive bending
which induces hysteresis pinching. Although this type of hysteretic behavior is not
seen in the overall hysteresis response of the frame, it can increase the possibility of
failure of the connection in the fire exposed compartments.
Hence based on the observations from this study, it is obvious that the fire damaged steel
structures are vulnerable to earthquake loading, if the fire exposure temperature is over
800ºC and the structure is rehabilitated for continued service. The notion that there is no
metallurgical change when there is no distortion might not be applicable to moment resisting
frames with large beam and column sections. Therefore, it is essential that even if no
distortion is noticeable, the fire damaged structures should be investigated thoroughly to
make decision about the reparability of the structure based on the post-fire mechanical
properties of the structural steel.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Conclusions
This dissertation dealt with experimental and finite element investigation of the localized
failure mechanism of welded steel moment connections as well as moment resisiting frames.
The objective of the study was to study the influence of several important parameters on the
seismic respose of the connections, address the extent of influence and wherever possible
propose modifications to improve the performance of the connections. The parameters that
were investigated in the course of the study are influence of end plate stiffeners and bolt
arrangement on the seismic performance of extended end plate connection, influence of
initial and weld induced residual stresses and weld sequence on the localized failure
mechanism of the WUF-W and WUF-B connections, and finally the effect of fire damage
(material strength degrdadation and heterogeneity) on the seismic performance of the
moment resisiting frames.
In Chapters 2 and 3, a modified design of extended end plate connection was porposed
and validated. In order to eliminate the stress concentration caused by the end plate stiffener
in AISC proqualifed eight bolt stiffened extended end plate connection, different
arrangements of bolts were studied by using finite element analysis and an optimized bolt
arranegement was obtained which led to equal distribution of bolt forces. However, this
introduced a different failure mechanism through higher strain demands on the weld. Hence,
the beam flanges were heat treated to predefine the plastic hinge location and if failure occurs
it will occur in the heat treated location of the beam flanges and the required ductility
capacity of the connection will be achieved. This again introduced another failure mechanism
through lateral or lateral torsional buckling of the beam due to reduced strength of the
material in the heat treated region. As a result, a stiffener was welded to the beam web near
the connection region. The modified connection showed significant improvement in ductility
and energy dissipation capacity, and the connection showed no strength degradation upto 5%
interstory drift angle. The modified connection design was validated by an experiment on full
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scale beam-column connection and showed excellent performance under simulated seismic
loading history.
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 dealt with experimental and finite element study of the localized
failure mechanism of welded steel moment resisting connections by considering the initial
and weld induced residual stresses. In the experimental study, two WUF-B connections were
tetsted under fatigue loading in order to investigate the effect of weld sequence on the
performane of the connection. The results from the experimental investigation demonstrated
accumulation of axial strain near the weld toe and weld access hole, and different welding
procedure induced different amount of axial strain accumulation, which consequently led to
different fatigue life of the two specimens. In order to simulate the influnece of weld
sequence on the low-cycle fatigue failure mechanism of the connections, advanced numerical
techniques were developed for simulating the initial and weld induced residual stresses and
the simulation resposes were validated against responses from the experimental study and
literature.
The simulation responses showed that significant amount of residual stresses develop
close to the weld toe and weld access hole of the connection because of the welding
procedure, which gradually diminishes with increase in the distance from the weld toe. The
peak value of residual stresses can be higher than the yield stress of the base material and it
can be either tensile of compressive or a combination of both. Initial residual stress values are
negligible around the edges of the beam, and it increases with an increase in the distance
from the edge with a peak value at the centerline along the beam length. As a result, the
residual stresses close to the weld region are predominantly welding induced residual
stresses. The presence of residual stresses may lead to axial strain ratcheting near the weld
toe and weld access hole, and subsequently may lead to low-cycle fatigue failure of the
connection. Hence, the low-cycle fatigue failures that have been observed in the cyclic
testing of the post-Northridge connections can be attributed to the development of damage
accumulation near the weld toe and weld access hole as a result of the axial strain ratcheting.
Different weld sequences induce different distribution and magnitude of residual stresses
around the welded joint, and hence, the strain ratcheting would be different for different weld
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sequences. Post-weld heat treatment can be used to reduce the magnitude of residual stresses
which is expected to increase the fatigue life of moment resisting connections.
Chapter 6 dealt with the seismic response of fire damaged steel buildings where the
influence of post-fire material properties and heterogeneity of structural steel on the seismic
performance of moment resisting frames was investigated. The results of the analysis
revealed that the strength degradation of fire exposed structural members is not very
influential to the overall strength of the structure, rather the lateral drift demands were
significantly influenced by the post-fire strength degradation and heterogeneity of structural
steel. It was observed that nearly all of the earthquake-induced lateral displacement occurs at
the story level where the fire exposed compartments are located. This may lead to single
story mechanism commonly known as soft story at the fire exposed story level which can
lead to catastrophic failure of the structure. In addition, it was observed that with increase in
the number of fire exposed compartments in a story, there is decrease in the lateral strength
and increase in the drift demands at that story level. Seismic analysis of an isolated WUF-W
moment connection revealed that after fire exposure, the temperature across the depth of a
beam is unevenly distributed which leads to material heterogeneity. As a result, the strength
of the connection under negative bending drops steeply compared to the strength under
positive bending which induces hysteresis pinching. Although this type of hysteretic behavior
is not seen in the overall hysteresis response of the frame, it can increase the possibility of
failure of the connection in the fire exposed compartments.

2. Recommendation for Future Works
Although the present research showed its effectiveness in studying the local failure
mechanism of welded steel moment connections, but it was not possible to address all the
factors that influence the localized failure. There are new ideas of research arising from this
dissertation research. Based on the the responses obtained from this study, following are
some of the recommendations for future research works.
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2.1 Modified Extended End Plate Connection with Extended Shear Tab
In the seismic performance enhancement of AISC prequalified eight bolt stiffened
extended end plate connection, heat treatment was implemented at the flanges of the beam to
ensure formation of plastic hinge away from the connection region. This was based on the
weakening mechanism of the beam similar to what is used for reduced beam section moment
connection. Alternatively, the formation of plastic hinge in the beam flanges can be ensured
by strengthening the beam in the connection region using an extended shear tab. The
extended shear tab will delay the strength degradation by strengthening the connection
region, and also push the plastic hinge away from the welded joint. This type of the
configuration of the connection was not investigated in this study and there may be a
possibility that with the modified bolt arrangement and extended shear tab, the connection
can show similar response as observed for the modified connection proposed in this study.

2.2 Further Study on Seismic Analysis of WSMCs with Residual Stresses
In the seismic analysis of moment resisting connection with residual stresses, there are
several issues that need further investigation. In this study only two weld sequences were
considered for the analysis of WUF-W connection. Using the same procedure used in this
study, several weld sequences can be studied to get an optimized weld sequence that will
produce the least amount of residual stresses in the connection region. Moreover, in this
study the effect of the weld between the beam web and column flange was not considered.
The same analysis used in this study can be performed by including a fillet weld between the
beam web and column flange to investigate its influence on the overall residual stress
distribution. In addition, the presence of void or inclusion in the weld may affect the peak
value of the residual stress and its distribution. The weld residual stress analysis can be
performed with the inclusion or void in the weld in order to study its influence on the overall
residual stress distribution as well as on the low cycle fatigue response of the moment
resisting connections.
Although in the residual stress calculation, the effect of material heterogeneity based on
the peak temperature was included, however, in the fatigue analysis of moment resisting
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connections, the heterogeneity of the material was not accounted for because of the
unavailability of cyclic response of ASTM A992 material at high temperatures. Further
investigation is required on the seismic analysis of moment resisting connections by
considering the heterogeneity in the material to study the influence of material softening on
the local strain responses of the connections. There were no experimental measurements of
residual stresses induced by welding at the weld region of the connection for which the
simulated residual stress response could not be validated. Similarly, no initial residual stress
measurements were available for wide flange members consisting of ASTM A992 steel.
These residual stress data is required from experimental measurements to validate the
simulated responses. Finally, the implemented residual stress simulation technique can be
further used to study the influence of residual stresses as well as welding procedure on the
local failure mechanism of other types of moment resisting connections such as reduced
beam section (RBS) connection, extended end plate connection.

2.3 Fire Damage Analysis with Water Quenched Structural Steel
In the seismic analysis of fire damaged moment resisting frames, it was assumed that the
fire exposed structural steel is cooled down slowly to room temperature as the fire slowly
extinguished over a long time. Further study is required to investigate the performance of the
fire damaged steel buildings under seismic loading history by considering water quenched
material properties of structural steel to consider quick extinguishing of fire with firefighter
sprayed water.

2.4 Simulation with Advanced Constitutive Models
Although all the simulation results presented in this study showed good conformity with
the experimental responses, for more complex analysis where creep, stress relaxation and
time dependent behavior is important, it is highly recommended that more advanced
constitutive model is used to get a better prediction of the responses. This type of advanced
constitutive model will require additional terms such as time sensitivity, influence of dwell
time, temperature dependence and finally, multiaxial parameters.
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